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ABSTRACT

This is a study of Ambrose Gwinett Bierce (18421914?), a journalist, satirist, and fiction writer during
the last three decades of the nineteenth century and the
first decade of the twentieth century.

As part of his

narrative output, he turned to fables and produced over 300
of them, attracted to the fable form apparently because it
offered him a medium for control of style, tone, and reader
response.

The control motif is incorporated thematically

in many of the fables as well.

Yet the control may be, and

generally is, only for the moment:

the rhetorical moment,

the historical moment, or, perhaps, the epiphanic moment.
As a preliminary to an analysis of Bierce's use of the
fable, this study begins with an attempt to identify the
generally accepted characteristics of the fable, especially
as the form has come down to us through representative
written literature of Western civilization since the Middle
Ages.

The study then proceeds to examine Bierce's fables

as devices for controlling a moment and to compare the
fables with his invective satire and his short stories, in
particular.

The concluding section examines Bierce's use

of the fable in contrast with two other nineteenth-century
fabulists, Joel Chandler Harris and George Ade, and suggests that Bierce's techniques anticipated those of three
IV

twentieth-century fabulists, James Thurber, William March,
and Robert Coover.
The study is organized into five chapters:
duction; (2) Fable:

(1) Intro-

A Definition, synthesizing and dis-

tilling definitions from dictionaries, glossaries, and the
works of fabulists themselves; (3) Ambrose Bierce:

A Fabu-

list, exploring Bierce's own definition of fable and his
satiric use of the fable; (4) Control:

A Constant, sug-

gesting that certain techniques or themes present in the
fables are present in other Bierce works; and (5) Summary
and Significance, contrasting Bierce as fabulist with two
of his contemporaries and comparing him with three twentieth-century fabulists he anticipated.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

"The saddest thing about the trade of writing is that
the writer can never know, nor hope to know, if he is a
good workman" (X, 25).^ So says Ambrose Bierce in an essay "On Literary Criticism."

In another essay, "Some Dis-

advantages of Genius," he says that the "ultimate umpire.
Posterity, will figure the matter out" (X, 297).

Posterity

is still figuring and still debating among its representatives just how good a "workman" Bierce was.

In the first

place, because he experimented with a variety of approaches
to his writing, not everyone can agree on what is Bierce's
best work to evaluate in order to assess his skills.

Most

of the critical attention focused on him so far has been
limited to his short stories, particularly those from In
the Midst of Life . also subsequently titled Tales of
Soldiers and Civilians . and to

The Devil's Dictionary,

first published as The Cynic's Word Book . As a result,
he is certainly best known for his stories--his Civil War
stories in particular—and for his pithy, ironic definitions.

He deserves notice as well, however, as an early

experimenter with the fable form in the nineteenth century.
It is the purpose of this study to examine Bierce's fables
and to suggest how he adapted one of the oldest forms of
1

story telling to his own objectives and style, primarily by
seeing in them possibilities for controlling the moment,
whether that moment be rhetorical, historical, or
epiphanic.
The fable, as it emerged in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in the United States, moved out of children's
books and into newspapers and magazines.

As Warren Agee,

Phillip Ault, and Edwin Emery point out, a new reading
audience emerged in the thirty-five years between the end
of the Civil War and the turn of the century.

Among these

new readers were members of the rapidly-increasing labor
class, many of them immigrants.

The period is marked by an

increased "adult interest in popularized knowledge" (84).
That interest, combined with improved printing technology,
low postal rates, and better communication links provided
by cross-country telegraph lines, railroad tracks, and
finally telephone lines, spurred the growth of periodicals.
Agee, Ault, and Emery quote the following figures:
By 1900 there were 3500 magazines with a
combined circulation of 65 million an
issue. Weekly newspapers tripled in number
between 1870 and 1900, reaching a total of
more than 12,000. During the same 30 years,
the number of daily newspapers quadrupled
and their total circulation increased
almost sixfold; the figures for 1900 were
1967 general circulation dailies selling
nearly 15 million copies each day. (84-85)

In his own way contributing to that growth from the beginning was Ambrose Bierce, and a part of his success with the
mass audience was his ability to inform, sway, and entertain them through his fables.^

The strength of them,

compared to some of his other work, is that their very form
made it possible for him to generalize about the particular
news of the moment so that the fables have endured beyond
that moment.
In Bierce's columns, the fable became less a vehicle
for general moral lessons particularized in simple narratives and more a device for satire targeting particular
follies and foibles in universalized settings.

He took the

offensive in print against politicians who had their hands
in the public till; against hypocritical Christians who
exploited and maligned non-Christians; against financiers
who, for their own private gain, bilked the government and
the taxpayers; against cant, corruption, dishonesty, sham,
and egoism anywhere he found it.

Through the fables he

informed his readers by exposing the rogues in their midst;
he swayed public opinion by provoking his readers to think;
and he entertained his readers by creating witty narratives
that frequently turned on them as well as on Bierce's primary targets.
He wrote more than 300 fables, some of them for British periodicals during his three-and-a-half-year stay in
3

England from March of 1872 to September of 1875, and set a
pattern for satire that would be followed by twentiethcentury writers such as James Thurber, William March, and
Robert Coover.

He capitalized on the traditional elements

of the fable form and invested his own fables with thoughtprovoking wit and pervasive irony.

Before one can analyze

Bierce's use of this form, however, one must first try to
arrive at a working definition of fable.

Thus chapter two

of this study is an attempt to identify the generally accepted characteristics of the fable, especially as the form
has come down to us through the written literature of Western civilization.
Because it is generally conceded that Chaucer is the
first identifiable great author in English literature, it
is fitting to begin examining the evolution of the literary
fable with a look at attitudes and definitions current in
the Middle Ages.

Fables then were regarded as trifling

fictitious narratives whose only redeeming quality was that
they might teach a moral; a fable was simply an entertaining means of instruction.

Chaucer's Nun's Priest's Tale

recognizes a justification for both merriment and morality,
but it remained for the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
fabulists and audiences to reconcile the two functions.
Jean de La Fontaine invokes the name of Aesop in his
seventeenth-century fables and credits the ancient Greek, a
4

legendary character himself, with devising a unique formula
that pulls together the two aspects of the fable.

La

Fontaine stresses that the entertainment function of the
fable is necessary to attract the unsuspecting reader and
lead him to self-knowledge.

Thus the fables, as La

Fontaine sees them, are deceptive tools requiring an
author's ingenuity and subtlety.

Fables must be concise,

he says, a requirement common to most definitions, and they
must contain humor or wit to be effective.
cinate.

They must fas-

La Fontaine makes no effort to distinguish between

fable and parable, using the two terms as synonyms.
Fabulists in the eighteenth century continued to rely
on the Aesopian formula described by La Fontaine and called
attention to the fable's pastoral qualities and its universality.

John Gay and Tomas de Iriarte perpetuate the part

of the formula calling for indistinct and remote settings
and for the frequent use of animals to illustrate examples
of virtue and vice.

Their views of the fable emphasize the

distancing of both author and reader from any definite time
or place, allowing for the timelessness fables enjoy and
for their worth as universal conveyors of lessons or morals
or truths.
Writers in the nineteenth century, Ambrose Bierce
among them, retained something of Chaucer's emphasis on
merriment, often playing the jester and presenting their

wisdom in the guise of a fool.

Rudyard Kipling returns to

La Fontaine's idea that a fable must please if it is to
preach and adds that writers of politically-inspired fables
can protect themselves to some degree by being representational rather than direct with their criticism.

The po-

litical nature of some of the nineteenth-century fables
would seem to tie them so closely to the historic moment
that they would lose their timeless quality, but the fable
form allows the fabulist to generalize about the particular
expose sufficiently so that he makes his point then and
often so captures a moment of rascality that it remains
relevant in succeeding generations.

In these more topical

and political versions of fables, nineteenth-century writers, many of them journalists writing columns in magazines
and newspapers, are editorializing and addressing their
adult readers.

The apparent aim of at least some of these

fabulists is to unsettle their readers, to disturb the
complacency of the Gilded Age, to provoke their readers to
think.
The legacy of the fable coming into the twentieth
century was one combining the merriment, the morality, the
simplicity, the indefiniteness, the universality, and the
timelessness.

It is a combination of particularizing the

general, as H. J. Blackham characterizes the fable's concrete illustrations of rather abstract general truths; and
6

of generalizing the particular, as one might explain the
fable's suitability for exposing specific instances of vice
and folly in general settings.

Blackham's definition of

f^^le is one that figures prominently in this study.

A

fable, he says, is "a narrative device, to provoke and aid
concrete thinking, focusing on some general matter of concern" (xvii).
Other definitions generally stress the brevity of
fables, although by the twentieth century that distinction
is not an absolute one.

For the most part, this study will

limit itself to an examination of the very brief fables of
Ambrose Bierce and finally compare or contrast them with
the equally brief fables of James Thurber and William March
and with the slightly longer fables of Joel Chandler Harris
and George Ade.

The longest fable discussed is a novella-

length one by Robert Coover.
Since the aim of this paper is to explore all the
possible advantages the fable form might provide for a
writer like Bierce, a writer committed to short forms of
literature, to wit and satire, and to correctness of form
and style, no one critical theory will dictate an approach
to analysis.

The unifying thesis is that Bierce exhibited

a propensity to try to control his material and his
reader's response, and yet he realized at the same time.
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and even illustrated in some of his fables, how inevitably
and paradoxically futile such an effort is.
Still, the value of the fable for Bierce and his successors is its ability, at least occasionally, to control
the immediate historical moment and yet, because of its
ability to generalize the particular, to capture the truth
of that moment for all time.

Specific responses to spe-

cific wars or specific graft or corruption or scandal allegorized into fables become representative responses to all
wars, all graft and corruption or scandal.

So it is with

Bierce and later with Thurber and March, in particular.
Coover hangs in the balance between particularizing the
general and generalizing the particular by virtue of his
choice of a popular culture "myth" as a basis for his
parody.
Bierce, who preferred to be identified as a satirist
rather than a humorist, aimed his wit at a number of targets.

When the targets were too specific, however, only

the historical moment was served, and pieces such as those
collected in Black Beetles in Amber seem dated today.
Thus of all the short satirical forms with which he experimented—the brief invective portraits, the epitaphs, the
ironic definitions, and the fables--only the definitions
and the fables retain that continuing timeliness of the
timeless.

In both forms, a general statement is the focus.
8

Bierce's definition of dictionary, for example, is "[a]
malevolent literary device for cramping the growth of a
language and making it hard and inelastic."

He adds, "This

dictionary, however, is a most useful work" (VII, 71). The
very nature of a dictionary definition is to state generally what a word means, and Bierce does that throughout his
collection, giving each entry an ironic twist that brings
energy and elasticity to the language.
remain "a most useful work."

His dictionary does

Similarly, his definition of

fable as "[a] brief lie intended to illustrate some important truth" ( Enlarged 90) , describes its function succinctly and captures its paradoxical nature.

Working

within the two forms gives Bierce greater control over his
material as he creates it.
Control works at several other levels in Bierce's life
and in his fables, and it is with that focus that chapter
three proceeds.

As a demanding stylist, Bierce insisted on

absolute control of his own material and the methods he
used to present it.

He refused to submit his work to be

edited by anyone else, whether that work be written for
publication in periodicals or in book form.

Certainly one

of his aims as a journalist, primarily a columnist, was to
create and control public opinion.

Therefore, he produced

works that were designed not only to inform and to entertain his readers, but also to influence their opinion, to
9

editorialize.

Using Aesopic fables as points of departure

for a number of his own, Bierce approached them somewhat
agonistically and revised, in the sense Harold Bloom describes, and corrected until they became his.

Within many

of the fables too, control becomes a dominant theme as
individuals struggle to control themselves or other individuals, as ideals or virtues compete for control, and as
illusion and reality often confuse control of perception.
Considering the fables are but one part of Bierce's
narrative output, one can examine them in relation to certain of his other works, and that is the purpose of chapter
four.

Control of material and of form is a concern of

Bierce's in all his writing, and the attempt of a writer to
control a reader is most evident the story "The Suitable
Surroundings."

His invective satire is a means of control-

ling the immediate historical moment, but its impact is
limited to that moment because of the directness of its
attack.

The tendentious wit it exhibits is mollified, and

the aggressive stance is made less abusive in the fables.
The fables have greater appeal to the intellect and less to
the emotions, making them effective satire for the long
term.

The fable form forces Bierce and his readers to be

more detached from the actual and the literal and more
reliant on the ironic and the representative.
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The general theme of control can be traced through a
number of Bierce's narratives, as it contributes to the
conflict so essential in storytelling.

"The Coup de Grace"

compares with two fables treating the same theme, and only
by reading the three selections together does one get the
full impact of the ironic paradox Bierce presents in the
story.

Other stories in which the control theme is par-

ticularly

evident are "George Thurston:

Three

Incidents

in the Life of a Man," "A Son of the Gods," and "A Horseman
in the Sky."

In each case, the unthinking protagonist

relies on some sort of rigid code and responds to it almost
mechanically so that his effort to control himself or others is doomed.

He is, after all, a fool.

The only control

possible, even for a moment, is that prompted by thought.
Happiness, a rare but not altogether non-existent
commodity in Bierce's fiction, defies control, as the tale
"Haita the Shepherd" illustrates.
"The Secret of Happiness."

A complementary fable is

In both the tale and the fable

the message is that happiness does exist, but it cannot be
planned or controlled intellectually.
serendipitous moment.

To encounter it is a

Reading these and other stories and

fables together one discovers significant correspondences
suggesting that Bierce's fabular techniques and themes
carry over in his longer narratives.
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Ambrose Bierce's place in American literature is still
debated, but one point can be made with some certainty:
his adaptation of and experiments with the fable form anticipated similar adaptations and experiments in the twentieth century, a connection examined in chapter five.

His

approach, first of all, was different from the approaches
of two other American fabulists in the nineteenth century,
Joel Chandler Harris and George Ade.
ist, Ade a humorist.

Harris was a folklor-

Bierce was a satirist.

Bierce was

critical of regionalism, of extensive use of dialect, and,
especially, of the use of slang.

His fables are more

nearly like those of George Thomas Lanigan, a CanadianAmerican writing as a journalist in New York and Philadelphia during the latter part of the nineteenth century.
Mark Twain also produced some satirical fables about the
time Bierce's Fantastic Fables were published in 1899,
but Twain's were not published in Fables of Man until
1972.
Three of Bierce's heirs in the twentieth century are
James Thurber, William March, and Robert Coover. They all
wrote fables, and they are all satirists.

Thurber's and

March's fables are most like Bierce's in that they are
brief and ironic, and they frequently target the fools and
rogues of the moment but in general terms.

Unlike Bierce,

Thurber and March include morals, in the form of witty
12

epigrams, at the ends of their fables.

Bierce's epigrams

he treats as separate literary forms.

A substantial number

of them are included in volume eight of
Works .

The Collected

Thurber and March also use a "revisionist" ap-

proach to adapting the traditional fables for their own
use.

Robert Coover could also be described as a "revision-

ist," although the label usually applied to his work is
"metafiction."

The two terms are not necessarily incompat-

ible, however.

Coover's A Political Fable more or less

explodes the fable form by making it longer and more complex than that used by Bierce, Thurber, and March.

More-

over, Coover parodies not the ancient beast fables but a
modern "beast" from a children's story, the Cat in the Hat.
Nevertheless, Coover does work by extending a metaphor and
by pointing or opening himself to a truth.
From the compression of Bierce's fables to the expansion of Coover's, certain constants are apparent.
narrative still remains relatively brief.

The

Even Coover's

novella is only eighty-eight pages in a small format;
Bierce's shortest fable is seventeen words long.

In one

way or another the fable points or reveals a general, important truth by provoking its readers to think through a
particular but at the same time representative example.
Satirical fables rely on wit and irony and fantasy to
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delight the reader and often to surprise him into awareness.

Sometimes the surprise is a jolt; it is always un-

settling.
Posterity's umpire has ruled that Bierce, Harris, Ade,
Thurber, and March are probably forever stuck in the minor
leagues of literature, and no definite decision has been
made about Coover, who is still in the game.

Those who

know Bierce, Harris, Ade, and Thurber know them best
through their short fiction; March is probably best known
as the author of The Bad Seed and Coover as the author of
The Universal Baseball Game . It is not my purpose to
suggest that Bierce, or any of the others discussed herein,
should be elevated to the status of a major figure in
American literature.

In spite of the fact that he wrote

for mass circulation periodicals for most of his professional life, Bierce was an intellectual elitist; he, perhaps more than anyone, realized that he wrote finally for a
select audience capable of thinking and willing to think.
It is the purpose of this paper to look closely at Bierce's
fables, a significant portion of his work that has received
scant attention, and to suggest how they figured in his
quest for control of the moment.

14

Notes
All references to Bierce's Collected Works will be
designated by volume number and page number.
2
An interesting addendum to the figures provided by
Agee, Ault, and Emery are those reported in an Associated
Press story carried in the Amarillo Daily News December
26, 1991. According to the article, the number of daily
newspapers in the United States peaked at 2,600 in 1909 and
had diminished to 1,611 in 1990. Quoted in the story is
Dominic Lasorsa, journalism researcher at the University of
Texas in Austin, who says his studies show that there is a
difference in the number of things people think about in
proportion to the number of newspapers available to them.
He says his findings support the view that with "more
sources of information, you're going to be aware of more
alternatives and weigh them more closely" (A7). Ambrose
Bierce and his fellow journalists competed with each other
in their columns to give their readers a number of things
to think about and a variety of alternatives.
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CHAPTER II
FABLE:

A DEFINITION

Even though virtually everyone has an idea about what
a fable is, a precise and comprehensive definition of
f^tple is difficult to determine.

The familiar beast fables

of Aesop are easy enough to recognize and point to as models, but how are later adaptations and outright departures
from those models to be described?

This chapter proceeds

on the premise that one must first rely on generally accepted definitions that have evolved in dictionaries and
glossaries and on definitions or descriptions that emerge
in the works of the fabulists themselves or in critical
studies of fables.

Then one can use those definitions as a

point of departure in order to synthesize and speculate and
finally provide a working definition that will serve the
purpose of this study.
Most current dictionary definitions of fable agree on
two basic characteristics:
have a moral.

fables are brief, and fables

Thrall, Hibbard, and Holman, in A Handbook

to Literature , offer this initial statement to describe a
fable:

"A brief tale, either in prose or verse, told to

point a moral" (196).

Barnet, Berman, and Burto, in A

Dictionary of Literary Terms, begin similarly:

"A brief

moral tale, in verse or prose. . ." (41). A typical
16

dictionary definition is that found in the Random House
American Colleap Dictionary'
moral. . ." (430).

"a short tale to teach a

In spite of the general consensus,

however, one immediately obvious problem with these abbreviated definitions is that they are not exclusive enough.
What is to distinguish a fable from a parable, for example,
when the definition for parable in Barnet, Berman, and
Burto says it is "a short narrative from which a moral can
be drawn" (6)?

Or is it even necessary to make the dis-

tinction?
Other phrases in the various definitions do offer some
additional refinements or suggestions about what a fable
is.

Certainly one type of fable is that known as a beast

fable, one in which the characters are animals.

But all of

the sources are careful to point out that not all fables
have animal characters and that, even when they do, the
animals have human characteristics and frequently serve to
illustrate, often satirically, the follies of mankind.
Another characteristic mentioned by Thrall, Hibbard, and
Holman is that the subject matter of fables is often supernatural.

Barnet, Berman, and Burto say that a fable makes

"little or no pretense to being historical" (41). Dictionary definitions also apply the supernatural and fictional
labels.

17

The source and the audience of some fables are specified in the various definitions.

Fables are sometimes

derived from folklore, legends, or myths, say the lexicographers.

Furthermore, fables frequently target children as

their audience.

These two characteristics influence style,

sometimes described as child-like.
To sum up the definitions, a fable traditionally is
short; it contains or implies a moral; it frequently, but
not always, features animal characters; its subject matter
may be supernatural or at least non-historical, derived
from folklore, legend, or myth; and it is aimed often at
children.

Thus far definitions focus on form, function,

source, and audience.
How have the fabulists themselves perceived the fable?
Their writings give some clues, at least as far back as the
Middle Ages, when Chaucer included two fables in the Canterbury Tales and specifically referred to fables in four
others.

Apparently the medieval fable, as a concept and as

a genre, was not held in high esteem.

The Summoner, for

example, accuses the friar in his tale of serving the
people "with nyfles and with fables" (SumT 1760),^ that
is, with trifles and silly stories and with falsehoods.
The Squire emphasizes that he speaks truly, "withouten any
fable" (SqT 180), as he describes the brass horse in his
tale.

The Physician introduces the false judge Apius and
18

then assures his hearers parenthetically,
(So was his name, for this is no fable.
But knowen for historial thyng notable:
The sentence of it sooth is, out of doute). . .
(PhysT 156-157)
In response to the Host's request that he tell a fable, the
Parson
. . . answerde, al atones,
"Thou getest fable noon ytoolld for me.
For Paul, that writeth unto Thymothee,
Repreveth hem that weyven soothfastnesse
And tellen fables and swich wrecchednesse.
Why sholde I sowen draf out of my fest.
Whan I may sowen whete, if that me lest?"
(ParsT 30-36)
Nevertheless, one of Chaucer's merriest tales is a fable
told by the Nun's Priest, and Chaucer's own apparent view
of the fable emerges as one observes the curious links and
the complex contrasts between the Nun's Priest's Tale and
the other four tales alluded to above.^
The Summoner, the Squire, the Physician, and the Parson suggest a general and unfavorable understanding of the
word fable in Chaucer's time.

It was a silly falsehood

based on nothing historical and was of no more import than
the chaff to be blown away by the wind.

Those views corre-

spond historically with definitions cited in the Oxford
English nirtionarv describing the fable as "A fictitious
19

narrative or statement; a story not founded on fact" and as
"A foolish or ridiculous story; idle talk, nonsense."

The

narrator of the Nun's Priest's Tale does admit to what
these other pilgrims fault.

The Nun's Priest certainly

makes no claims that his tale is true or factual.

Instead,

he says his story about Chauntecleer and Pertelote is as
true "As is the book of Launcelot de Lake" (3212), a popular romance in the Middle Ages.

Another link is that be-

tween the Parson's and the Nun's Priest's mention of Saint
Paul and fables, but to slightly different purposes.

The

Parson warns that, as an authority, "Paul, that writeth
unto Thymothee,/Repreveth hem that weyven soothfastnesse
[turns aside from truth]/And tellen fables and swich
wrecchednesse" (32-34).

The Nun's Priest observes that

"Seint Paul seith that al that writen is,/To cure doctrine
it is ywrite, ywis" (3441-3442).

Interpreted narrowly, the

written doctrine he refers to is that found in the Bible,
and, in that light, the Nun's Priest's allusion to Saint
Paul could be a reinforcement of the admonition to beware
of false flatterers like Daun Russell "That plesen you wel
moore, by my feith,/Than he that soothfastnesse unto you
seith" (3327-3328).

Thus one of the morals of the tale

emerges in that interpretation.
A broader interpretation of "al that writen is," however, allows for the intriguing notion that morals and
20

perhaps even merriment are justification enough for the
existence of fables.
Priggt's? Tale

Chaucer's final lines in the Nun' s

bring together the allusion to Saint Paul

and the wheat and chaff metaphor employed also by the
Summoner and the Parson.

Both the Summoner and the Parson

invite a comparison of the "fruyt" and the "chaf" apparently in order to toss out the fable with the chaff.

The

Summoner claims that the friar he describes takes the literal fruit from the people, "a busshel whete, malt, or
reye" (SumT 1745), and gives them back only the chaff of
his "nyfles" and his "fables."

Even more to the point, the

Parson, in his refusal to tell a fable, says, "Why sholde I
sowen draf out of my fest,/Whan I may sowen whete, if that
me lest" (35-36)?
"whete,"

And he clearly indicates that the

or "fruyt," is "moralitee and vertuous mateere"

(38), that is, teaching.
Determining what is wheat and what is chaff in
Chaucer's tale underscores the controversy about the worth
of fables in the Middle Ages and suggests finally what
choices both author and reader must make.

Stephen Manning

describes the two views of the fable—one suspect, the
other acceptable--during the Middle Ages and says that each
fable would be judged as a medium of entertainment or of
instruction.

21

The problem was, basically: does the
fable teach, or delight, or both?
Stern moralists cried that it only
delighted, but most literary theorists
--some undoubtedly under pressure from
the moralists—felt it did both. The
man of letters tended to emphasize the
moral content; such an emphasis was
forced upon him, first of all, by the
opposition to pagan literature, and
second, by the opposition to poetry in
general. (405)
Thus the purpose of the fable was brought into question,
and it is on this point that Chaucer allows his reader to
be the final judge.

Or, more accurately, he allows for two

kinds of readers, those who consider his tale to be folly
and those who do not:
But ye that holden this tale a folye.
As of a fox, or of a cok and hen,
Taketh the moralitie, good men.
For Seint Paul seith that al that writen is.
To oure doctrine it is ywrite, ywis;
Taketh the fruyt, and lat the chaf be stille.
(3438-3443)
To justify his tale to those who condemn "folye," Chaucer
invites them to take the "moralitie," and for them that
will be the "fruyt."

Others, like Harry Bailly, the host

for the Canterbury pilgrims, value the fable for its merriment.

It is Bailly who calls for some comic relief after

the Monk's tragedies as he urges the Nun's Priest to "Telle
us swich thyng as may oure hertes glade" (2811) . The
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obliging priest agrees to "be myrie, ywis I wol be blamed"
(2817).

In the epilogue to the tale, Bailly acknowledges

the merriment and delight as his fruit.

"That was a murie

tale of Chauntecleer" (3449), he says, and, "with ful merle
chere" (3461), he calls on another pilgrim.
It remained, perhaps, for fabulists in the seventeenth
century to reconcile the teaching and entertaining aspects
of fables and, in fact, to insist that the one required the
other to be effective.

Certainly the most noted fabulist

of the seventeenth century, Jean de La Fontaine (1621-1695)
asks in his dedication letter to His Royal Highness the
Dauphin, "Could there be anything in the whole of literature more ingenious than Aesop's manner of teaching?" (3).
And he suggests that Aesop's fables may be deceptively
simple in that their simplicities are "cloaking what in
truth is profound" (3). Thus La Fontaine interprets a
formula of sorts:
Aesop surely devised a unique means of
attaining two objectives at once: the
unsuspecting reader, implanted with
the seeds of virtue, acquires self-knowledge
without realizing that he does, believing
the while that he pursues other ends. (3)
It follows, then, that through La Fontaine's fables the
young dauphin will be able "to learn painlessly, or rather,
with enjoyment, whatever a prince ought to know" (3). Both
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the writer's objectives and the reader's benefits are realized with the teaching through enjoyable literature.
The roles of the fable and of its author are further
explored in La Fontaine's fables themselves.

In the begin-

ning of Book Six, for example. La Fontaine points once more
to the deceptive nature of the seemingly simple fables and
stresses the need for ingenuity:
Fables are more than would appear;
The lowliest creature in them may be
a schoolmaster.
Yet morals tire if not set forth ingeniously.
For a tale should preach and please
simultaneously.
With moral disguised by what takes us unaware;
A tale for the tale's sake is too slight
an affair. (118)
A writer who is to "preach and please simultaneously" must
be skillful enough to "take us unaware," so although La
Fontaine acknowledges and reinforces the idea that a fable
is a tale with a moral, the added call for clever subtlety
opens some range of options for the tale teller.
For La Fontaine, two essentials of style and tone are
necessary.

First, fables must be concise.

He says in his

preface, "conciseness. . . is the very life of a story"
(6) . Second, fables require humor or wit.

Again in the

preface to his fables. La Fontaine says that the fables of
Aesop are "familiar to all" and that what makes them
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memorable and enduring is what Aesop contributes as a
writer:
. . . a certain piquancy. . . originality,
humor. When I say humor I do not mean
jocosity, but an alluring, irresistible
something that can be imparted to any
subject however serious. (7)
In "The Joker and the Fishes," he begins,
Humor--which, when forced, to me is just
not wit-Never allures unless strictly apposite. (178)
Whatever that "something" is that La Fontaine labels humor
or wit requires a subtle and delicate approach, what he
calls ingenuity, and if it does evoke laughter, that is
good too.

As he says in Book Twelve, "Laughter is the

god's delight" (295).
The closest La Fontaine comes to actually defining
fables in his preface is also part of his defense of them:
We find that truth herself has spoken
in parables, and what is a parable but
a fable? that is to say, an imaginary
episode used as an illustration: all
the more penetrating and effective
because familiar and usual. (7)
Considering them synonymous with parables, then. La
Fontaine recommends fables as intellectual preventative
medicine, particularly for children:
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Rather than have to mend bad habits,
instill good ones in the young while
they are still strangers to virtue and
vice. And what better means to this end
than fables?
He very clearly targets a juvenile audience, yet he allows
for older readers as well and, in fact, addresses a number
of his fables to adult contemporaries.

He says, "What [the

fables] set forth confirms in persons of riper years truths
which experience has affirmed, and teaches children what it
is well they should know."

For children, he says, fables

provide "first impressions of things" (8).
La Fontaine affirms the worth of the genre once more
in "The Power of the Fable," the fourth fable in Book
Eight.

The subject matter of that fable is topical and

alludes to negotiations between France and England that
preceded the Peace of Nimeguen in 1677, but the general
message is that it must convince by being pleasing.

Ad-

dressed to the ambassador to the Court of St. James, it
begins.
As for this little fable—just for you
from me.
Why explain? I'm hoping that it may be
pleasing to you. (174)
Near the conclusion he declares that "the power of the
fable does endure," and he ends the fable with these lines:
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The world is old? I agree, but to hold
its attention
One resorts, as with a child, to fascination.
(174)
Child-like, in a sense, but not always specifically for
children. La Fontaine's fables are concise adaptations,
mostly in the Aesopian mold, newly and ingeniously wrought,
defined, defended, and durable.
In the eighteenth century, both John Gay (1685-1731)
and Tom^s de Iriarte (1750-1791) wrote introductory fables
that more or less explain their ideas about what a fable is
or should be.

Gay's "The Shepherd and the Philosopher" is

set "remote from cities" (1). In it, a learned philosopher, educated in schools, seeks out an old shepherd reputed to be wise.

The philosopher questions the shepherd

about how he learned what he knows.
Has he traveled?

Has he read books?

The shepherd replies,

'I ne'er the paths of learning tried;
'Nor have I roam'd in foreign parts,
'To read mankind, their laws and arts;
'For man is practis'd in disguise,
'He cheats the most discerning eyes!
'Who, by their search, shall wiser grow,
'When we ourselves can never know?
'The little knowledge I have gain'd
'Was all from simple nature drain'd;
'Hence my life's maxims took their rise,
'Hence grew my settled hate to vice. (2)
There follow thirty-two lines cataloging and describing
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examples of virtue and vice identified with members of the
animal kingdom:

industrious ants, trustworthy dogs, loving

doves, protective hens, overbearing owls, talkative pyes,
rapacious wolves, spiteful serpents.

The shepherd con-

cludes his testimonial for the beast fable with these
lines:
'Thus every object of creation
'Can furnish hints to contemplation;
'And from the most minute and mean,
'A virtuous mind can morals glean. (3-4)
Similarly, Iriarte begins his first fable, "El
elefante y otros animales" ("The elephant and other animals"), in a spot remote in time and place.
Alia, en tiempo de entonces,
y en tierras muy remotas,
cuando hablaban los brutos. . .
(There, in that time,
and in lands very remote,
when the brutes spoke. . .)

(5)

A slightly looser translation makes Iriarte's opening that
of the familiar fairy tale:

"Once upon a time in a land

far away when the animals talked. . ." And fables do, in
fact distance themselves from the real here and now,
achieving for them thereby timeless and universal qualities.

Iriarte sums up the essence of the fable in its

universality, timelessness, and didacticism in the closing
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lines of his first fable:
Quien mis fibulas lea,
sepa tambien que todas
hablan a mil naciones,
no solo a la espanola.
Ni de estos tiempos hablan,
porque defectos notan
que hubo en el mundo siempre
como los hay ahora. (7)
(Whoever reads my fables
knows that they also
speak to a thousand nations,
not only to the Spaniard.
Nor of these times do they speak,
because the defects they note
were there in the world always,
as they are now.)
Delighting in scenes pastoral and seeking wisdom
through nature are elements that put Gay's poetic fables in
line with the continuum of literary history from the early
idyls of Theocritus to the later poems and essays of the
Transcendentalists.

And Iriarte's emphasis on the broad

range of audiences and the lasting impact of fables possibly explains why writers in every period turn to one of the
oldest forms of storytelling.
In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, a number of
writers, many of them journalists, included fables as part
of their narrative output.

Most of them chose prose rather

than verse, as did Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) in his
Jnnale Books (1894,1895) and Just So Stories for Little
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Chil<;irQn

(1902) .

It was in a poem, however, that he de-

scribed "The Fabulists."

The first stanza focuses on the

nature of the subject matter that calls on the fabulist's
talents and once again stresses the need to please in order
to be heard.
When all the world would keep a matter hid.
Since Truth is seldom friend to any crowd.
Men write in fable, as old Aesop did.
Jesting at that which none will name aloud.
And this they needs must do, or it will fall
Unless they please they are not heard at all.
(614)
Looking back from this point, one can see that the aim to
please has remained constant.

Chaucer provided merriment.

La Fontaine ingenuity. Gay simplicity, Iriarte scope.

Each

of the authors recognized that if he were to be read he
must please his audience. Furthermore, the subject matter
was disguised to make it more acceptable.

Frequently,

animals instead of men acted out the virtue and vice lessons for the young.

The settings were deliberately gener-

alized and given a fairy tale remoteness.

Most of the

fables up to the late nin^eenth century were written in
verse.
A subtle difference is suggested by Kipling that marks
many of the fables written in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries and says something about the perceptions of the
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fabulists.

When he writes that "all the world would keep a

matter hid" and that "Truth is seldom friend to any crowd,"
Kipling implies that more is in the message of modern
fables than just general virtue lessons.

He implies that

fables can be exposes and that they are most likely to
succeed through the author's jesting.

H. J. Blackham, in

The Fable as Literature , comments on what he calls "the
jester factor."

After observing that court jesters were

allowed to speak their minds in the guise of playing the
fool, he applies similar circumstances and allowances to
fabulists.
A fable writer is not necessarily subject
to the caprice of political authority; it
is the proper business of a writer to
speak his mind. But this writer takes-is allowed--the freedom to do so in his
own unexpected ways, which may be to
bamboozle and unsettle, to tease, to
delay, to play all the tricks in, and
not in, the book. (178-179)
Jesting at a target is generally categorized as satire, and
satire is generally written for an adult audience sophisticated enough to appreciate its wit and subtlety.

The

shift, then, among more recent fabulists, is the tendency
to move the fable out of the children's books and into
newspapers, magazines, and books intended for adults.
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This is not to say, of course, that nineteenth- and
twentieth-century fabulists have not written for children
nor that earlier fabulists did not write for adults.

Cer-

tainly Kipling himself is an example of a writer of
children's fables, as is Joel Chandler Harris (1848-1908)
with his tales of Uncle Remus.

Chaucer, on the other hand,

wrote for adults, and a number of La Fontaine's and
Iriarte's fables are addressed to adults.

Still, not until

the last half of the nineteenth and the first half of the
twentieth centuries has there been such a volume of fables
written seemingly to expose some vice or folly or to reveal
some truth to adult readers.

The truth, as Blackham ex-

plains it and as it is pictured by the fable, "is a statement that jolts, not a statement that settles" (252).
Yet twentieth-century fabulist William March (18931954), whom William T. Going described as the "Aesop of the
Lost Generation" (xxii), wrote at the end of his first
fable, "the fable is and always has been the platitude's
natural frame" (2). And if a platitude is a trite remark
uttered as if it were fresh and profound, it would hardly
be likely to produce the jolting statement that Blackham
describes.

The fable continues to be a paradox.

Blackham

includes in his introduction an attempt at a formal definition of fables:

"a narrative device, to provoke and aid

concrete thinking, focused on some general matter of
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concern" (xvii).

it is the last part of his definition

that might be matched up with March's.

A "general matter

of concern" is often communicated in a summary statement
that is a platitude, what some fabulists might include as a
moral, such as "Don't be greedy" or "Pretending to be something you are not may get you into trouble."

But the chal-

lenge is to provoke people into thinking about what the
platitude really means.

So an Aesop creates tales about

"The Goose That Laid the Golden Eggs" or "The Wolf in
Sheep's Clothing."

It is that ability to particularize the

general and yet in such a universal way that it is made
relevant to almost anyone at almost any time that is the
genius of fables.

Blackham quotes William Hazlitt, who

said, "The invention of a fable is to me the most enviable
exertion of human genius:

it is the discovering a truth to

which there is no clue, and which, when once found, can
never be forgotten" (xvi).

The discovered truth may be

stated finally as a platitude, but the process of discovery
through the fable's narrative provides the jolt.
To try to synthesize now would create a very long and
unwieldy definition, but it is helpful to note two other
slight shifts in the emphases of later definitions.

Omit-

ted is any mention of the length of fables, and "truth"
rather than "moral" is the designation for what may be
revealed through the narrative.
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Still, even if it is not

practical to synthesize, perhaps to distill is now in
order.

Throughout all the definitions and descriptions of

a fable remains the central tale, the ingeniously-constructed and universalized narrative, told to point a moral
or reveal a truth by provoking its audience to think.

One

additional characteristic is that the fable almost always
turns on the question of control:

author exercising con-

trol over form and material and narrative characters seeking control over other characters and their situation.
This study will proceed using the general distilled definition as a basis for identifying fables and the particular
observation about control as a basis for analyzing the
fables of Ambrose Bierce.
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Notes
References for the Canterbury Tales are listed by
line, preceded by the abbreviation for the tale. Thus this
reference is to the Summoner's Tale . line 1760.
The other tale generally regarded as a fable is the
Manciple's Tale . a narrative about how the once white crow
was turned black. H. J. Blackham, in The Fable as Literature, does not recognize the Manciple's Tale as a fable,
perhaps because it is more nearly a folk tale explaining
the color of the bird than a narrative provoking people to
think about a "truth." He does recognize the Nun's
Priest's Tale as a fable but says "there is more in it of
the occasion than of the fable" (60).
^The Biblical reference alluded to by both the Parson
and the Nun's Priest is 2 Timothy 4:3-4. "^For the time
is coming when people will not endure sound teaching, but
having itching ears they will accumulate for themselves
teachers to suit their own likings, "and will turn away
from listening to the truth and wander into myths."
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CHAPTER III
AMBROSE BIERCE:

A FABULIST

By the early nineteenth century, the popularity of the
fable in Europe had seemingly run its course.

In Thomas

Noel's estimation, "the fable wore itself out as a workable
literary genre.

Heavy practice during the [eighteenth]

century rapidly exhausted its limited possibilities for
variation, resulting in endless repetitions of the same old
material" (13). By the end of the nineteenth century,
however, several American authors had found new possibilities for variation--dialect, slang, and satire, for example--and had produced collections of fables. Among them
was Ambrose Bierce (1842-1914?), who, with his flare for
wit and compression, helped revive the literary fable and
make it work for him as a means of conveying his own perceptions of truth and as an effort to control the immediate
and to capture the universalized moment.

In this chapter

evidence of Bierce's own efforts to control his work and
his audience's responses will be offered through biographical data and through analysis of the five groupings of his
fables.
A scene from Nathanael West's Miss LoneIvhearts has
the title character sitting by a window

thinking, "Man has

a tropism for order"; yet Miss Lonelyhearts also realizes,
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"Every order has within it the germ of destruction.

All

order is doomed, yet the battle is worthwhile" (30-31).
With only slight revision, these admittedly somewhat pessimistic philosophical insights correspond to the paradoxical
conflict at work in the life and fables of Ambrose Bierce,
the nineteenth-century satirist said to have influenced, or
at least anticipated. West, among others.-'-

In Bierce's

case, man (or woman) has a compulsion to control; yet every
effort to control is countered by an ironic and inevitable
circumstance that makes any seeming success tenuous and
transitory.

Nevertheless, although absolute control may be

doomed, the battle for control of the moment is on-going.
For Bierce, the compulsion to control was a very fundamental one, beginning with his insistence, throughout his
career, that he have complete authority over what he wrote.
As Cathy N. Davidson points out in the first chapter of
The Experimental Fictions of Ambrose Bierce: Structuring
the Ineffable . sometimes his insistence that his work be
printed without any editing other than his own limited the
extent to which he was known.

In Davidson's words.

To circumvent the vagaries of eastern
editors' standards, Bierce printed most
of his stories through small California
presses usually operated by friends and
sometimes run by Bierce himself. This
process allowed him total authorial
control over his fiction, but it brought
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him little financial remuneration or
national attention. (7)
He kept control, but, ironically, he may have missed the
chance to extend his editorial or artistic influence beyond
the San Francisco area.
When Bierce was hired by William Randolph Hearst to
write for the

San Francisco Examiner . it was with the

understanding that his columns were not to be edited.

In

his biography of Hearst, W. A. Swanberg says that Hearst
"showed great patience in his frequent conciliation of
Ambrose Bierce, a fire-brand who would fly into a fury if a
word of his copy was changed" (84). Swanberg includes the
following anecdote as illustration:
Hearst prized Bierce's acid wit, but
feared his utter lack of discretion.
He asked [editor Willis J.] Abbott to
watch the Bierce copy for dangerous
passages. Abbot soon found one that
made him blanch. Bierce, in writing
of a much beloved actress who had
recently died, observed, "always famous
for her composed manner, she is now
quite decomposed."
Abbott blue-penciled it. Bierce, on
learning that his copy had been changed,
immediately resigned. Hearst's patience
with him was endless. He lured Bierce
back, as Abbott surmised, "probably at
an increased salary." (126)
Writing later for Hearst's Cosmopolitan . Bierce,
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according to Swanberg, "was incensed at assignments given
him, sometimes turning them down flatly" (302).

Hearst's

patience did finally come to an end, however, and he did
not oppose Bierce's resignation in 1908.
Bierce's own account of his work at the Examiner and
of his relationship with Hearst is included in volume
twelve of The Collected Works under the title "A Thumbnail Sketch."

Bierce says he had "many a fight with his

[Hearst's] editors for my right to my self-respect" (XII,
306).

But of Hearst himself, Bierce says.
He did not once direct nor request me
to write an opinion that I did not hold,
and only two or three times suggested
that I refrain for a season from
expressing opinions that I did hold,
when they were antagonistic to the
policy of the paper, as they commonly
were. (XII, 306)
His final effort to control his work led Bierce to

edit the twelve volumes of his Collected Works . published
by his friend Walter Neale.

Carey McWilliams notes that

Bierce "worked feverishly" on the collection, "putting
money, time, the efforts of his secretary, and the money of
his friends who were circularized for subscriptions" into
the venture (297).

His letters of the period, says

McWilliams, were full of
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discussions of publishing details, plans
for prospectuses, and proofs, proofs,
proofs. The last four years of his
life were taken up with proofreading
and little else, correcting proof after
proof, and even paying for the privilege
of correction (298).
Bierce selected which works went into the volumes published between 1909 and 1912, though reviewers at the time
were puzzled by some of the inclusions.

In 1911, Frederic

Taber Cooper appraised Bierce and his work following the
publication of the first ten volumes of The Collected
Works . Cooper asked this general question:

"How far is

it to [authors'] own best interests to dilute their finer
and more enduring work with that which is mediocre and
ephemeral" (471)?

More specifically. Cooper said that the

ten volumes retained "a considerable amount of journalistic
rubbish side by side with flashes of undoubted genius"
(473) .
Later biographers and critics also have questioned the
wisdom of Bierce's editing.

H. L. Mencken says, for ex-

ample,
I have a suspicion, indeed, that Bierce
did a serious disservice to himself when
he put those twelve volumes together.
Already an old man at the time, he permitted
his nostalgia for his lost youth to get the
better of his critical faculty, never very
powerful at best, and the result was a
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depressing assemblage of worn-out and flyblown stuff, much of it quite unreadable.
(259)
McWilliams finds it "unthinkable. . .that Bierce should
have omitted some of his sharpest lines in order that he
might include those horrible 'Little Johnny' yarns of which
he wrote Mr. Neale that it pained him to have to kill any
of them" (306) .

In his Bierce biography, Paul Fatout says

this:
The whole four years' pother over the
Works is one of the most pathetic
episodes in the Bierce career. Marveling,
round-eyed, at the fame solidified by
"ten or twelve costly volumes," he
shoveled in thousands of words that
would have served him better if thrown
into the incinerator; every word became
coruscating, and every brain child
precious. (282)
When Shapes of Clav was published in 1903, Fatout says,
Bierce resisted editors' attempts to remove inferior material, saying he wanted the book to represent him at his
average (253).

As a result, Bierce has been judged by many

as if he were average.

It is Fatout's opinion that the

"best of his satires and serious poems might have made one
respectable small volume, yet when he had to choose between
his best and a generous helping of everything, he pitched
in the rakings of forty years as a columnist" (295).
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Mencken similarly suggests that The Collected Works should
have been "boiled . . . down to four volumes, or even to
six" so that "it might have got him somewhere, but, as it
is, his good work is lost in a morass of bad and indifferent work" (260).
A more objective and selective editor than Bierce
would surely have to retain for the best-of-Bierce list his
fables, which, along with The Devil's Dictionary, are
examples of his best satire.

Moving from the strictly

biographical to the more artistic evidences of Bierce's
control, one can see that the combination of the fable form
with the author's satiric intent is an ideal merger for
illustrating attempted control and paradoxical outcomes.
Bierce had his own definite ideas about the form and function of the fable, and he experimented with these ideas to
produce some of his most durable short narratives.
His definition of fable emphasizes its paradoxical
nature as well as its instructional purpose, but his definition did not first appear in The Cynic's Word Book
(1906), later published as The Devil's Dictionary in The
Collected Works .

It was not until 1967, with the publica-

tion of The Enlaraed Devil's Dictionary, compiled and
edited by Ernest Jerome Hopkins, that Bierce's assessment
of the fable became readily available.
concise, a single phrase:

His definition is

A fable, he says, is "A brief
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lie intended to illustrate some important truth" (90). He
then includes a fable to illustrate:
A statue of Eve and the Apple was
accosted by a hippopotamus on a show-bill.
"Give me a bite of your apple," said
the hippopotamus, and see me smile."
"I would," said Eve, making a rough
estimate of the probable dimensions of
the smile, "but I have promised a bite to
the Mammoth Cave, another to the crater of
Vesuvius, and a third to the interval
between the lowest anthropoid Methodist
and the most highly organized wooden
Indian. I must be just before I am
generous." (90)
Bierce attaches a moral with this concluding sentence:
"This fable teaches that Justice and Generosity do not go
hand in hand, the hand of Generosity being commonly thrust
into the pocket of Justice" (90) .
First, the definition itself is really just Bierce's
own version of the traditional idea that a fable is a brief
narrative (fictitious and therefore not true, a lie) told
to point a moral (or general truth).

So there is nothing

new or remarkable in Bierce's idea about what a fable is.
What is worthy of note is how Bierce says what he says.

By

pairing opposites, lie and truth, he both recognizes and
reveals the conflict and ironic paradox in the very nature
and make-up of the fables that others have only partially
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determined or hinted at.

And he has done it in only seven

words.
The illustrative fable is, of course, longer and more
complex.

What is immediately interesting about the tale is

that the characters are not Eve and a hippopotamus but
artistic representations of Eve and a hippopotamus in the
popular culture, a statue and a show-bill illustration.

As

such they are made public figures abstracted from reality
and put on display, accentuating the representational and
fantastic characteristics of the fable.

Moreover, Eve's

already-promised bites from the apple go not to other humans or animals, but to presumably empty spaces--a cave, a
crater, and an interval.

Bierce brings into focus with his

fabular fantasy the superficiality of those in public life
and perhaps the emptiness of their promises.

That he also

gets in shots at women and religion is certainly arguable
as well.

The fable is more than it seems, to echo La

Fontaine.
The moral spins off of the concluding line of the
fable, "I must be just before I am generous," and questions
the existence of either justice or generosity.

It revives

a dead metaphor by denying that Justice and Generosity go
"hand in hand" and then picturing "the hand of Generosity
being commonly thrust into the pocket of Justice."

Bierce

is doing what fabulists do best, still in the tradition of
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Aesop, as Percy Boynton points out:

As a "sardonic wit,"

Boynton says, Bierce "sees a discrepancy or an
and brands it with a phrase or a sentence.

incongruity

It is what

Aesop did with his potent 'sour grapes'" (87). Bierce
reinforces the figurative use of the hand in the pocket by
using it again in "The Taken Hand."
A successful Man of Business having
occasion to write to a Thief expressed
a wish to see him and shake hands.
"No," replied the Thief, "there are
some things that I will not take—among
them your hand."
"You must use a little strategy," said
a Philosopher to whom the Successful Man
of Business had reported the Thief's
haughty reply. "Leave your hand out some
night and he will take it."
So one night the Successful Man of
Business left his hand out of a neighbor's
pocket and the Thief took it with avidity.
(VI, 244)
Reviving dead metaphors, such as "hand in hand," or
extending incongruous ones, such as the pun on taking a
hand above, indicate the controlled workings of an intellect, and fables such as these please by engaging the intellect of the reader as well.

H. J. Blackham says, "In-

congruity arrests attention and defeats usual expectations;
therefore opens the mind, prepares it for something new"
(250).

It can be both a form of the comic and a form of

comment, he says, particularly if it is employed in a
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fable.

Blackham continues.
Incongruity is to the aesthetic as
dissonance to harmony, the same
language. The incongruity is resolved
in the achievement of the fable; it
causes surprise which leads to
discovery. The incongruous metaphor
is the distinctive aesthetic aspect of
the fable. (250)

Having thus defined, exemplified, and set the course
for the fable as he envisioned it, Bierce continued to use
the form from the time he created the "Fables of Zambri the
Parsee" for Fun magazine in London from 1872 to 1873 until
he compiled the Fantastic Fables for publication in 1899.
Those 309 fables appear in volume six of The Collected
Works

and are divided into five parts:

tially without a sub-heading,
"Fables from Fun," forty-five
seventeen under

225 appear ini-

followed by fifteen under
under

"Aesopus Emendatus,"

"Old Saws with New Teeth, " and seven under

"Fables in Rhyme."
It is not surprising that Bierce found his form in
short fiction and that he turned frequently to the fable.
He was, first of all, a journalist, accustomed to writing
the concise pieces designed to fit in the limited spaces
allotted on newspaper pages for articles and columns.

The

conciseness demanded of a journalist becomes ultimate compression in the fables and in the definitions in The
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Devil's Dictionary.

Newspaper readers are notoriously

fickle and must be informed and entertained quickly and
briefly if they are to be satisfied.
that he could do so.

And Bierce proved

He was enormously popular in the San

Francisco area, enough so that Hearst first sought him out
to be on the staff of the Examiner to help boost its circulation.

Superficially, at least, the fable would seem to

be an ideal choice of form for a writer aiming his efforts
at the mass audience.

For the same reasons it works for

children, it works for the average newspaper reader; it is
traditionally simple and brief, and it has a single focus
in its limited moral or truth.
The fable also offers control of form and of style
within that form which distinguished Bierce's work throughout his career; and he was only one of several American
writers, many of them journalists, from the mid-nineteenth
to the mid-twentieth centuries to adopt and adapt the fable
form.

Others included Joel Chandler Harris (1848-1908),

George Ade (1866-1944), William March (1893-1954), and
James Thurber (1894-1961).^

Each developed a distinctive

style within the genre, and their ability to do that
prompts a comparison with the ability claimed by Robert
Frost to find freedom of expression within the strict demands of poetic form.

In "The Figure a Poem Makes," Frost

says that
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the object in writing poetry is to
make all poems sound as different as
possible from each other, and the
resources for that of vowels,
consonants, punctuation, syntax, words,
sentences, meter are not enough. We
need the help of context—meaning—
subject matter. That is the greatest
help towards variety. All that can be
done with words is soon told. So also
with meters—particularly in our
language where there are virtually but
two, strict iambic and loose iambic.
The ancients with many were still poor
if they depended on meters for all
tune. . . . The possibilities for tune
from the dramatic tones of meaning
struck across the rigidity of a limited
meter are endless. And we are back in
poetry as merely one more art of having
something to say, sound or unsound.
Probably better if sound, because deeper
and from wider experience. (v)
The most famous line from Frost's essay on poetry says
that a poem "begins in delight and ends in wisdom" (vi).
The same could be said for a fable.

Fabulists, like poets,

must provide the originality and initiative that Frost
called for.

Creative knowledge. Frost suggests, is avail-

able
in the wild free ways of wit and art.
A schoolboy may be defined as one who
can tell you what he knows in the
order in which he learned it. The
artist must value himself as he
snatches a thing from some previous
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order in time and space into a new
order with not so much as a ligature
clinging to it of the old place where
it was organic. (viii)
The

key word in Frost's last remarks is order.

It would

seem to contradict the celebration of the "wild free ways
of wit and art," but, as Frost indicated earlier, the freedom is in the selection and presentation of the subject
matter within a given context and the ordering or re-ordering of the artist's material within his chosen form-whether it be poem or fable.

Bierce appropriated the fable

form and worked within it as a satirist with something to
say.
Henry C. Carlisle, Jr., includes seven of Bierce's
fables in his collection of American Satire in Prose and
Verse (1962) , and Carlisle describes Bierce as one who
"steadily regarded the universe as a kind of cosmic shell
game, with mankind as the mark.

His writing is a cold,

spare shorthand of disillusion" (94). Carlisle's recognition of Bierce's fables, and only his fables, as significant examples of American satire attests to their continuing effectiveness.

Furthermore, Carlisle's image of the

shell game captured in shorthand is a fitting alternative
description for the on-going battle for control of manner
and message waged in Bierce's fables.

The conciseness and

compression of Bierce's satiric shorthand requires
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stylistic precision.

It is significant that one of his

last published works was a style book-glossary entitled
Write It Right (1909) in which he said in his introduction
that good writing is "clear thinking made visible" (5).
As a journalist, more specifically a columnist, Bierce
was trying to control more than just his form and style; he
was trying also to control public opinion.

To that end, he

wrote first for the moment, for the immediate present-day
audience that bought the periodicals for which he produced
his columns.

As Leroy J. Nations points out, "During the

San Francisco years, Bierce was at the height of his powers.

He could shatter a reputation with a heroic couplet;

he could sing a paeon of praise with a shortened phrase"
(255).

Seemingly contrived always for the moment, some of

his efforts, especially among the fables, nevertheless
transcend the limits of day-to-day journalism and become
"literature."

When his attempted editorial control of the

reader's response to the historical moment goes beyond that
moment or captures the moment in representational images,
it becomes universal in its implications.
Some additional clues to his own views on fabulists
and the value of their work can be inferred from several of
his fables.

One of the earliest is from "Fables from

Fun." selections from

some of his fables published in a

London humor magazine in 1872 and 1873.
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These fables,

"slightly revised" for inclusion in Fantastic Fables . as
Bierce explains parenthetically, include one that features
an author who is also a fabulist:
An author who had wrought a book of
fables (the merit whereof transcended
expression) was peacefully sleeping
atop of his modest literary eminence,
when he was rudely roused by a throng
of Critics uttering adverse judgment
on the incomparable tales.
"Apparently," said he, "I have been
guilty of some small degree of
unconsidered wisdom, and it is a
bitterness to these good folk, the
which they will not abide. Ah, well,
those who produce the Strasburg pate
and the feather pillow regard us as
rival creators. Doubtless it is in
course of nature for those who grow
the pen to censure the manner of its
use. "
So speaking, he executed a smile a
hand's-breadth in extent and resumed
his airy dream of dropping ducats.
(VI, 336-337)
Four key words--author, critics, wisdom, and bitterness—suggest an outline for examining this fable as an
example of an author's quest for control even though he
knows that any control he claims in one moment can be reversed in the next.

Structurally, it is a fable within a

fable, with the framing part of the tale introducing the
author and setting up his response to the critics and their
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"adverse judgment" of his fables.

The response itself

takes the form of a fable about geese and those who use the
geese's by-products.

The closest Bierce comes to stating a

moral is in the author's statement at the end of the interior fable:

"Doubtless it is in course of nature for those

who grow the pen to censure the manner of its use."
First,

Bierce as author gives control of the narrative

to his author-fabulist.

That does not mean, however, that

the author is not flawed and subject to ridicule himself.
He is, after all, "sleeping atop of his modest literary
eminence" at the outset of the fable, and at the end he has
"executed a smile a hand's-breadth in extent and resumed
his airy dream of dropping ducats."

He appears to be smug,

certainly, if not downright prideful.

But, flawed or not,

he is in control of the moment--in this case a moment of
verbal one-upmanship in an on-going exchange with his critics--because he is the man with the words, the man with the
pen.

Particularly for the satirist, that control is vital.

The satirist prefers always to be on the offensive.
The critics wield pens also, of course, but Bierce implies in his goose fable that they are limited because they
are not truly creative and can only censure the creative
works of others.

In that respect, this fable can be

com-

pared with another in the "Fables from Fun" about an ox
and an ass:
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"I say you," bawled a fat Ox in
a stall to a lusty young Ass who was
braying outside; "the like of that is
not in good taste."
"In whose good taste, my adipose
censor?" inquired the Ass, not too
respectfully.
"Why—ah-h'm. I mean that it does
not suit me. You should bellow."
"May I ask how it concerns you
whether I bellow or bray, or do both,
or neither?"
"I cannot tell you," said the Ox,
shaking his head despondingly--"I do
not at all understand the matter. I
can only say that I have been used to
censure all discourse that differs
from my own."
"Exactly," said the Ass; "you have
tried to make an art of impudence by
calling preferences principles. In
'taste' you have invented a word
incapable of definition to denote an
idea impossible of expression, and by
employing the word 'good' or 'bad' in
connection with it you indicate a merely
subjective process, in terms of an
objective quality. Such presumption
transcends the limits of mere effrontery
and passes into the boundless empyrean
of pure gall!"
The bovine critic having no words to
express disapproval of this remarkable
harangue, said it was in bad taste.
(VI, 335-336)
The ox may have the last word and the ass may not have
written down his words, but the ass, like the fabulist, has
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clearly controlled this moment with his verbal oneupmanship.
A writer almost fanatically obsessed with style and
correctness, Bierce would no doubt have had little patience
with the short-sightedness of some of his critics and of
the inaccuracies some of them published about him.

For

example, Fred Lewis Pattee, in A History of American Literature Since 1870 . first lists Bierce with a group of
late-nineteenth-century writers who "together created what
is perhaps the best body of short stories in any language"
(24) . Later Pattee, who rendered judgment in 1915, only a
year after Bierce presumably perished in Mexico, qualifies
that judgment by saying that Bierce's story-telling is
"lacking sincerity" and "fails of permanent appeal"

(379).

Likening Bierce to Poe in that both wrote for effect,
Pattee seems to find fault with such writing because its
settings and characters can exist only in the imagination
rather than in the real world.

Pattee ultimately under-

mines his credibility as a very close reader of Bierce's
works, however, when he concludes with this remark:

"A few

of [Bierce's] novels may be studied with profit as models
of their kind, but the greater part of his writings despite
their brilliancy can not hope for permanence" (380).

If he

had wandered back from Mexico in 1915 and read Pattee's
book, Bierce might well have asked which of his novels
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Pattee had in mind, since Bierce wrote no novels except for
his one collaborative effort with G. A. Danziger on The
Monk and the Hanaman's Daughter.
more revision that writing.

And that project was

In any case, the fact that his

taste favored neither Poe nor Bierce might have set Pattee
up for a lecture similar to the one the ass gave the ox.
Largely because of his tendency to lecture or verbally
lacerate his targets, Bierce was tagged, while he was still
in England in the 1870s, as "Bitter Bierce."

In California

he had already earned the title "the wickedest man in San
Francisco," but it is the "bitter" label that has stuck,
being perpetuated most recently by Carlos Fuentes in The
Old Gringo (1985) . Fuentes characterizes Bierce as a
writer who "attacked the honor and dishonor of all men
without distinction" (68), a writer on the offensive.
Bierce's writing that the "good folk" respond to the
fabulist's "unconsidered wisdom" with bitterness is a description of their defensive posture and is somewhat ironic
as he is more or less returning the "bitter" label to its
source.

As a matter of fact, the on-going back-and-forth

word games are at work on two levels in his Fun fable with
Bierce becoming a critic of the critics and a labeler of
the labelers.
Nevertheless, the critics and literary historians have
fairly obviously won the labeling battle as they have
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continued and reinforced the idea that Bierce was bitter,
fatalistic, and nihilistic so relentlessly that any attempts of his to return the bitterness accusation to its
source have gone unnoticed.

His biographers have spent

much of their time trying to explain why Bierce was bitter,
some citing his early family life and Calvinistic upbringing, others his Civil War experiences, and still others his
marital problems and family tragedies.

Van Wyck Brooks, in

a more general view, observes that a fatalism "was characteristic of the fin de siecle and appeared in a dozen
forms in such diverse writers as Mark Twain, Henry Adams
and Ambrose Bierce" (115).

Whatever the cause, be it indi-

vidual experience or collective response, there is no denying a bitter edge is apparent in some of Bierce's fables,
even the very early ones that appeared after the upbringing
and the Civil War but before the marital problems, family
tragedies, and final decade of the nineteenth century.

The

characters in Bierce's terse little commentaries on mankind
are motivated by the crassest kinds of considerations:
greed, pride, selfishness.

Consider the fable about the

oyster and the monkey:
An Oyster who had got a large pebble
between the valves of his shell and
was unable to get it out was lamenting
his untoward fate, when a Monkey ran to
him—the tide being out--and began an
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examination.
"You appear," said the Monkey, "to
have something else in here, too. I
will remove that first."
He inserted his paw and scooped out
the body of the patient.
"Now," said he, devouring it, "I think
you will be able to endure the pebble
without inconvenience." (VI, 331-332)
Those who might have expected a fable patterned after
Aesop's "The Lion and the Mouse" or "The Wolf and the
Crane," in which one animal helps another, for whatever
reason, would be jolted into sudden awareness of the twists
prompted by opportunistic motives instead.
The fabulist's jolt is a means to alert his reader to
a kind of unconsidered wisdom,
stated or implied.

the "truth" of the moral,

As H. J. Blackham explains it.

The truth about the 'truth' of fables
is not merely that it is something
shown not something said, but mainly
that it is demonstration of a second
order, showing what has been left out
or what has not been thought of or
what has been mistakenly thought, or
turning us round to look in another
direction. (253)
Bierce's technique for "turning us round to look in another
direction" is satire, which he defines in his Devil's
ni ctionarv:
An obsolete kind of literary composition
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in which the vices and follies of the
author's enemies were expounded with
imperfect tenderness. In this country
satire never had more than a sickly and
uncertain existence, for the soul of it
is wit, wherein we are dolefully deficient,
the humor we mistake for it, like all
humor, being tolerant and sympathetic.
Moreover, although Americans are "endowed
by their Creator" with abundant vice and
folly, it is not generally known that
these are reprehensible qualities,
wherefore the satirist is popularly
regarded as a sour-spirited knave, and
his every victim's outcry for codefendants
evokes a national assent. (VII, 308-309)
A number of Bierce's fables expose vice and folly by
satirically turning his readers around so that they can see
the "reprehensible qualities" he alludes to, even if by so
doing he will be "regarded as a sour-spirited knave," another way of saying he is bitter.

His satire is driven by

wit, the function of which he describes in a News-Letter
column dated 1871:
We hold that the true function of wit is
not to make one writhe with merriment,
but with anguish; it is not a sportive
cow gamboling absurdly in a pasture, but
a vicious horse latent in a stall, who
kicks you in the bowels as you pass
unconsciously behind him. (Satanic 24)
Such measures he deems necessary to get the attention of
complacent, "unconscious" readers.
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His fables ironically

undercut the expectations of readers and characters alike
as he turns us all around to look in another direction.
The tale of the sheep and the shepherd is an example:
A Sheep making a long journey found
the heat of her fleece insupportable,
and seeing a flock of others in a
fold, evidently in expectation, leaped
in and joined them in the hope of being
shorn. Perceiving the Shepherd
approaching, and the other sheep huddling
into a remote corner of the fold, she
shouldered her way forward and said:
"Your flock is insubordinate; it is
fortunate that I came along to set them
an example of docility. Seeing me
operated on, they will be encouraged to
offer themselves."
"Thank you," said the Shepherd, "but
I never kill more than one at a time.
Mutton does not keep well in warm weather."
(VI, 331)
The sheep in this fable and the oyster in the earlier one
are looking out for themselves and think they are in control of a situation.

Their mistaken perceptions cost them

their lives, and Bierce's ironic wit is called bitter and
mordant.

It may be, but it is also a means to an end.

It

dictates the brief thrusts of the pen in what Blackham
characterizes as the "descriptive" rather than "prescriptive" function of the fable (252).

And whatever "uncon-

scious wisdom" a fabulist such as the one Bierce describes
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might choose to share demands finally to be considered by
those souls who may then be enlightened.
Thus Bierce's wisdom may, ironically if one is to
believe Carey McWilliams, be the wisdom of an idealist
rather than of a disillusioned pessimist.

McWilliams ar-

gues that "Bierce was not essentially a cynic or skeptic
but rather an idealist, more accurately perhaps a moralist"
(xviii)—a moralist who wrote fables, one might add.
Bierce's skepticism may, in fact, be evidence of perceptive
analysis rather than universal doubt.

Consider the fable

of the lion and the lamb:
"The Millennium is come," said a
Lion to a Lamb inside the fold. "Come
out and let us lie down together, as it
has been foretold that we shall."
"Have you brought along the little
child that is to lead us?" the Lamb asked.
"No; I thought that perhaps a child of
the shepherd would serve."
"I distrust a Millennium that requires
the shepherd to supply both the feast and
the leader of the revel. My notion of that
happy time is that it is to be a period in
which mutton is unfit to eat and a lion
the product of the sculptor's art."
Finding no profit in dissimulation, the
Lion walked thoughtfully away and candidly
dined on the village priest. (VI, 335)
Whatever may be suggested about the church or the priesthood by the conclusion of the fable, the fact that the lamb
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is enough of a thinker to be skeptical of the lion makes
for him a happy ending.

M. E. Grenander, in her analysis

of "Haita the Shepherd," an allegorical tale of Bierce's
about the elusiveness of happiness, concludes that for
Bierce "the first condition for human happiness is that it
must be attained through thought.

But the thinking has to

be both accurate and complete" (84). The lamb may be the
closest one is likely to get to a happy Biercean hero.
For Bierce, being an author meant being something of
an intellectual elitist, a thinking man writing for others
willing to think--even if they had to be jolted into awareness.

Being an author was a way of being in control—of

critics and others--exercising the power of pen and press
to prompt the good folk to consider some of that heretofore
"unconsidered wisdom" given form in the fables.

The

"Fables from Fun" are the only ones Bierce dated in his
collection, but it is possible to suggest an evolution of
form and focus from his adaptations of the traditional
well-known fables, through his experimentation with verse
and prose styles, to the stylist control he exhibits in his
own original fables.
Probably no one author is so identified with a genre
as is Aesop with the fable.

Any fabulist who has succeeded

him must acknowledge the fable's long history, dating at
least as far back as the sixth century, B.C., and pay
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homage to the fable's most noted originator, whether Aesop
was myth or man.

In his turn, Ambrose Bierce wrote a group

of fables he collected under the title "Aesopus Emendatus,"
best read with over a dozen companion pieces collected as
"Old Saws with New Teeth."

With the two collections, num-

bering sixty-two fables in all, Bierce begins to move
through the three stages of Harold Bloom's formula for
revisionism and until he ultimately claims control of his
own form of fable through correction.
Bloom defines revisionism in two books, A Map of
Misreading (1975) and Agon:
ism (1982) .

Towards a Theory of Revision-

In the first, he explains that revisionism "is

a re-aiming or a looking-over-again, leading to a re-esteeming or a re-estimating"; then he outlines his formula:
"the revisionist strives to see again, so as to esteem and
estimate differently, so as to aim 'correctively'" (4).
The first stage Bloom labels limitation . the second substitution, and the third representation . The revisionist. Bloom says, is one "who wishes to find his own original relation to truth, whether in texts or in reality" (34) . His strength comes "only from a triumphant wrestling
with the greatest of the dead, and from an even more triumphant solipsism" (9). In the later book. Bloom says revisionism "unfolds itself only in fighting . The spirit
portrays itself as agonistic, as contesting for supremacy,
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with other spirits, with anteriority, and finally with
every earlier version of itself" (viii).
Even Bierce's title in "Aesopus Emendatus" is rather
agonistic.
Latin

Supposing that emendatus derives from the

emendare, to correct, then Bierce's title translates

"Aesop Corrected."

The implication is that while Bierce is

acknowledging the existence of Aesop's fables, he is somehow challenging their correctness.

Generally, of course,

to emend a text is to amend it by removing errors, but that
is impossible for Bierce to do in any literal stylistic
sense for, as researcher Ben Edwin Perry points out, "a
definitive edition of the FAesopiclFables never existed"
(73).

Furthermore, Perry adds.
Since there was probably never, at least
in later times, any standard text of the
Aesopic fables, it was inevitable that
both their range and their style of
composition should change in accordance
with the literary fashions of the day and
the fancy of the individual authors (160) .

Still, the identification of Aesop's name with the fable is
so persistent, the story lines and morals so familiar, that
every writer of fables must look at them and then figure
out a way to look beyond them.
The simple plots of the traditional animal fables have
remained fairly constant, and it is at these that Bierce
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has chosen to look again, selecting some of the most familiar to record and emend.

Relying on the reader's familiar-

ity with the traditional plots, Bierce makes no significant
changes in the titles and the beginnings of several of the
fables.

In "Grasshopper and Ant," for example, the fable

opens with this well-known scene:
One day in winter a hungry Grasshopper
applied to an Ant for some of the food
which the ants had stored.
"Why," said the Ant, "did you not
store up some food for yourself, instead
of singing all the time?" (VI, 344)
"Hare and Tortoise" begins with the two animals agreeing to
run a race, "Man and Goose" with the owner of the gold-egglaying goose supposing that she must be solid gold inside
and killing her to increase his treasure, and "Mountain and
Mouse" with all the people gathering to see the laboring
mountain produce a mouse.

The apparent limitation to the

familiar, however, is a set-up.
Now comes the substitution.

The concluding lines of

the "Grasshopper and Ant" tale are Bierce's own:

The

grasshopper gives this response to the ant's suggestion
that he should have stored up food instead of singing:

"So

I did," said the Grasshopper; "so I did; but you fellows
broke in and carried it all away" (VI, 344). The revision
of "Hare and Tortoise" begins early in the narrative after
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the two animals
got off well together, the Hare at the
top of her speed, the Tortoise, who had
no other intention than making his
antagonist exert herself, going very
leisurely. After sauntering along for
some time he discovered the Hare by the
wayside, apparently asleep, and seeing
a chance to win pushed on as fast as he
could, arriving at the goal hours
afterward, suffering from extreme fatigue
and claiming the victory.
"Not so," said the Fox; "the Hare was
here long ago and went back to cheer you
on your way." (VI, 353)
The man in "Man and Goose" discovers that his goose "was
just like any other goose.

Moreover, on examining the eggs

that she had laid he found they were just like any other
eggs" (VI, 355). The crowd in "Mountain and Mouse" respond
typically to the emergence of the mouse, but the mouse
offers a final retort.
"Oh, what a baby!" they cried in
derision.
"I may be a baby," said the Mouse,
gravely, as he passed outward through
the forest of shins, "but I know
tolerably well how to diagnose a volcano."
(VI, 359)
In each of these examples, Bierce has simply pushed the
ironic ending another direction, sometimes, perhaps,

more

for effect than for illumination; but even these instances
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illustrate the agonistic in another sense:

that of aiming

at effect to the point of being strained.
In other cases, the form and the expectation it triggers are part of a very successful formula for irony in
Bierce's satire.

What the reader expects from his famil-

iarity with the fable is turned by Bierce into something
else that yields both effect and effectiveness.

At its

simplest level it is still a matter of just rearranging
elements and outcomes.

For example, instead of having the

fox realize that a bunch of tasty-looking grapes is out of
reach and leading him to tell himself that the grapes are
sour, Bierce has him "seeing some sour grapes hanging
within an inch of his nose, and being unwilling to admit
that there was anything he would not eat, solemnly declared
that they were out of his reach" (VI, 342). The point made
remains the same, but the situation is made even more absurd in Bierce's version.

The fox's deliberately denying

the reality of his perceptions, in either case, is evidence
of a momentary mind game he plays to exercise control, not
over the actual situation but over some sense of his own
immediate mental comfort with or escape from the situation
--in short, a rationalization.
In addition to reordering some of the "Aesopus"
fables, Bierce adds impact and irony through multiplication.

Wilson Follett describes several stages of Bierce's
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satirical thrust.

"in its individual stages," Follett

says, "the acceleration is simply that of ironic surprise,
as practiced immemorially by story-tellers and dramatists—
though Bierce reduces the material of ironic surprise to
the last degree of compression and so multiplies its impact" (285).

Calling attention to the ironic tone of the

shepherds in "Wolf and Shepherd," Bierce doubles back on
them and on the reader with the wolf's equally ironic reply, using the first note of irony as a springboard for the
second:
A Wolf passing a Shepherd's hut looked
in and saw the shepherds dining.
"Come in," said one of them ironically,
"and partake of your favorite dish, a leg
of mutton."
"Thank you," said the Wolf moving away,
"but you must excuse me; I have just had a
saddle of shepherd." (VI, 346)
As for compression, his shortest fable, "Spendthrift and
Swallow," is only seventeen words and relies on the
reader's expectation of one ironic outcome, the one Aesop's
version supplies, to prepare the way for the abrupt
Biercean twist:

"A Spendthrift, seeing a single swallow,

pawned his cloak, thinking that Summer was at hand.
was"

It

(VI, 348).
Not so compressed, but with the same kind of abrupt

ending and the same dual ironies appearing as control
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changes from one speaker to the other is the fable "Lamb
and Wolf":
A Wolf was slaking his thirst at a
stream, when a Lamb left the side of his
shepherd, came down the stream and passing
ostentatiously round the Wolf, prepared to
drink below.
"I beg you to observe," said the Lamb,
"that water does not commonly run uphill.
My sipping here cannot possibly defile
the water where you are; so you have not
the flimsiest pretext for slaying me."
"I am not aware," replied the Wolf,
"that I need a pretext for liking mutton
chops."
End of that small logician. (VI, 358)
The Lamb's logic derives from its having prior knowledge of
the circumstances detailed in the traditional Aesopic
fable.

Thus not only Bierce and his reader are presumed to

be familiar with the traditional plots, but even the characters in the fable play off of them, a circumstance that
indicates Bierce's early experimentation with merging and
layering texts, even in so brief a narrative as a fable.
In addition to playing off of plots, Bierce also works
his substitutions and alterations of Aesopic fables by
playing on words.

In "Hercules and the Carter," the ironic

conclusion turns on a pun.
A Carter was driving a wagon loaded
with a merchant's goods, when the wheels
stuck in a rut. Thereupon he began to
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pray to Hercules, without other exertion.
"Indolent fellow!" said Hercules; "you
ask me to help you, but will not help
yourself."
So the Carter helped himself to so
many of the most valuable goods that the
horses easily ran away with the remainder.
(VI, 352)
This technique is one Bierce uses in several other fables,
"The Taken Hand," for instance.

In "The Bellamy and the

Members" he uses a creative pun to make one of the most
direct satirical attacks in all of his fables.
The Members of a body of Socialists
rose in insurrection against their
Bellamy.
"Why," said they, "should we be all
the time tucking you out with food
when you do nothing to tuck us out?"
So, resolving to take no further
action, they went away and looking
backward had the satisfaction to see
the Bellamy compelled to sell his own
book. (VI, 359)
The Bellamy, of course, is Edward Bellamy (1850-1898), and
the reference to the Socialists' "looking backward" is
clearly an allusion to Bellamy's book Looking Backward
(1888), an immensely popular Utopian romance predicting a
new social and economic order.

Bierce had little regard

for Bellamy and his views, as he makes clear in "On Literary Criticism":
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Of Mr. Bellamy, author of Looking Backward ,
(the heroine of which is not Mrs. Lot) we
are confidently assured in ailing metaphor
that "he feels intensely the bitter
inequalities of the present order of
things and "thinks he sees a remedy,"—
our old friends again: the "problem"
and the "solution"—both afterthoughts
of Mr. Bellamy. (X, 34)
Yet "The Bellamy and Its Members" is one of only two fables
targeting a specific person.

(The others are "Saint and

Soul," mentioning by name Elihu Root, secretary of state
from 1905-1909, and "The Ashes of Madame Blavatsky," alluding to the founder of Theosophism in the United States.)
To be effective as topical satire, these three fables presuppose a fairly select and well-read audience, and "The
Bellamy and the Members" has lost its impact more than the
other two because of the puns that are directly tied to
Bellamy and his book.
Bierce creates one fable in the "Aesopus" group that
is a twisted tale more Biblical than Aesopic, but it functions, as do the others in the collection, to convert a
familiar tale into a new and more ironic form.

Within the

plot of "Farmer and Fox" is an allusion to a story of
Samson's revenge on the Philistines recorded in Judges 15:
4-6.

In the Biblical version, Samson catches three hundred

foxes and ties torches to their tails before letting them
go in the Philistines' grain fields and olive orchards.
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Bierce changes the motives of the protagonist in his fable
to those of hatred and greed and manipulates the irony to
underscore the self-gratifying control exercised by the
farmer over his enemy and over his income.
A Farmer who had a deadly hatred
against a certain Fox caught him and
tied some tow to his tail; then
carrying him to the center of his own
grain-field, he set the tow on fire
and let the animal go.
"Alas!" said the Farmer, seeing
the result; "if that grain had not
been heavily insured I might have had
to dissemble my hatred of the Fox."
(VI, 342-343)
Bierce's choice of the word dissemble is an added bit
of subtle irony, given the two shades of meaning possible.
Its obsolete meaning is to ignore, one that would substitute logically in the last paragraph.

Its more common

meaning is to feign or pretend, to behave hypocritically,
and it is this one that probably better describes the
farmer, although one has to restructure the last sentence
in the fable to read what he means rather than what he
says.

In truth, one supposes, only because that grain was

heavily insured does he have to pretend his hatred of the
fox.
Still relying on

familiar titles and their associa-

tion with expected plots to set his readers up, Bierce
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manages to make more substitutions

with his "Old Saws with

New Teeth," subtitled "Certain Ancient Fables Applied to
the Life of Our Times."

In spite of their headings, these

seventeen tales are no longer beast fables.

Bierce retains

the familiar titles and the basic story lines, but he
changes the characters to humans.

The "Hare and Tortoise"

narrative, for example, becomes a tale of two writers:
Of two writers one was brilliant
but indolent; the other, though dull,
industrious. They set out for the
goal of fame with equal opportunities.
Before they died the brilliant one
was detected in seventy languages as
the author of only two or three books
of fiction and poetry, while the other
was honored in the Bureau of Statistics
of his native land as the compiler of
sixteen volumes of tabulated information
relating to the domestic hog. (VI, 368-369)
"Belly and Members" presents a double irony with echoes of
the "Farmer and Fox" fable in its conclusion:
Some Workingmen employed in a shoe
factory went on a strike, saying: "Why
should we continue to work to feed and
clothe our employer when we have none
too much to eat and wear ourselves?"
The Manufacturer, seeing that he
could get no labor for a long time and
finding the times pretty hard anyhow,
burned down his shoe factory for the
insurance and when the strikers
wanted to resume work there was no work
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to resume. So they boycotted a tanner.
(VI, 364-365)
Within this group of fables, Bierce identifies several
of his favorite targets and particularizes the general to a
greater degree by singling out specific groups.

Four of

the fables deal with writers or editors, two with judges,
two with labor or land disputes,

and all the rest with

politicians or bureaucrats of one kind or another.

One of

the fables, entitled "Boys and Frogs," features both an
editor and a statesman:
Some Editors of newspapers were
engaged in diffusing general intelligence
and elevating the moral sentiment of
the public. They had been doing this
for some time, when an Eminent Statesman
stuck his head out of the pool of
politics and speaking for the members of
his profession said:
"My friends, I beg you will desist.
I know you make a great deal of money
by this kind of thing, but consider the
damage you inflict upon the business of
others!" (VI, 371)
"Diffusing general intelligence and elevating the moral
sentiment"—two functions associated with fables from their
very beginnings--are by Bierce now associated with newspapers.

Although it is very likely that his tone with regard

to the editors is one of some irony, he nevertheless must
accept identification with them as he squares off in his
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fables and makes the apparent effort to expose vice and
folly, thus "diffusing general intelligence" in his columns
for the immediate moment and in his collections in book
form.

Using Aesopic—or sometimes Biblical—models as

points of departure, he manipulates and experiments with
the familiar in his effort to move toward a distinctive
form and formula of his own as a fabulist.
One more group of fables must be considered, however,
before one sees that Bierce has moved into his own representative stage, and that is the group titled "Fables in
Rhyme."

He paid homage to Aesop by appropriating the plots

of the traditional beast fables;

he paid homage to his

most recent predecessors by appropriating the style of the
verse fables.

Certainly the greatest interest shown in

the fable in fairly modern times was in the eighteenth
century, and almost all of the fabulists writing during
that time were poets.

According to Thomas Noel,

The last three quarters of the eighteenth
century. . . seem to be the only period
in which the fable has ever been considered
a fully qualified literary genre. People
not only composed fables in this epoch but
ranked them as serious literature, attaching
no restrictions such as "children's
literature" or "folk literature"; and they
granted to the fabulist all the rights and
distinctions of poet. (4)
Noel stresses that the fable certainly did not rival the
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epic among literary genres, but, he says, "If the aspiring
poet doubted his ability to work on the magnitude of Homer,
. . ., he could respectably dedicate modest talents to the
Aesopian fable" (5). Bierce's education, like Benjamin
Franklin's before him, came mostly from his reading, and
although he left no autobiography detailing what he read
and how he developed his writing style, it is very likely
that he came to know Aesop through some more modern fabulist-poet.

Thus Bierce's "Fables in Rhyme" section is

logically one more example of his recognizing a tradition,
appropriating its elements, and then moving beyond them.
In form, Bierce's verse fables appear to be quite
ordinary and even imitative.

They proceed in rhymed cou-

plets, for the most part, to lengths from sixteen to sixtyone lines, the odd lines produced by an occasional triplet.
They could be compared, for example, with the verse fables
of John Gay, whose "The Dog and the Fox," subtitled "To a
Lawyer," begins,
I know you lawyers can, with ease.
Twist words and meanings as you please;
That language, by your skill made pliant.
Will bend to favour every client;
That 'tis the fee directs the sense.
To make out either side's pretence. (83)
Bierce's "In Dogland, " the longest of the seven fables in
the collection, is patterned after the eighteenth-century
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model in its rhyme scheme.

It begins

A man who fared along a road
That passed a yellow Dog's abode
Incurred a paralyzing bite
From that incarnate appetite.
Creation's joy and hope and crown-The pride and terror of the town! (VI, 376)
As this fable continues, it becomes obvious that Bierce too
is lampooning lawyers and the judicial system.
The man in anger went before
The nearest Magistrate and swore
A warrant out for the Dog's Master,
An author of the dire disaster.
Haled into court, that citizen
Employed attorneys, eight or ten.
Who as one man arose, and 0,
The kind of things they said were so!
All honest souls, a crowd immense.
Were witnesses for the defense.
And when they came to testify
Of that bad plaintiff--my, 0 my!
Defendant rose and gravely swore
The Dog had never bit before.
"How could I know, till he transgressed.
The serpent lurking in his breast?"
And all the people cried: "That's so!
How could he know? How could he know?"
That won—Defendant left the place
On shoulders of the populace.
The miserable Plaintiff slunk
Away and soon was dead or drunk.
Tradition says not which; I think
Death is inferior to drink.
But that's irrelevant: what now
Concerns us is the bow and wow
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Made by the snapdogs of that region
(Their name, tradition says, was Legion)
When, with a sound of trumpets blown.
The great decision was made known
From Sweetpotatoville to Pone.
They said, the dogs did, that the law
Was good—pro bonos mores (Latin
That dogs and lawyers mostly chat in).
They said, that while their bosoms burned
With ardor, that their souls discerned
"The dawn of a new era," which
They promptly "hailed" at concert pitch!
Bierce could have stopped after declaring that the defendant won, and he would have made his point about the
failings of the judicial system, but he did not stop.
with the "Aesopus"

As

fables, he pushes beyond the first

satirical moment and gives attorneys and all to the dogs.
As dogs had now the legal right
To trouble Man for one free bite
'Twas voted that they would. They did:
That land, from Glorypool to Squid,
With snarl and yelp and snap of teeth
(Flashing like falchions from the sheath)
Was vocal till each cur beneath
The sun had fleshed his maiden fang
In someone of the human gang!
True, all the dogs whose heads were frosted
With age had long before exhausted
Their lawful privilege, and these
Died of chagrin among their fleas;
But there were pups enough at heel
Of every human leg to deal
Out floods of hydrophobia's sap
And wash the country from the map.
(VI, 376-378)
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Bierce's use of the Latin pro bonos mores is another
appropriation from eighteenth-century style.
two Latin references in his fable:

Gay rhymes

"Since things are thus,

se defendendo./I bar fallacious inuendo. "
Five of the seven "Fables in Rhyme" are beast fables,
and three of them conclude with lines that could serve as
morals; in these respects they are similar to most of the
eighteenth-century fables as well.

Typical of these is

"The Vain Cat."
Remarked a Tortoise to a Cat:
"Your speed's a thing to marvel at!
I saw you as you flitted by.
And wished I were one-half so spry."
The Cat said, humbly: "Why, indeed
I was not showing then my speed—
That was a poor performance." Then
She said exultantly (as when
The condor feels his bosom thrill
Remembering Chimborazo's hill.
And how he soared so high above.
It looked a valley, he a dove):
"'Twould fire your very carapace
To see me with a dog in chase!"
Its snout in any kind of swill.
Pride, like a pig, will suck its fill.
(VI, 380)
Like some of his predecessors from a century before, Bierce
is creating new story-lines, but he is obligating himself
in these few fables to stay within the confines of a traditional and fairly rigid poetic form.
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He chooses,

ultimately, as do most of the nineteenth-century fabulists,
to write in prose.

In all likelihood, they believed the

prose would be more accessible to the readers of periodicals.

Bierce could also achieve greater compression in

prose.
His revising, thus far, has remained more a matter of
plot and tone than of style, for as a stylist he remained
fairly conservative.

It is, as he says in "Some Disadvan-

tages of Genius," a "matter of manner" that results in
"originality."

The Melancholy Author says.

The ancients exhausted the possibilities
of method. In respect to that, one cannot
hope to do much that is both new and worth
doing, but there are as many styles--that
is, ways of doing--as writers. One can no
more help having some individuality in
manner than one can help looking somewhat
different from anybody else, although
hopeless of being much of a giant, or
unique as to number and distribution
of arms, legs and head. But, sir, this
demand for 'originality' is a call for
third-rate men, who alone supply such
semblance of it as is still possible.
The writer of sane understanding and
wholesome ambition is content to meet
his great predecessors on their own
ground. (X, 297)
Bierce met his predecessors on their own ground and then
began to stake out his own territory.
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His own view of what was an acceptable "manner" for
original fables is suggested in another of his "Fables in
Rhyme."

He had no use for slang, and he lauded wit and

good grammar as two necessary ingredients.

It is quite

possible that he was targeting Chicago journalist and fabulist George Ade, author of Fables in Slang . in "A Pair of
Opposites."
A Fabulist of wide repute.
Whose laugh was loud and wit was mute-Whose grammar had the grace of guess.
And language an initial S-Whose tireless efforts, long sustained.
Proved him far better brawned than brained.
Once met a Toad. "My son," said he,
"'Twould jar you to get onto me!
You're swell, but I'm the dandy guy
That slings the gilt-edged lullaby.
Dost tumble? What I'm shouting, see.
Is, you're the antithesis of Me."
"That compliment," the Toad replied,
"Is grateful to my foolish pride:
It seems to mean that though I hop
Right awkwardly I sometimes stop."
The gods, whom long the Fabulist
Had plagued (the Toad had only hissed)
Emitted loud Olympian snorts
Of joy to hear the King of Warts
Administer a mental pang
To the Protagonist of Slang.
So Jove appointed him to be
Chief Jester by divine decree.
And ne'er another joke made he. (VI, 378-379)
The scarcity of wit is indicated both by Bierce's description of the fabulist whose "wit was mute" and by the
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suggestion that the toad had no more wit or sarcasm in him
than he used up in his one retort to the fabulist.
Thus the chief manner for correction and for originality in Bierce's fables is not so much a matter of either
plot or style but of wit, which he defines as "The salt
with which the American humorist spoils his intellectual
cookery by leaving it out" (387). And he makes his own
preferences quite clear in his preface to The Devil's
Dictionary.

He addresses that work, he says, to those

"enlightened souls who prefer dry wines to sweet, sense to
sentiment, wit to humor and clean English to slang" (188).
One might also add that those enlightened souls must appreciate compression and control, for the bulk of his fables,
like the definitions in The Devil's Dictionary, are written in prose and, as narratives, are pared down to the
barest essentials necessary to point to his truth.
Most of his fables move away from the clever adaptations of the works of Aesop and the eighteenth-century
verse fabulists and become even more distinctively Bierce's
by virtue of his use of wit aimed as "an indictment of the
whole human race," a phrase he uses in his essay on "Wit
and Humor" (X, 99). He says that an "ideal piece of wit"
is "not altogether true and therefore not altogether dull,
with just enough of audacity to startle and just enough of
paradox to charm, profoundly wise, as bleak as steel" (X,
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99) .

In sum, the elements of his definition can be applied

to the most representative of his fables.
His role as indictor was a self-appointed one as he
sought to expose sham and pretense during the Gilded Age.
He was, in the words of Frederic Taber Cooper, "eager to
scourge the follies and the foibles of mankind at large"
(476).

In his essay titled "To Train a Writer," Bierce

says that
it would be needful that he [the young
writer] know and have an ever present
consciousness that this is a world of
fools and rogues, blind with superstition,
tormented with envy, consumed with vanity,
selfish, false, cruel, cursed with
illusions--frothing mad (X, 77)!
What is important here, certainly for a focus on the
fables, is that Bierce is targeting "the whole human race,"
"a world of fools and rogues," and that Cooper recognizes
that he is chastising "mankind at large."

For his general

reading public becomes as much a target in his satire as do
any particular groups or individuals.
In most instances, it is the general public that he
regards as being "blind with superstition" and "cursed with
illusions"; they are the fools.

True, the rogues are out

there to exploit them, and the rogues may have the greater
degree of envy, vanity, selfishness, falseness, and
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cruelty, but the fools are fools in large measure because
they set themselves up to be exploited.

The most alarming

message implicit in many of Bierce's fables is the same one
that shows up in Orwell's Animal Farm
later:

almost fifty years

it is not so much that man is being exploited and

victimized by con artists of every opportunistic stripe,
but that his ignorance or apathy or misguided convictions
allow him to be duped; he is either incapable of recognizing or unwilling to recognize the truth.
One of Bierce's fables illustrating the easy duping of
the public is "The Flying-Machine."
An Ingenious Man who had built a
flying-machine invited a great concourse
of people to see it go up. At the
appointed moment, everything being
ready, he boarded the car and turned
on the power. The machine immediately
broke through the massive substructure
upon which it was builded, and sank out
of sight into the earth, the aeronaut
springing out barely in time to save
himself.
"Well," said he, "I have done enough
to demonstrate the correctness of my
details. The defects," he added, with
a look at the ruined brick-work, "are
merely basic and fundamental."
On this assurance the people came
forward with subscriptions to build
a second machine. (VI, 191)
The "basic and fundamental" defects are there—and even
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admitted, in this case--but the people neither see nor hear
the truth.

They allow themselves to be controlled by the

rogues of business and politics, in particular, who often
controlled the words as well, and even by journalists,
probably the greatest disseminators of words at the time.
Bierce's indictment of some of those in his own profession
(and perhaps even of his boss, Hearst, whose paper crusaded
for the Spanish-American War), is that for them truth is
"The Mysterious Word":
The Chief of a battalion of war
correspondents read a manuscript account
of a battle.
"My son," he said to its Author, "your
story is distinctly unavailable. You say
we lost only two men instead of a hundred;
that the enemy's loss is unknown, instead
of ten thousand, and that we were defeated
and ran away. That is no way to write."
"But consider," expostulated the
conscientious scribe, "my story may be
tame with regard to the number of our
casualties, disappointing as to the
damage done to the enemy and shocking in
its denouement, but it has the advantage
of being the truth."
"I don't quite understand," said the
Chief, scratching his head.
"Why, the advantage," the other
exclaimed—"the merit--the distinction—
the profitable excellence—the"—
"Oh," said the Chief, "I know very
well the signification of 'advantage';
but what the devil do you mean by
'truth'?" (VI, 312-313)
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Richard O'Connor points out that "Bierce had viewed with
public disgust William Randolph Hearst's relentless campaign to arrange a war between the United States and Spain"
and that every "damp squib of a filibustering expedition to
the Cuban coast carried a Hearst 'war' correspondent on its
roster" (238-239).

Bierce, on the other hand, according to

Paul Fatout, "pricked the bubble of reported United States
'victories' that turned out to be none" (228).
With another of Hearst's crusades, however, he was
sympathetic:

the attempt to expose the deceitfulness of

Collis P. Huntington and his associates in the Southern
Pacific Railroad.

Bierce, says O'Connor, "fastened upon

Collis P. Huntington, president of the Southern Pacific, as
perhaps the number-one villain in California" (140).

But

Bierce's anger at Huntington and his railroad enterprise
was coupled with his irritation with his fellow Californians who accepted the railroad's high rates and poor service.

Carey McWilliams explains.
The railroad took no chances: it owned
both major political parties: it controlled
the press with scarcely an exception.
Bierce became so annoyed with the apathy
of his fellow-citizens that his abuse
grew shrill and hysterical. "If nonsense
were black, Sacramento would need gas
lamps on Monday. . . . So scurvy a crew
I do not remember to have discerned in
vermiculose conspiracy outside the carcass
of a dead horse. . . . (158)
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Bierce, McWilliams continues, was "frantically annoyed with
the stupidity of the people of a great commonwealth who
permitted thick-browed gentlemen like 'Uncle Collis' Huntington to loot them blind" (158).

When Bierce was less

shrill and hysterical and frantic and more in control of
his responses to the railroad lobby, he could back off far
enough to do his indicting in a fable such as "The Conscientious Official":
While a Division Superintendent of a
railway was attending closely to his
business of placing obstructions on the
track and tampering with the switches he
received word that the President of the
road was about to discharge him for
incompetency.
"Good Heavens!" he cried; "there are
more accidents on my division than on all
the rest of the line."
"The President is very particular,"
said the Man who brought him the news;
"he thinks the same loss of life might be
effected with less damage to the company's
property."
"Does he expect me to shoot passengers
through the car windows?" exclaimed the
indignant official, spiking a loose tie
across the rails. "Does he take me for
an assassin?" (VI, 170-171)
The distancing provided by the fable allows Bierce to
make his point somewhat more subtly and impersonally
through satire.

As Northrop Frye theorizes in Anatomy pf

Criticism . satire is the best vehicle for attack, and
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For effective attack we must reach some
kind of impersonal level, and that commits
the attacker, if only by implication, to
a moral standard. The satirist commonly
takes a high moral line. (225)
The compatibility of fables and satire is certainly suggested by the idea of a moral standard or a moral line.
Furthermore, Frye says.
Two things. . . are essential to
satire; one is wit or humor founded
on fantasy or a sense of the grotesque
or absurd, the other is an object of
attack. (224)
Bierce has said that wit is "not altogether true and therefore not altogether dull"; he has defined a fable as "a
brief lie intended to illustrate truth."

Thus Frye's fan-

tasy element is in keeping with Bierce's views and with the
idea that fables are ideally suited to satisfy the requirements of satire.

Frye says further, "Satire demands at

least token fantasy, a content which the reader recognizes
as grotesque, and at least an implicit moral standard, the
latter being essential in a militant attitude to experience" (224) .
Certainly Bierce assumed "a militant attitude to experience, " and his fables were a part of his arsenal.

George

Snell calls him "the local Samuel Johnson" (49) of San
Francisco and "the west coast literary dictator" (50).
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Frederic Taber Cooper says Bierce "takes upon himself the
task of reprimanding the universe" (476), and Wilson
Follett says Bierce was driven to "various sensational
forms of modern knight-errantry" ("America's" 49) and that
the "struggle he reproduces is not that of folly against
wisdom or of knavery against rectitude:

it is simply that

of knavery contending with folly for material spoils, in a
world where everything else is crowded to the wall" (51).
The fables often support Follett's contention that knavery
contends with folly in a contest for control, but Bierce's
quest is to reveal the absurdity of that contest and to
make his readers see and understand.

This he does in "Two

Politicians."
Two Politicians were exchanging ideas
regarding the rewards of public service.
"The reward that I most desire," said
the First Politician, "is the gratitude of
my fellow citizens."
"That would be very gratifying, no
doubt," said the Second Politician, "but,
alas! in order to obtain it one has to
retire from politics."
Once again, Bierce could stop here with a point made and an
irony illustrated, but he continues:
For an instant they gazed upon each
other with inexpressible tenderness; then
the First Politician murmured, "God's will
be done! Since we cannot hope for reward
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let us be content with what we have."
And lifting their right hands for a
moment from the public treasury they swore
to be content. (VI, 278-279)
Recognizing the ultimate "futility of his tilting at
vice, hypocrisy, and cruelty, . . . lends a distinctive
flavour to [Bierce's] satire," suggests Eric Partridge
(628).

Bierce's persistence as a fighter, nevertheless,

says Partridge, is the result of his being "fearless in his
own opinions, and dearly [loving] a good fight for itself"
(509) . His audacity in taking on all comers and his effort
to startle his readers into awareness relate to his controlling the intellectual moment.

For, as Lawrence I.

Berkove points out, "A distinguishing characteristic of
Bierce. . . is that he ultimately aimed his writing at his
readers' minds rather than at their emotions" ("Utopia"
288) .
But he continues to use the fantasy of his fables as a
medium for his satire.

Pushing the fantastic to the point

of the surreal, two of Bierce's fables present a similar
image.

The first is titled "Officer and Thug":
A Chief of Police who had seen an
Officer beating a Thug was very
indignant, and said he must not do so
any more on pain of dismissal.
"Don't be so hard on me," said the
Officer, smiling; "I was beating him
with a stuffed club."
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"Nevertheless," persisted the Chief
of Police, "it was a liberty that must
have been very disagreeable, though it
may not have hurt. Please do not repeat
it."
"But," said the Officer, still smiling,
"it was a stuffed Thug."
In attempting to express his gratification the Chief of Police thrust out his
right hand with such violence that his
skin was ruptured at the armpit and a
stream of sawdust poured from the wound.
He was a stuffed Chief of Police. (VI, 199)
The second is "The Boneless King":
Some Apes who had deposed their king
fell at once into dissension and anarchy.
In this strait they sent a Deputation to
a neighboring tribe to consult the Oldest
and Wisest Ape in All the World.
"My children, " said the Oldest and
Wisest Ape in All the World, when he had
heard the Deputation, "you did right in
ridding yourselves of tyranny, but your
tribe is not sufficiently advanced to
dispense with the forms of monarchy.
Entice the tyrant back with fair promises,
kill him and enthrone. The skeleton of
even the most lawless despot makes a
good constitutional sovereign."
At this the Deputation were greatly
abashed. "It is impossible," they said,
moving away; "our king has no skeleton;
he was a stuffed king." (VI, 256)
In the first of these curious fables Bierce includes the
image of the stuffed club, also mentioned in the opening
paragraph of "A Modest Proposal, Modern Style," written in
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1870:
We have become intolerably tired of
scolding the rogues and dunces of this
village to no purpose. The more shrilly
we clamor against them the more irreclaimable they become. It has just dawned upon
us in the light of a revelation, that mere
verbal satire is a delusion and a cheat—
that the battles of the intellect are
waged with stuffed clubs--that the pen is
not only less mighty than the sword, but
is even inferior to a well-wielded handsaw. (Satanic 13)
The artificiality, pretense, and ineffectiveness of the
stuffed men and the stuffed object described are also apparent in the fable about the statue of Eve and the hippopotamus on a show bill in the fable Bierce uses to illustrate his definition of fable in The Enlarged Devil's
Dictionary.
By incorporating the unnatural or unreal in these new
and different representational ways, Bierce moves beyond
the now standard and expected fabular fantasy of talking
animals.

He creates sometimes startling images abstracted

from the real.

Clifton Fadiman, in his "Portrait of a

Misanthrope," argues that Bierce's F^nt^Stic F^Iplgg are
"neither fantastic nor fabulous" and that Bierce "seems
quite a man of our time" (xvi).

Yet Fadiman has missed or

semantically distorted the point.
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It is precisely because

Bierce's fables are fantastic and fabulous that he does
seem so much a man of our time.

The continued blurring of

the lines between what is real and what is unreal is very
much a part of the contemporary literature that Bierce
anticipated.
The paradox that Bierce called for in just enough
quantity to charm is another forward-looking aspect of his
wit.

The conflict within many of his fables is one for

control, but contradictory phases provide the paradox and
ultimate ironic twist that underscore the satire.

Bierce's

final message in the fables is that any kind of control is
at best momentary and is certainly more intellectual than
emotional.

Most of the fables have only one scene, one

moment in which opposing forces compete for control.

An

allegorical illustration is "Moral Principle and Material
Interest," in which Moral Principle asserts itself at the
outset but then compromises itself to the ultimate advantage of Material Interest.
A Moral Principle met a Material
Interest on a bridge wide enough for
but one.

"Down, you base t h i n g ! " -thundered
t h e Moral P r i n c i p l e , "and l e t me pass
over you!"
The Material Interest merely looked
in the other's eyes without saying
anything.
"Ah," said the Moral Principle,
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"~^ ^

hesitatingly, "let us draw lots to see
which one of us shall retire till the
other has crossed."
The Material Interest maintained an
unbroken silence and an unwavering stare.
"In order to avoid conflict," the
Moral Principle resumed, somewhat
uneasily, "I shall myself lie down and
let you walk over me."
Then the Material Interest found his
tongue. "I don't think you are very good
walking," he said. "I am a little
particular about what I have underfoot.
Suppose you get off into the water."
It occurred that way.
(VI, 165)
In another fable with two scenes, "The Crimson Candle,"
the first scene sets up the second (the moment) as a nonverbal revelation:
A Man lying at the point of death
called his wife to his bedside and said:
"I am about to leave you forever; give
me, therefore, one last proof of your
affection and fidelity. In my desk you
will find a crimson candle, which has been
blessed by the High Priest and has a
peculiar mystical significance. Swear
to me that while it is in existence you
will not remarry."
The Woman swore and the Man died. At
the funeral the Woman stood at the head
of the bier, holding a lighted crimson
candle till it was wasted entirely away.
(VI, 166)
This fable mocks sentimentality and is a comment on the
inconstancy of woman.

It also provides another example of
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the paradoxical shifting of control—this time from the
dying man who exacts the verbal promise of fidelity from
his wife to that same wife who has figured out how to stay
true to her promise, if not to her husband, and still be
free to remarry.
The charm of paradox fascinates, attracts, and delights.

It also contributes to the author's efforts to

influence or control, dominate or change—even for a moment.

Bierce's method of choice for wising up his reader-

ship is ridicule.

He provokes the fools to be more aware

and exposes the rogues through his ridicule.

In his fables

he did not attempt to tell his readers directly what to
think; rather he supplied them with an opportunity to think
for themselves.

They had to fill in the gaps in the text;

they had to "get" the irony in the same way one has to
"get" the punch line of a joke.

The fables become vehicles

for discovery about human nature in general more than about
one specific situation or individual.

Even though a Bierce

fable might be prompted by an event of the moment, the
narrative treatment, detached and general, captures and
extends the truth of that moment for all time.

Thus one

can read "The Shadow of the Leader" with an appreciation
for its universal application.
A Political Leader was walking out
one sunny day, when he observed his
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Shadow leaving him and walking rapidly
away.
"Come back here, you scoundrel," he
cried.
"If I had been a scoundrel," answered
the Shadow, increasing its speed, "I
should not have left you." (VI, 207)
It does not matter what specific political leader Bierce
may have had in mind when he wrote those lines.

The gener-

alized ridicule works as well now as it did a century ago.
Iriarte was right:

the defects the fables note are in the

world always.
True, such defects noted and exposed can furnish a
bleak picture if one sees only the distressing and depressing, sometimes even the grim and chilling.

Perceived as

such, Bierce's fables seem to offer ample reason for his
still being called bitter.

Yet though his fables are bleak

in that they seldom offer any likelihood of favorable termination or solution, the potential for a changed scenario
lies in the minds of individuals who might be jolted enough
by Bierce's satire to see through sham and pretense for
themselves.

Implicit in his choice of the fable form is

his role as moralist, in this case the role of one with
convictions about right and wrong.

His views are not those

of a religious moralist but those of a principled thinker.
His method is not that of a didactic teacher but that of a
disciplined thinker impatient with and demanding of his
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readers.

His fables, to be truly appreciated, demand to be

thought about.

Once the fables get that kind of reader

response, the responsibility for and the control of awareness of self and others will be shifted to the reader where
they belong.
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Notes
Robert A. Wiggins is only one of a number of critics
and literary historians who see Bierce as a "prophetic
writer." Wiggins says, "Many of the techniques developed
by Bierce anticipate those employed by such writers as
Conrad Aiken, Ernest Hemingway, Nathanael West, and William
Faulkner, to name only the major ones. Even more contemporary writers like Flannery O'Connor, Robert Penn Warren,
and Carson McCullers reflect similarities that bring Bierce
closer to the mainstream of American letters than was
thought in his own time" (5-6) .
^These four authors and Robert Coover (1932) will
be discussed and their fables compared or contrasted with
Bierce's in the final chapter.
^"Saint and Soul" and "The Ashes of Madame Blavatsky"
are included in the fourth chapter in the discussion of
Bierce's invective satire. See pages 111-116.
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CHAPTER IV
CONTROL:

A CONSTANT

Ambrose Bierce made a variety of choices in his writing over the forty years or more that he worked as a journalist.

In his columns appeared essays, allegories, paro-

dies, poems, short stories, brief plays, epitaphs, definitions, and, of course, fables.
ducing a novel.

He even had a hand in pro-

His versatility is evident with such a

list, but a close look reveals a certain consistency as
well.

Much of his work, no matter what form it takes, is

marked in one way or another by his or his characters'
efforts to control some kind of moment.

The purpose of

this chapter is to compare several of his other works with
the fables to illustrate the control motif at both the
authorial and the thematic levels.
The authors in Bierce's fables about fabulists retain
control of the pen and attempt some control over their
readers' responses, but their control is subject to limitation.

Similarly, the writer in Bierce's short story "The

Suitable Surroundings" makes certain demands on a specific
reader, only to have his plans changed in a rather bizarre
fashion.

In the second section of the story, journalist

and author of ghost stories James R. Colston upbraids his
friend Willard Marsh for reading a ghost story amid all the
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distractions of a street car.

"Has the reader no duties

corresponding to his privileges?"
5) .

Colston asks ( Midst

"An author has rights which the reader is bound to

respect," he adds ( Micigt 5).

In this instance, Colston is

maintaining that his friend cannot derive all the pleasure
he could from the story unless he reads it at the proper
time, in the proper place, and in the proper mood.

"Every

honorable reader will understand it [the story's subhead 'A
Ghost Story'] as prescribing by implication the conditions
under which the work is to be read" (Midst 6) , Colston
says, adding, "I have a right to expect that if you read me
at all you will give me a chance; that you will make yourself accessible to the emotion that I try to inspire"
(Midst 7 ) .
Colston's plan, as it unfolds, includes something other
than just heightening his reader's emotional "pleasure" in
a ghost tale.

He has Marsh take a manuscript to an aban-

doned, reportedly haunted, house and there read it "[i]n
solitude—at night—by the light of a candle" ( Midst 6) .
As the postscript in the manuscript reveals, however, the
author intends Marsh to be the recipient and bearer of
Colston's suicide note and a victim himself as Colston will
presumably frighten him to death by visiting him after
the suicide.

Marsh does die of fright, but the spectre he

sees is in fact only a farmer's boy curious to see why a
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light burns in the abandoned cabin.

Meanwhile, Colston's

suicide plans are foiled by a fellow lodger, and he is
carried away to the lunatic asylum and restrained.
The suggestion that an "honorable reader" will understand that certain types of narratives call for certain
kinds of responses can certainly be applied to the fable,
although in a somewhat different way.

The conditions are

not ones of time or place—those are made relatively unimportant in a fable—but of attitude and receptiveness.
aim of the fable is to point a truth.

The

The reader must be

willing to have his intellect engaged, rather than his
emotion, the usual target for "effect" in a ghost story.
Furthermore, just as Marsh becomes a participant, albeit
perhaps an unwilling one, in Colston's drama, the reader of
fables ideally will be a participant in the narrative process, sometimes even a victim if he is the object of ridicule.

He must collaborate as a fellow thinker if the fable

is to have full effect.

Generally, however, the fabulist's

success is limited, as Bierce explains in "The Fabulist."
An Illustrious Satirist was visiting a
traveling menagerie with a view to
collecting literary materials. As he was
passing near the Elephant that animal said:
"How sad that so justly famous a censor
should mar his work by ridicule of persons
with pendulous noses—who are the salt of
the earth!"
The Kangaroo said:
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"I do so enjoy that great man's censure
of the ridiculous--particularly his attacks
on the proboscidae; but, alas! he has no
reverence for the marsupials, and laughs at
our way of carrying our young in a pouch."
The Camel said:
"If he would only respect the Sacred
Hump, he would be faultless. As it is, I
can not permit his work to be read in the
presence of my family."
The Ostrich, seeing his approach,
thrust her head into the straw, saying:
"If I do not conceal myself, he may be
reminded to write something disagreeable
about my lack of a crest, or my appetite
for scrap-iron; and although he is
inexpressibly brilliant when he devotes
himself to ridicule of folly and greed,
his dullness is matchless when he
transcends the limits of legitimate
comment."
"That," said the Buzzard to his mate,
"is the distinguished author of that
glorious fable, 'The Ostrich and the Keg
of Raw Nails.' I regret to add, that he
wrote also, 'The Buzzard's Feast,' in
which a carrion diet is contumeliously
disparaged. A carrion diet is the
foundation of sound health. If nothing
but corpses were eaten, death would be
unknown."
Seeing an attendant approaching, the
Illustrious Satirist passed out of the
tent and mingled with the crowd. It was
afterward discovered that he had crept in
under the canvas without paying. (VI, 287-288)
The obvious limitation is the reader's unwillingness to
recognize his own shortcomings, although he is quick to
agree with the censure of others.
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Such readers set "the

limitations of legitimate comment" and fail to make themselves accessible to the comprehensive thought process the
fabulist tries to inspire.
One other comment from "The Suitable Surroundings"
serves to introduce another comparison within Bierce's
works.

Acknowledging that not all types of narratives

require to be read in a suitable setting for the reader to
appreciate them, Colston says, "Much of what is in [the
newspaper] is neither helped nor harmed by time and place
and mood; some of it actually requires to be read at once—
while it is fizzing" ( Midst 5).

So it is with most of

Bierce's invective satire, particularly that which was
later collected in Black Beetles in Amber .

Ironically,

the title of that work suggests that Bierce is preserving
his diatribes, most of them published first in his
"Prattle" column, but almost every critic has dismissed the
collection as dated and of little lasting value.

Even his

friends, according to M. E. Grenander's account, "had long
criticized his satire because it dealt with inconsequential
figures, an objection that interfered with plans for commercial publication of the book" (60). Therefore, it
stands to reason that the value of these topical satirical
pieces was very much of the historical moment, while the
attack was "fizzing," and of the place too, since most of
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Bierce's targets were Californians making news at the time
he was producing his portraits of them.
What is significant here is that Bierce's name-calling, prompted perhaps by his indignation or anger, may be
effective for controlling the immediate historical moment,
but, tempered by the distancing characteristics of the
fable, the crimes rather than the criminals become the
focus, and the expose is given a more lasting form.
wit in

His

Black Beetles in Amber is the tendentious wit

described by Freud in Wit and Its Relation to the Unconscious

as being "hostile."

Hostile wit, Freud says,

serves "as an aggression, satire, or defense" (693).
pleasure it provides for its author is this:

The

"By belit-

tling and humbling our enemy, by scoring and ridiculing
him, we directly obtain the pleasure of his defeat by the
laughter of the third person, the inactive spectator"
(698).

The "inactive spectator," the listener or reader,

is promised pleasure as well, in that he "will be induced
by the gain in pleasure to take our part, even if he is not
altogether convinced" (698).
Bierce used his invective satire most effectively in
the Hearst newspapers' battles with Collis P. Huntington
and the other "rail rogues."

Verses such as "Reconcilia-

tion" call Huntington and Leland Stanford (or, as Bierce
frequently spelled it, £eland $tanford) thieves:
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Stanford and Huntington, so long at outs.
Kissed and made up. if you have doubts
Dismiss them, for I saw them do it, man;
And then—why, then I clutched my purse and ran
(V, 197)
Charles Crocker is included in verses from "A Hasty Inference, " which pictures Satan applying to the Master in
Heaven to "be throned here at last/As equals, the one to
the other."

The Master asks how Satan can presume he will

"be bidden to stay/Up here with your betters?"

Satan re-

plies,
"Why, sure you can't mean it!" said Satan.
"I've seen
How Stanford and Crocker you've nourished.
And Huntington--bless me! the three like a green
Umbrageous great bay-tree have flourished.
"They are fat, they are rolling in gold, they
command
All sources and well-springs of power;
You've given them houses, you've given them
land—
Before them the righteous all cower."
"What of that?" "What of that?" cried the
Father of Sin;
"Why, I thought when I saw you were winking
At crimes such as theirs that perhaps you had
been
Converted to my way of thinking." (V, 225)
This example of verse satire is more nearly like the fables
than are most of the selections in Bl^ck Beetles in Amber
because it is a narrative, but the mere fact that it names
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specific persons ties it so closely to the historic period
that it needs a footnote today.
Certainly these direct, frontal attacks are clear
examples of attempts to create and control public opinion
at the immediate historical moment, and they worked at the
time they were published.^

Bierce is credited with help-

ing turn public opinion away from any support for Huntington, Stanford, and Crocker to the extent that the railroad
funding bill the three lobbied for in Washington was defeated.

Nevertheless, even at the time, Bierce was criti-

cized by some for being too abusive.

He responded to the

critics and took a few more shots at Stanford and Huntington while he was at it.

In "Substance and Shadow," he

begins.
So, gentle critics, you would have me tilt.
Not at the guilty, only at their guilt!—
Spare the offender and condemn Offense,
And make life miserable to Pretense!
"Whip Vice and Folly—that is satire's u s e —
But be not personal, for that's abuse;
Nor e'er forget what, 'like a razor keen.
Wounds with a touch that's neither felt
nor seen.'"
Well, friends, I venture, destitute of awe.
To think that razor but an old, old saw,
A trifle rusty; and a wound, I'm sure.
That's felt not, seen not, one can well endure.
Go to! go to!—you're as unfitted quite
To give advice to writers as to write.
I find in Folly and in Vice a lack
Of head to stirke [sic], and for the lash no
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back
(V, 248-249)
In the next verse, Bierce assails Stanford:
Behold advances in dignity and state—
Grave, smug, serene, indubitably great—
Stanford, philanthropist! One hand bestows
In alms what t'other one to justice owes.
Rascality attends him like a shade.
But closes, woundless, o'er my baffled blade.
Its limbs unsevered, spirit undismayed.
Faith! I'm for something can be made to feel.
If, like Pelides, only in the heel.
The fellow's self invites assault; his crimes
Will each bear killing twenty thousand times!
The conclusion focuses sarcastically on Huntington:
Rogues, fools, impostors, sycophants, they rise;
They foul the earth and horrify the
With Collis Huntington (sole honest
In all the reek of that rapscallion
Denouncing Theft as hard as e'er he
(V, 250)

skies—
man
clan)
can!

Except for their historical interest, these verses mean
little now because they are too particular, too specific,
and too dated.

Yet Bierce probably made the right choice

of approaches at the time, at least for his columns of the
moment.

His aggressive, direct indictments "fizzed" as he

assaulted individuals and induced the readers to take his
part.
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That kind of abusive personal invective has only
short-term impact, however, and brings real pleasure to the
author and to the reader only for the time that the satire
is "belittling and humbling" the named enemy of the moment.
Furthermore, although the name-calling is a release and may
draw a crowd, it does not necessarily make the crowd think,
or even remember for very long.

Bierce's preface to Black

Beetles in Amber is an attempt to justify the publication
in book form of some of his topical satire, and he rightly
calls it an apologia, for he takes a rather defensive
stance.

After admitting that most of his verses are about

obscure persons and events most closely associated with the
Pacific coast, he says he has done what he could to dispel
"some part of their obscurity" and has awarded them "such
fame as he was able to bestow" (V, 9). He then quotes, he
says, from his publishers:
"In all the most famous satires in
our language the victims would now be
unknown were it not that they have been
preserved 'in amber' by the authors. The
enlightened lover of satire cares little
of whom it was written, but much for what
is said, and more for how it is said."
(V, 9-10)
Yet Bierce himself cared, perhaps too much, "of whom it was
said" and reveals as much in the preface's concluding paragraph:
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Regarding the repeated appearance
of certain offenders in the skits and
drolleries of this book, I can only say
that during the considerable period
covered by the author's efforts to
reclaim them they manifested a
deplorable, and doubtless congenital,
propensity to continuance in sin.
(V, 10)
In his satirical fables, on the other hand, he seemed less
concerned with whom he was targeting than with what each
represented in a more generalized approach to exposing
folly and vice.

For that reason alone, the fables were

given a better chance to survive beyond the day's news that
may have inspired them.

On that score, Bierce's critics

were right, better to leave most of the verse portraits in
the newspaper where they "fizzed" than to bind them in a
book where they have "fizzled."
The fables give evidence that Bierce was certainly
capable of backing off and labeling rather than naming an
offender, as he does in "A Protagonist of Silver."
Some Financiers were whetting their
tongues on their teeth because the
Government had "struck down" silver.
They were about to "inaugurate" a season
of sweatshed, when they were addressed by
a Member of their honorable and warlike
body:
"Comrades of the thunder and companions
of death, I can but regard it as singularly
fortunate that we who by conviction and
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sympathy are designated by nature as the
champions of that fairest of her products,
the white metal, should also, by a happy
chance, be engaged mostly in the business
of mining it. Nothing could be more just
than that those who from unselfish
motives and elevated sentiments are doing
battle for the people's rights and
interests should themselves be the chief
beneficiaries of success. Therefore, 0
children of the earthquake and the storm,
let us stand shoulder to shoulder, heart
to heart and pocket to pocket!"
This speech so pleased the other
Members of the convention that actuated
by a magnanimous impulse they sprang to
their feet and left the hall. It was the
first time they had ever been known to
leave anything having value.
(VI, 181-182)
The fable still contains tendentious wit; it is definitely
satirizing monopolistic greed and alluding to a specific
political action.

But by generalizing the target, any

opportunistic financier, Bierce has used the fable's characteristic vagueness about time and place and person to
make the fable applicable in any age rather than limiting
its effectiveness to the historical moment in which it was
written.
H. J. Blackham attempts to distinguish one important
difference between satire as an end in itself and the use
of satire in a fable.

In fables, he says,

devices are used to unsettle established
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views and judgments, or to expose unnoticed
aspects of behaviour, or to show the
familiar in a new light. The unsettlement
of established morality for the enlargement
of awareness tends to distinguish fable from
satire, which expresses anger, indignation,
disgust, contempt, ridicule in an attack on
what is familiar. Satire is incidental to
the narrative in fables, seldom its purpose.
(251)
Blackham is clearly drawing his contrast between the kind
of invective satire exemplified in Black Beetles in Amber
and fables such as "A Protagonist of Silver."

In the

former, Bierce attacks specific individuals whose names
were familiar at the time.

In the latter he enlarges his

scope so as to enlarge the awareness of his readers.
Part of the difference has to do with the author's
detachment as well.

In his chapter on invective, David

Worcester says generally that the "content of satire is
criticism, and criticism may be uttered as direct rebuke or
as impersonal logic" (16). The one pole, direct rebuke, in
its extreme, is prompted by "blind, human feeling" (16),
that is, anger.
lent.

Unless controlled, that emotion is repel-

He says further.
It is the direct attack that people
expect to find in satire, particularly
in invective-satire, yet in almost every
instance the emotion is controlled, the
blow is softened, and the approach is
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indirect. Parody is not direct, nor are
irony and mock-heroic. Their whole force
may be traced to the fact that they are
indirect. (17)
Thus, in a sense, Bierce's fables, relying as they do on
irony, allow him to be in better control of his own emotions as author because of their indirectness.

The satire

in the fables, as Worcester puts it, becomes "the engine of
anger, rather than the direct expression of anger," and the
artist is able to "simulate coolness and detachment" (18).
Even the three fables in which Bierce does name names
show a greater degree of the indirectness called for by
Worcester than do the satirical portraits.

"The Bellamy

and Its Members," quoted in chapter three (69), first of
all calls for a response from a readership literate enough
to have read Bellamy's book and perceptive enough to see
that Bierce is questioning whether Bellamy's motives as
author may not be more capitalistic than socialistic.

The

parody of the Aesopic fable, the clever word play, and the
irony inherent in the workers' defection leaving the
Bellamy to "sell his own book" enlarge the scope of the
satiric criticism.

Similarly, in "The Ashes of Madame

Blavatsky," Bierce targets Elena Petrovna Blavatsky (18311891), founder of the Theosophical Society in New York in
1875, but he does so with a detached sort of amused intolerance rather than with an all-out verbal attack.
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The

beliefs and doctrines of the theosophists were based
largely on Brahmanic and Buddhistic ideas, including reincarnation and the astral, pertaining to a supersensible
substance supposed to pervade all space and form the substance of a second body belonging to each individual.
Bierce works both elements into his narrative and again
includes a play on words.
The brightest two Lights of Theosophy
being in the same place at once in
company with the Ashes of Madame
Blavatsky, an Inquiring Soul thought the
time propitious to learn something worth
while. So he sat at the feet of one
awhile, and then he sat awhile at the
feet of the other, and at last he applied
his ear to the keyhole of the casket
containing the Ashes of Madame Blavatsky.
When the Inquiring Soul had completed his
course of instruction he declared himself
the Ahkoond of Swat, fell into the baleful
habit of standing on his head and swore
that the mother who bore him was a
pragmatic paralogism. Wheretofore he was
held in so high reverence that when the
two other gentlemen were hanged for lying
the Theosophists elected him to the
leadership of their Disastral Body, and
after a quiet life and an honorable death
by the kick of a jackass he was rejuvenated
as a Yellow Dog. As such he ate the Ashes
of Madame Blavatsky, and Theosophy was no
more. (VI, 198-199)
The "Disastral Body" introduces the possibility for a
double meaning of either the like-sounding "disastrous
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body," to point to the group as a whole, or to the more
nearly literal reading of not having a star-like existence
at all, either individually or collectively.

The greater

subtlety and sophistication of the fable's presentation
make it a more thought-provoking piece than Bierce's invective verses on the same subject.

By contrast, the last two

verses of "Theosophistry," a more direct attack on the
philosophy and on one of its followers in particular, lead
to a conclusion claiming pleasure for the poet like that
resulting from hostile wit:
And though Reincarnation prove
A creed too stubborn to remove.
And all your school
Of Theosophs I cannot scare,—
All the more earnestly I swear
That you're a fool!
You'll say that this is mere abuse
Without, in fraying you, a use.
That's plain to see
With only half an eye. Come, now.
Be fair, be fair,—consider how
It eases me.
(V, 43)
The third naming-names fable mentions Elihu Root (18451937), lawyer and statesman appointed Secretary of War by
President McKinley in 1899 and reappointed in 1901.

It was

he who had charge of the military administration in Cuba
and the Phillippines.

In 1905 he was appointed Secretary
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of state, and in 1912 he was honored with the Nobel Peace
Prize.

Bierce does not minimize any of Root's accomplish-

ments.

Instead he indirectly chides Root for an exalted

sense of his own importance.
St. Peter was sitting at the gate of
Heaven when a Soul approached, and,
bowing civilly, handing him its card.
"I am very sorry, sir," said St. Peter,
after reading the card, "but I really
cannot admit you. You will have to go to
the Other Place. Sorry, sir, very sorry."
"Don't mention it," said the Soul; "I
have been all the month at a watering
place, and it will be an agreeable change.
I called only to ask if my friend Elihu
Root is here."
"No, sir," the Saint replied; "Mr. Root
is not dead."
"0, I know that," said the Soul. "I
thought he might be visiting God."
(VI, 309)
The narrative structure of this fable would allow for
anyone's name to appear where Root's does, thereby making
this almost a generic joke to prick the pompous.
Bierce could and did get specific about some more
substantial quarrels with Root, who, as Richard O'Connor
explains, took an active part in defeating William Randolph
Hearst's bid for governor of New York (258).

In "A Thumb-

nail Sketch," Bierce says.
When Mr. Hearst was making his grotesque
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canvass for the governorship of New York
the Roosevelt Administration sent Secretary
Root into the state to beat him. This
high-minded gentleman incorporated one of
the garbled prose versions of my prophecy
into his speeches with notable effect and
great satisfaction to his conscience.
Still, I am steadfast in the conviction
that God sees him; and if anyone thinks
that Mr. Root will not go to the devil
it must be the devil himself, in whom,
doubtless, the wish is father to the
thought.
(XII, 310)
The prophecy Bierce alludes to is the quatrain he wrote
after Governor-elect William Goebel of Kentucky was shot
and killed.

It was published in the New York Journal over

a year and a half prior to McKinley's assassination, but it
came back to haunt Hearst during his political campaign.
The quatrain reads:
The bullet that pierced Goebel's breast
Can not be found in all the West:
Good reason, it is speeding here
To stretch McKinley on his bier,
(qtd. in Fatout 256)
Root, and others, criticized Hearst for his newspapers'
irresponsibility, and some even claimed that Leon Czolgosz,
McKinley's assassin, had been incited to his act by reading
the Hearst publications.

He denied it.

Root's tactics

angered Bierce, and he threw Root into "The Scrap Heap"
section of volume four in The Collected Works with this
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quatrain entitled "Elihu Root":
Stoop to a dirty trick or low misdeed?
What, bend him from his moral skies to it?
No, no, not he! To serve his nature's need
He may upon occasion rise to it.
(IV, 361)
The irony in the quatrain about Root takes the form of
sarcasm, "the simplest and crudest form of irony" (77-78),
according to David Worcester.

He finds it inferior to what

he calls "purer irony" (79), but any irony, he says, "appeals to the aristocracy of brains" (77).
Bierce's appeal takes its purest forms in the fables
and in the definitions, when he is in greatest control of
his own emotions and when he exploits the established forms
within which he works.

The fable and the definition trig-

ger certain expectations in the reader, and Bierce manipulates those expectations through ironic reversals and a reordering of the familiar.

One of the devices he uses is

compression or reduction.

The shortest definition in The

Devil's Dictionarv is but one word:

"WHITE, ^ ^ . and n.

Black" (VII, 366). Just slightly longer is "TRUCE, n.
Friendship" (VII, 352).
Both are ironic and appeal to the "aristocracy of
brains."

The first pairs antonyms as if they are synonyms

and says something perhaps about Bierce's view of absolutes.

The second, by implication, says that human
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relations are beset with hostilities and that the most one
can hope for is a temporary cessation of those hostilities.
Saying, as he does in the preface to Write It Right , that
writing is "clear thinking made visible" and that "precision is the point of capital concern" (5), Bierce is apparently very careful to select just the right word to convey
his meaning, even if--or more likely especially if--he is
treating his material ironically.

One example of this is

his tendency to pair opposites--white and black in the
definition above, lie and truth in his definition of fable
--indicating an awareness on his part of the paradoxical
qualities that defy absolute control.

The thinking writer

and the thinking reader can hope only to keep their balance
and some sense of moment-to-moment control with a combination of skepticism and awareness.
Wilson Follett, more than any other Bierce scholar or
critic, seems to have appreciated Bierce's shorter forms of
satire.^

Follett wrote several articles about Bierce over

an almost twenty-year span from 1918 to 1937, and in each
he applauded Bierce's wit and style.

In one article, writ-

ten in the late 1920s, his analysis of Bierce's wit led
Follett to say that the satirical pieces exceeded "in
pointedness and concentration anything previously known in
the national literature" ("Analysis" 286). Charting the
stages of reduction, Follett offers the following:
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There was no stage that could content him
short of absolute reduction to lowest
terms. What others had expanded into a
novel, he sought to compress into a tale;
and, finding the tale unwieldly [sic], he
reduced it to a fable. But even the fable
was diffuse, to a taste which would accept
no lowest limit, however minute, if
language were capable of lower. Bierce
sought, and ultimately found, a way to
superpose the successive stages of his
thought, telescope his effects, and set
off all the propulsive rockets of an
idea at once. The goal of his remarkable
development was that stage at which he
had succeeded in reducing his fable to an
aphorism, an epigram, a couplet, a
sentence, a phrase; in the end, literally,
to a word. ("Analysis" 286)
Still, the greatest reduction of narrative stops with the
fable.

From there the examples Follett gives may respond,

describe, or define, but they do not tell a story.
Using one tale and two fables with thematic similarities, one can see how the compressed idea in each^of the
fables finds expression in the more complex tale.

The

single focus of each fable is clear, but only by reading
the two fables together does one see the duality brought
together in the tale.

The tale is "The Coup de Grace."

The fables are "Sportsman and Squirrel" and "The Compassionate Physician."

All three contain irony, and all three

turn on the act of the coup de grace.
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The short story's

basic plot is a grim one in which Captain Downing Madwell,
after a fierce Civil War battle, comes upon his wounded
friend Sergeant Caffal Halcrow.

Bierce pictures nothing

glorious about the battlefield or about the fallen.
Halcrow's most visible wound is that made by one of a herd
of swine feeding on the human bodies.

Halcrow is in such

pain that "articulate speech was beyond his power," but
Madwell believes he sees in the sergeant's eyes "an entreaty for death" ( Midst 126). The ending's irony comes
as Madwell has run his sword through his friend's chest
just as Halcrow's brother. Major Creede Halcrow, and two
hospital attendants arrive.
The irony of situation is compounded in the story by
an underlying blackly humorous ironic tone from the narrator.

The tone is established early as the scene of the

battle's aftermath is set:

"All was now over; it remained

only to succor the wounded and bury the dead--to 'tidy up a
bit, ' as the humorist of the burial squad put it" ( Midst
121) . Juxtaposing "humorist" and "burial squad" carries
something of that tension of opposites reminiscent of the
white-black, lie-truth combinations found in the definitions.

The detached third-person narrator offers other

ironic or satiric observations in the opening few paragraphs.

This at the end of the first paragraph:
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Most of the wounded had died of neglect
while the right to minister to their
wants was in dispute. It is an army
regulation that the wounded must wait;
the best way to care for them is to
win the battle. It must be confessed
that victory is a distinct advantage to
a man requiring attention, but many do
not live to avail themselves of it.
( Midst 121)
And this from the end of the second paragraph:
The enemy's fallen had to be content
with counting. But of that they got
enough: many of them were counted
several times, and the total, as
given afterward in the official
report of the victorious commander,
denoted rather a hope than a result.
( Midst 122)
Following an exchange of insults between Captain Madwell
and Major Halcrow, "between whom. . . there was a natural
antipathy which circumstances had nourished and strengthened to an active animosity" (Midst 124), the narrator
comments:

"The art of repartee was cultivated in military

circles as early as 1862" (Midst 125).
Yet another level is evident in the irony of Madwell's
misguided perceptions.

At the outset, as he looks around

after the battle, he "was perhaps uncertain in which direction to go" ( Midst 122). Soon, however, "he had recovered
his bearings" ( Midst 123) . Once he has discovered his
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friend, Madwell at first seems unsure of his perceptions;
"it was impossible to know if he [Sergeant Halcrow] were
sensible to anything but pain.

The expression of his face

was an appeal; his eyes were full of prayer.
(MiiiSt 126)?

For what"

Almost immediately, however, the narrator

says, "There was no misreading that look; . . . Consciously
or unconsciously, this writhing fragment of humanity, this
type and example of acute sensation, this handiwork of man
and beast, this humble, unheroic Prometheus, was imploring
everything, all, the whole non-ego, for the boon of
oblivion" ( Midst 127). And that is only the rhetorically
loaded beginning of the build-up to the climactic answer to
the question "For what?"
what, indeed?

The narrator continues.

"For

For that which we accord to even the meanest

creature without sense to demand it, denying it only to the
wretched of our own race:

for the blessed release, the

rite of uttermost compassion, the coup de grace " ( Midst
127) . Yet even after all that, Madwell does not act, except to walk away.

Then as if to illustrate the ironic

comparison between "the meanest

creature" and "the

wretched of our own race," Madwell's attention is drawn to
a horse with a splintered foreleg.

The captain steps for-

ward, draws his pistol, and shoots "the poor beast between
the eyes" ( Midst 128). Only then, after a moment when he
is "apparently lost to all sense of his surroundings," does
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he finally turn and walk back to his wounded friend and
accomplish the second coup de grace.
That much of the story invites comparison with "The
Compassionate Physician," in that the fable too pictures a
man who is quick to put an injured animal "out of its misery, " but who is reluctant to do the same for one of "the
wretched of our own race."
A Kind-Hearted Physician sitting at
the bedside of a patient afflicted with
an incurable and painful disease heard a
noise behind him and turning saw a Cat
laughing at the feeble efforts of a
wounded Mouse to drag itself out of the
room.
"You cruel beast!" he cried. "Why
don't you kill it at once, like a lady?"
Rising, he kicked the Cat out of the
door and picking up the Mouse compassionately
put it out of its misery by pulling off its
head. Recalled to the bedside by the moans
of his patient, the Kind-Hearted Physician
administered a stimulant, a tonic and a
nutrient, and went away. (VI, 215-216)
The circumstances are different, but the ironic statement
is the same.
A second fable, "Sportsman and Squirrel," offers another view to provoke further thought, however.
A Sportsman who had wounded a Squirrel,
which was making desperate efforts to drag
itself away, ran after it with a stick,
exclaiming:
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"Poor thing! I will put it out of its
misery."
At that moment the Squirrel stopped
from exhaustion, and looking up at its
enemy, said:
"I don't venture to doubt the sincerity
of your compassion, though it comes rather
late, but you seem to lack the faculty of
observation. Do you not perceive by my
actions that the dearest wish of my heart
is to continue in my misery?"
At this exposure of his hypocrisy the
Sportsman was so overcome with shame and
remorse that he would not strike the
Squirrel, but pointing it out to his dog,
walked thoughtfully away. (VI, 260-261)
This time the wounded animal, quite capable of articulate
speech, does not wish to be put "out of its misery," and it
asks the sportsman if he can not perceive by its actions
that it prefers to "continue in [its] misery."

Two re-

sponses in Bierce's story test Madwell's and perhaps the
reader's perceptions as well.

First, Madwell observes the

horse's "death-struggle, which, contrary to his expectation, was violent and long; but at last it lay still.

The

tense muscles of its lips, which had uncovered the teeth in
a horrible grin, relaxed" (Midst 128).

Even more ambigu-

ous is the sergeant's response after Madwell has run him
through.
The dying man drew up his knees and at the
same time threw his right arm across his
breast and grasped the steel so tightly
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that the knuckles of the hand visibly
whitened. By a violent but vain effort
to withdraw the blade the wound was
enlarged; a rill of blood escaped,
running sinuously down into the deranged
clothing. ( Midst 129)
The rather disturbing death throes of the horse and
Halcrow's "effort to withdraw the blade" make one wonder
just how ready either may have been to be put out of his
misery.

Nothing is simple.

Through his fiction Bierce can

and does take both sides in this debate, illustrating in
the story the irony inherent in possibly wrong assumptions
and playing devil's advocate in the fables to provoke his
readers to think about each side of the issue.
In each of the three narratives the person faced with
making a decision at some point walks away.

Thus the com-

passion of each is certainly brought into question, as
staying and comforting a victim does not seem to be an
option entertained.

Perhaps each person can manage only

some kind of socially-conditioned response to the situation.

The sportsman finally accepts no direct responsibil-

ity for the squirrel's comfort or death, walking away but
calling his dog.

The physician is described in the title

as being compassionate, but after he administers medicine
to his patient, the physician walks away; he does not continue to sit at the bedside.

Madwell, in the tale, does

not stop his progress across the battlefield until he
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reaches Halcrow, although he passes other wounded men:
An occasional low moan from some sorelystricken wretch whom the relief-parties
had not reached, and who would have to
pass a comfortless night beneath the
stars with his thirst to keep him company,
was . . . unheeded. What, indeed, could
the officer have done, being no surgeon
and having no water? ( Midst 123)
What, indeed, could he do, should he do?

The actions of

the men are controlled by some sense of duty or some unquestioned ethic occasioned by the Hippocratic oath or some
military regulation or some idea about sportsmanship.
of the three is a hero; none is even a thinker.

None

Each, in

the end, is made to look not only unfeeling but also rather
foolish and laughable, in Henri Bergson's terms, because of
"a certain mechanical inelasticity " (67) .^
Making the characters look foolish is the detached
third person narrator who retains control of Bierce's narratives.

William Faulkner once said at some point his

characters take charge of a story.
They tell it from then on. The writer
has just got to keep up with them and
put it down, and to give it some order,
to follow the rules of composition, but
I think he himself never knows just what
they might do and say next. (120)
Not so with Bierce.

He seldom lets his characters speak or
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act except to promote the irony of the tale.
says a word.

Madwell never

There is very little dialogue in any of

Bierce's short stories.

The words—the control of plot,

characterization, and authorial comment—remain Bierce's.
As a matter of fact, many of the fables have more dialogue
in them that do the stories.

But the dialogue in the

fables is often in the form of a statement-countered-bystatement dialectic, employing word play and pointing always toward an ironic truth.

An example is "A Matter of

Method."
A Philosopher seeing a Fool beating
his Donkey, said:
"Abstain, my son, abstain, I implore.
Those who resort to violence shall suffer
from violence."
"That," said the Fool, diligently
belaboring the animal, "is what I'm
trying to teach this beast—which has
kicked me."
"Doubtless," said the Philosopher to
himself, as he walked away, "the wisdom
of fools is no deeper nor truer than ours,
but they really do seem to have a more
impressive way of imparting it." (VI, 213-214)
The characters are labeled and seemingly cast to type, but
the philosopher's perceptions are somewhat mistaken, and he
must follow his first observation of a general moral truth
—"Those who resort to violence shall suffer from violence"
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--with a second observation and specific application in the
final paragraph.
Not only do Bierce's characters in either the fables
or the tales not get to speak for themselves, but it is
also true that no character is very complex; the characters
in the stories, as well as those in the fables, are flat,
created as types.

Even though the characters in the sto-

ries have names, they usually have distinguishing labels as
well.

Carter Druse, in "A Horseman in the Sky," is simply

"a soldier" through the first section of the story; until
the second section of "An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge,"
Peyton Farquhar is the "man who was engaged in being
hanged"; the child in "Chickamauga" remains nameless.
list could go on and on.

The

This labeling device is a charac-

teristic of the fables carried over by Bierce to some extent in his stories.^

The labeling in the fables is fre-

quently a device for generalizing the particular--taking a
specific target, perhaps even a specific person perceived
by Bierce to be a fool or rogue of the historical moment
and giving that target a general descriptive tag.

The

labeling in the stories de-emphasizes characterization and
concentrates the reader's attention on the action and the
tone.
One final comparison between the fables and Bierce's
other works is a thematic one.
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The impulse to somehow

control the moment is a common one in the stories as well
as in the fables.

One of the stories, in particular, one

of the few identifying its protagonist at the outset, pictures a man who persists in trying to control his own responses to events in his life.

The story, "George

Thurston," is sub-titled "Three Incidents in the Life of a
Man."

The narrator is a first-person observer, a topo-

graphical engineer during the Civil War.

In each of the

three instances described, Thurston responds to a dangerous
situation by folding his arms across his chest and confronting the danger.

In the first, he continues to ride

unarmed in the center of the road, even though he is being
fired on by an enemy regiment, until his horse is shot out
from under him.

Even then he continues to walk, with his

arms still folded across his chest, as an enemy soldier
rides down on him.

He escapes certain death only because

someone else shoots the approaching soldier.

In the second

instance he walks into a whole company of enemy riflemen
and is instantly surrounded and told to throw down his
sword and surrender.

He folds his arms across his chest,

"his right hand still clutching his sword," and refuses
(Writings 97).
wounded."

This time he is shot and "horribly

The narrator and another soldier speculate,

after the first two instances, about what might have motivated Thurston's strange behavior:
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When one is tranquilly looking death in
the eye and refusing him any concession
one naturally has a good opinion of one's
self. I don't know if it was this feeling
that in Thurston found expression in a
stiffish attitude and folded arms; at the
mess table one day, in his absence, another
explanation was suggested by our quartermaster, an irreclaimable stammerer when the
wine was in: "It's h—is w—ay of
m-m-mastering a c-c-constitutional t-tendency
to r--un aw--ay."
"What!" I flamed out, indignantly
rising; "you intimate that Thurston is a
coward—and in his absence?"
"If he w--ere a cow--wow-ard h--e
w--wouldn't t-try to m-m-master it; and
if he w--ere p-present I w--wouldn't
d-d-dare to d-d-discuss it," was the
mollifying reply. ( Writings 97)
Thurston's way of "mastering his constitutional tendencies" might at first inspire admiration for his bravery,
but in the final analysis he is revealed once and for all
as a fool, and the story becomes another burlesque.
Thurston, the narrator says, "died an ignoble death"
( Writings 97).

The last incident pictures his joining in

the camp recreation by attaining maximum height on a makeshift fifty-foot swing suspended from a tree.

He continues

to swing higher and higher, in spite of warnings from onlookers, and finally is "parted" from the swing--"that is
all that can be known," the narrator says (98). Thurston's
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efforts to control his own response to any given moment's
challenge takes the same foolhardy form of ritual, as is
clear when the narrator describes Thurston's body after the
fatal fall:

"The arms were folded across the breast"

(Writings 99) .
Bierce brings together at the end of the Thurston tale
details that remind one of several other stories and of one
fable, in particular.

The details of Thurston's line of

flight once he leaves the swing show him continuing to go
up before he falls to his death.

His upward momentum car-

ries him above the top of the tree, and the narrator-observer records that
from my point of view [Thurston] was
sharply outlined against the blue.
At this distance of many years I can
distinctly recall that image of a man
in the sky, its head erect, its feet
together, its hands—I do not see its
hands" ( Writings 98) .
A momentary stopping of the action and a view of a figure
silhouetted against the sky is a device Bierce uses in "A
Son of the Gods" and in "A Horseman in the Sky."

In the

former, a young officer on a white horse rides directly
toward enemy lines and becomes "nothing but a black figure
on a white horse" ( Midst 58).

In the latter, a Confeder-

ate officer appears first "motionless at the extreme edge
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of a capping rock and sharply outlined against the sky"
(MjjiSt 18).Later that same officer and his horse are described after a sentry's shot has sent them plummeting off
the cliff:
Straight upright sat the rider, in
military fashion, with a firm seat in
the saddle, a strong clutch upon the rein
to hold his charger from too impetuous a
plunge. From his bare head his long hair
streamed upward, waving like a plume. His
hands were concealed in the cloud of the
horse's lifted mane. ( Midst 22)
These three examples can be compared with one of
Bierce's early fables from Fun about an ass and the moon:
An Ass wandering near a village in the
evening saw the light of the rising moon
beyond a hill.
"Ho-ho, Master Redface," said he, "you
are going to point out my long ears to the
villagers, are you? I'll meet you at the
crest and set my heels into you!"
So he scrambled painfully up to the
crest and stood outlined against the
broad disc of the unconscious luminary,
a more conspicuous ass than ever before.
(VI, 332-333)
In each case the protagonist is exposed as he makes some
misguided attempt to control a moment.

The young officer

in "A Son of the Gods" is neither brave nor sensible as he
rides toward and then parallel to the enemy's lines,
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inspiring only "vain devotion" that prompts the other soldiers to run forward, "against orders. . . at a keen run,
like hounds unleashed," many of them to their deaths
( Micigt 60) . The Confederate officer is killed by his own
son, a Union soldier, whom he had sent off earlier with
these words:

"Well, go, sir, and whatever may occur do

what you conceive to be your duty" (Midst 17) .

In the

son's mind, the
duty of the soldier was plain: the man
must be shot dead from ambush—without
warning, without a moment's spiritual
preparation, with never so much as an
unspoken prayer, he must be sent to his
account. ( Midst 20-21)
Blind unthinking adherence to military strategy or duty is
as absurd as the ass's challenging the moon.

There is no

mistaking the point of the fable; the satire is more subtly
included in the tales.
Those who try to exercise any kind of control over any
kind of moment without thinking are fools.

In "The Shadow

Maker," George Sterling recalls that Bierce's advice to him
at their first luncheon together was this: "My boy, the
only important thing is to think clearly" (10).

In his

fiction, however, Bierce most often writes about and ridicules characters who do not think.

The few exceptions

include, in the fables, at least, the lamb who is skeptical
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of the lion's offer to lie down with it (VI, 335), and the
mouse who knows tolerably well how to diagnose a volcano
(VI, 359). Exposing those who do not think and holding
them up to ridicule--directly in the invective verses,
generally but pointedly in the fables, and subtly in the
tales—is part of Bierce's ploy for influencing the reader
to think.

Bierce's words are "thought made visible," for

the desired reader response, especially in the fables, is
thought.

As H. J. Blackham says, a fable is "a narrative

device to provoke and aid concrete thinking" (xvii), and it
does so better than Bierce's other forms of writing because
it is more general and detached and thus less hostile than
the invective satire and because it is more focused on a
single point than are the stories.

The fables, seemingly

less motivated by anger and more by reason, are created not
so much for effect as for enlightenment.

They appeal to

the intellect and are a means to control the intellectual
moment.
Thinking does not necessarily bring happiness, of
course.

Happiness, like control, is fleeting and moment-

to-moment, and the two do not work together, as Bierce
suggests in "Haita the Shepherd."

The protagonist of this

allegorical fable discovers how elusive happiness is.

To

encounter happiness is a serendipitous event, not one that
can be planned or controlled intellectually.
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It is an

emotional moment, not an intellectual one, and when Haita
seeks to

kni^ who or what happiness is, he loses it.

A

similar thing happens to Noureddin Becar in the fable "The
Secret of Happiness."
Having been told by an angel that
Noureddin Becar was the happiest man
in the world, the Sultan caused him to
be brought to the palace and said:
"Impart to me, I command thee, the
secret of thy happiness."
"0 father of the sun and moon,"
answered Noureddin Becar, "I did not
know that I was happy."
"That," said the Sultan, "is the
secret that I sought."
Noureddin Becar retired in deep
dejection, fearing that his new-found
happiness might forsake him. (VI, 305)
Truth or awareness may indeed set one free, as in the lion
and lamb fable, but it does not always make one sublimely
happy.

If Haita's two or three moments of happiness are

akin to the romantic idea of the sublime, how much more of
life veers back, in Bierce's writing, to those more prevalent moments of the ridiculous.
Happiness is the subject also of "The Fool," subtitled
parenthetically " (Bits of Dialogue from an Unpublished
Morality Play)."
discuss happiness.

In the first section, the two speakers
The fool, a jester, says that "happi-

ness is the sole desire and only possible purpose of man"
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(XII, 366). The philosopher questions his claim in the
second exchange:
PHILOSOPHER—You say that happiness
is the sole desire of man. This is much
disputed.
FOOL—There is happiness in disputation.
PH.—But Socrates says—
F.--He was a Grecian. I hate foreigners.
PH.--Wisdom is of no country.
F.--Of none that I have observed.
(XII, 366-367)
The first two and last two lines of this word play can be
read to support the ideas that happiness is where one finds
it and how he perceives it and that wisdom is rare in any
country.

In each of the three dialogues dealing with hap-

piness, the fool has the last word, and by playing the
fool, the jester can argue for his "truths" through his
clever use of words.

A fabulist often uses the same ap-

proach.
As refined, compressed narratives, Bierce's fables
distill bits of wisdom and present them generally and entertainingly.

Like his verse portraits, Bierce's fables

are satire, but of a more acceptable sort.

Like many of

his stories, the fables contain characters who believe,
wrongly, that they are in control of a situation, a moment.
Like the fool in his morality play, Bierce takes his
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license as a jester and uses it and the words that make his
thoughts visible to provoke and aid thought in his readers.
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Notes
See the last two chapters of The Ambrose Bierce
S^t^njc Reader , edited by Ernest Jerome Hopkins, for a
detailed account of the on-going battle between the railroad monopoly and the Hearst publications.
2
M. E. Grenander more recently offered praise of the
short forms and said that her "own favorites among the
short forms are the fables" (158). She praises them for
their evidence of "clear thinking, wit, precision, and
Bierce's own pungent taste" (158). In Ambrose Bierce she
devotes two pages to analysis of four fables and quotes
several others in different contexts.
-^Reading "The Coup de Grace" as something of a burlesque of a war story and as another example of Bierce's
narrative satire is similar to a reading F. J. Logan gives
"An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge." He argues that Peyton
Farquhar "is not brave, he is fool-hardy; he is not sensitive, he is callous. . .; and he is not highly intelligent.
He is . . . rather stupid" (103). The reader who does not
really read and understand Bierce's satirical approach in
this story, says Logan, "is like Farquhar, to the extent
that he ignores reason and irony" (102).
^Stephen Crane, who had read and admired Bierce's
stories, used a similar technique in The Red Badge of
Courage. Even though Henry Fleming, Jim Conklin, and others have names, they are frequently labeled "the young
private," "the tall soldier," and so forth. Other characters, like "the tattered man," are given only labels.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND SIGNIFICANCE

As the first four chapters have attempted to show, provoking his reader to think was Ambrose Bierce's job and his
mission, although he was certainly no reformer.

He defined

reform as a "thing that mostly satisfies reformers opposed to
reformation" (VII, 280). He was a cynic, by his own definition: a "blackguard whose faulty vision sees things as they
are, not as they ought to be" (VII, 61). Yet his exposing
"things as they are" implicitly made him a moralist and even
something of an idealist if by revealing the rogues and jolting
the fools into awareness he could influence public opinion and
whip a few rascals through the streets.

The fable suited his

purpose, and he turned to it again and again as the form
through which he presented his satire. A final summarizing
look at Bierce's use of the fable is best accomplished by contrasting his work with that of two of his contemporaries, and
an argument for the significance of his use of the fable is
best supported by comparing him with three twentieth-century
fabulists whose work he anticipated.
Bierce was certainly not the only American writer creating
fables at the end of the nineteenth century.

Two others who

were very successful at the time were Joel Chandler Harris,
whose

Unr.le Remns:

His Songs and Savings was published in
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1880, and George Ade, whose Fables in si;^nq was published in
1899, the same year Bierce's

Fantastic Fables appeared.

Two

other nineteenth-century fabulists worth mentioning are Samuel
S. Cox and George Thomas Lanihan.
produce fables in this country.

Nor were these the last to

James Thurber's Fables for

Qyr Time was published in 1939, and he supplemented that volume with Further Fables for Our Time in 1956. William
March's

99 Fables appeared in 1960, and Robert Coover's A

Political Fable was published in book form in 1980 after having first appeared in a magazine in 1968 as "The Cat in the Hat
for President."
Any contrast presupposes points of comparison as well, and
so it is with a discussion of Bierce, Harris, and Ade. All
three were journalists.

Harris wrote for the Atlanta Consti-

tution and Ade for the Chicago Morning News (later called the
Record) . As fabulists, all three have to be considered moralists of some sort, and all were very concerned with words, although in different ways.
The emphasis of each in his fables, however, was quite
different.

Bierce was primarily a satirist, Harris a folklor-

ist, and Ade a humorist.

Bierce wrote his fables to jolt, Har-

ris to record, and Ade to amuse.

Each was very successful dur-

ing his lifetime, but the posterity that Bierce recognized
would be the final judge or "umpire" of his fame has relegated
to each the role of a minor literary figure and has all but
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thrown Ade out of the ballpark. Harris's fables are still of
interest to the folklorists and to the children who have come
to know them as they have been popularized and sentimentalized
by Disney Studios, but Ade has no such current following. Contemporary readers are likely to know Bierce first through his
stories or definitions, and only then may they discover the
fables, but, if they do discover them, they recognize that the
fables are still timely.
Although his subject matter was topical and therefore of
the immediate moment, Bierce's writing style in his fables fitted traditional molds, his look back to the "ancients," as he
said. Harris looked to the past also, but not to the "ancients" necessarily in the same way Bierce did. Harris became
a recorder of folk tales, saying in his 1880 introduction to
the first Uncle Remus collection that his purpose was
to preserve the legends in their original
simplicity, and to wed them permanently
to the quaint dialect—if, indeed, it can
be called a dialect—through the medium of
which they have become a part of the domestic
history of every Southern family; and I
have endeavored to give the whole a genuine
flavor of the old plantation. (xiii)
Bierce, on the other hand, sought not to preserve fables
originating in the oral tradition but to create new literary fables by emending the ancient story lines or by writing entirely new tales.

He used the familiar plots or
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forms only as springboards for his own flights of fancy.
Bierce thus exercised control over his material, whereas
Harris, in a sense, was controlled by his.

The only part

of the Uncle Remus tales that Harris created was the frame,
and it is of that part that some of his folklorist critics
disapprove.

For example, although he says he personally

approves of the frame, folklorist Eric L. Montenyohl says
that others prefer "straight transcriptions of collected
tales."

Other folklorists, he says, "have criticized Har-

ris for his inclusion of these 'produced contexts' for the
reader of the tales" (137).
Harris's justification for the frame and for the dialect through which he told the tales is that through them
he could give "a genuine flavor of the old plantation."
That effort, of course, ties his fables to a time and a
place and makes them part of the "local color movement"
dominating much of American literature, particularly that
originating in mass circulation periodicals, beginning
about the time Uncle Remus:
published.

His Songs and Sayings was

Uncle Remus, his cabin, his way of lighting his

clay pipe or threading a needle or peeling a yam or doing
some other ordinary thing are all described as part of the
narrative.

The dialect, Harris says in his introduction,

"is at least phonetically genuine" and not like "the intolerable misrepresentation of the minstrel stage" (xiii) .
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Early reviewers, like the one who wrote about Harris's
"Negro Folk-Lore" for the New York Timps in 1880, praised
Harris's "fineness of ear" and "the knack he has of giving
phonographs of negro dialect" (4) .
Bierce was no local colorist, and his contribution as
a realist, in the words of Howard W. Bahr, "has its origin
in his artistic purpose of presenting man and human nature
as they appear to him, to tell the truth about what he has
observed" (163), not in his ability to provide accurate and
detailed and particular descriptions of people, places,
mannerisms, and speech patterns.

Bierce was generally

critical of those who wrote in dialect and who exploited a
region in their literature.

He begins his essay on "Writ-

ers of Dialect" with this "literary law":

"To be allowable

in either verse or prose it [dialect] must be the motherspeech, not only of the characters using it, but of the
writer himself, who, also, must be unable to write equally
well in the larger tongue" (XI, 173). Later in the essay,
he says
if the exigencies of the narrative demand
the introduction of an unlettered hind
whose speech would naturally be "racy of
the soil" he must needs come in and sport
the tangles of the tongue. But he is to
be got rid of as promptly as possible—
preferably by death. The making of an
entire story out of the lives and loves
and lingoes of him and his co-pithecans—
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that is effrontery.

(XI, 174)

Presumably Bierce would justify his own inclusion of two
lines of dialect in "The Basking Cyclone" fable as one of
those "exigencies of the narrative" demanding "the introduction of an unlettered hind" who "must needs come in and
sport the tangles of his tongue."

He is gotten rid of

quickly.
A Negro in a boat, gathering driftwood,
saw a sleeping Alligator and thinking it
was a log, fell to estimating the number
of shingles it would make for his new
cabin. Having satisfied his mind on that
point, he stuck his boat-hook into the
beast's back to harvest his good fortune.
Thereupon the saurian emerged from his
dream and, greatly to the surprise of the
man-and-brother, took to the water, making
a terrible commotion!
"I never befo' seen sech a cyclone as
dat," the Negro exclaimed as soon as he
had recovered his breath. "It done carry
away de ruf of my house!" (VI, 242)
Another such character is allowed in and then quickly
ushered out at the end of "Jupiter Doke, Brigadier-General."

Most of that story, one of the Negligible Tales .

is carried forward through letters, a diary excerpt, a
newspaper editorial, and a Congressional resolution.

Only

at the end is a statement from an eye witness recorded in
Negro dialect.

Mr. Hannibal Alcazar Peyton describes a
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mule stampede that foils a Confederate attack.

When Jupi-

ter Doke runs for cover, Peyton says,
dem twenty-free hunerd mules dey jes'
t'ink it is de debble hese'f wid de
brandin' iron, an' dey bu'st outen dat
patch like a yarthquake, an' pile inter
de upper ford road, an' flash down it
five deep, an' it full o' Confed'rates
from en' to en'! (VIII, 40)
It may be that Bierce does not feel comfortable using dialect because he does not have Harris's "fineness of ear"
and he thus lacks that element of control over the
dialect's presentation.

He's much surer of himself in "the

larger tongue" of standard English.

Also in the Jupiter

Doke story is a letter written in a dialect that seems a
linguistically confusing mix of Swedish and German.

Its

author has a German-sounding name, Schneddeker Baumschank,
but his German "voice" does not come through clearly:
. . . Yoost den somdings occur, I
know not vot it vos--somdings mackneefcent,
but it vas nod vor—und I finds meinselluf,
afder leedle viles, in dis blace, midout a
hors und mit no men und goons. Sheneral
Peelows is deadt. You will blease be so
goot as to resign me--I vights no more in
a dam gentry vere I gets vipped und knows
nod how it vos done. (VIII, 38)
Although he does not mention Harris, Bierce does list
Mary Wilkins Freeman, Mary Murfee, and Hamlin Garland among
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those "curled darlings of the circulating libraries" of
whom he says it would be better "if instead of writing
things 'racy of the soil' they would till it" (XI, 174).
The purist author of Write It Riahi- says near the conclusion of his essay on the use of dialect, "To put a good
thought, a tender sentiment, a passionate emotion into
faulty words is to defile it" (XI, 184). The "racy of the
soil" phrase appears again in Bierce's essay on "Literary
Criticism," in which he shows his impatience with the local
colorists' arguments for regionalism.

"The writer who

knows no better than to make or try to make his work 'racy
of the soil' knows nothing of his art worth knowing," says
Bierce (X, 44). As to the claim of originality in regional
writing, Bierce answers, "The only way in which it is worth
while to differ from others is in point of superior excellence, " and he stresses the importance of form.

By all

means be "original," he says:
But know, or if you already know remember,
that originality strikes and dazzles only
when displayed within the limiting lines
of form. Above all, remember that the
most ineffective thing in literature is
that quality, whatever in any case it may
be, which is best designated in terms of
geographical classification. (X, 43-44)
Bierce's originality comes through exploitation of form,
including the fable's, rather than through exploitation of
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region.

Regionalizing and particularizing the tradition-

ally universal and general scope of the fable is the reverse of Bierce's approach.
perspective.

Perhaps it is a question of

Cathy Davidson says that Bierce's "perspec-

tive is generally cosmic, and from that perspective human
failings—war, superstition, religion, science--seem paltry, comical" ( Egg^yg 3) . Such a perspective, and his
view of humanity's operating in an absurd world, make
Bierce's satire quite different, as Davidson observes, from
"the forms of humor we commonly associate with the late
nineteenth-century and the tall tale tellers or local colorists, writers such as Joel Chandler Harris or Bret Harte"
(Essays 3).
Bierce's aims in his fables are to expose folly, to
ridicule rogues, and to provoke readers to think.

Harris's

fabular tales have been read as propagandistic, but the
message is carried more through the frame than through the
fables.

As a Southern editorial writer, according to Hugh

T. Keenan, Harris "poured oil on the troubled waters of
Reconstruction, luring industry and trade South, by proclaiming a doctrine of racial respect and of reconciliation
with the North" (56). He continued that message in the
Uncle Remus tales.

Says Keenan:

The close relationship of Uncle Remus
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with the boy serves a purpose common to
and even more obvious in Harris's
editorials: the reunion of North and
South. The two characters black and
white meet with no threat to the ego of
either. (58)
In order to convey that message Harris used the frame as a
sustained narrative, linking the fables and cementing the
relationship between Uncle Remus and Miss Sally's boy.
Harris saw the fables as being connected themselves as they
came out of Negro folklore.

He says in the 1880 introduc-

tion.
The story of the Rabbit and the Fox,
as told by the Southern Negroes, is
artistically dramatic in this: it
progresses in an orderly way from
beginning to a well-defined conclusion,
and is full of striking episodes that
suggest the culmination. (xvii)
He also saw it as "thoroughly characteristic of the Negro"
in that
he selects as his hero the weakest and
most harmless of all animals, and
brings him out victorious in contests
with the bear, the wolf, and the fox.
It is not virtue that triumphs, but
helplessness; it is not malice, but
mischievousness. (xvii)
Stith Thompson notes a connection between Harris's rabbit
and fox cycle and the Reynard the Fox satirical epic
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tradition coming out of western Europe in the Middle Ages,
saying, "It is interesting that as these [animal tales]
have spread from their original home, the fox [as the
clever animal] has given way to the hare or the rabbit. . .
(222) .
Bierce's fables are more nearly distinct individual
parts of an episodic satiric catalogue than related tales
within any sort of connected encyclopedic cycle.

His char-

acterizations show no particular consistencies as to type,
and he establishes no heroes other than the existential
kind who may make the right choice for any given moment at
any given moment.
play the fool.

By the same token, any character can

The ass, for example, is cast to type in

the fable from Fun in which he threatens to kick the moon
and is subsequently "outlined against the broad disc of the
unconscious luminary, a more conspicuous ass than ever
before" (VI, 333). In that same collection, however, an
ass wins the moment in a verbal battle with an ox and does
not fit the usual stereotype.

Still in the "Fables from

Fun" is the lamb whose skepticism probably saves him from
the lion who wants them to "lie down together" (VI, 335);
but logic does not save the lamb from the wolf in "Lamb and
Wolf" (VI, 358).
Harris's trickster hero. Brer Rabbit, is consistently
portrayed, and his predictable mastery over Brer Fox is
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announced at the end of "Uncle Remus Initiates the Little
Boy," the first fable in Uncle Remus:
ings-

His Songs and Sav-

Uncle Remus concludes the tale with this assurance:

"En Brer Fox ain't never cotch 'im yet, en w'at's mo',
honey, he ain't gwine ter" (4). The battles between the
two continue, but the reader already knows who will eventually win; he just does not always know how or how soon.
Uncle Remus, as storyteller, controls the pace of the narratives, but not the outcomes.
formula in the folklore.

Those are predetermined by

The only suspense is in the se-

rial-like nature of the telling.

The familiar tar-baby

story, for example, requires two installments, as Uncle
Remus tells it.

"Remus is to have total control of the

stories," Hugh T. Keenan points out.

"He will not allow

the little boy to suggest endings or plots" (59). Harris
concludes "The Wonderful Tar-Baby Story" in this way:
Here Uncle Remus paused, and drew a
two-pound yam out of the ashes.
"Did the Fox eat the Rabbit?" asked
the little boy to whom the story had
been told.
"Dat's all de fur de tale goes," replied
the old man. "He mought, en den again he
moughtent. Some say Jedge B'ar come long
en loosed 'im—some say he didn't. I hear
Miss Sally callin'. You better run 'long.
(7)
Furthermore, the little boy does not get to know the end of
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the story until two episodes later, having heard "Why Mr.
Possum Loves Peace" in the meantime.
Through his narrative persona Harris can also interpret some of the fables, explain a moral of sorts.

In "Mr.

Rabbit Finds His Match at Last," he tells the story of the
hare and the tortoise, at first just an embellished dialect
version of the traditional fable.

Brer Rabbit and Brer

Tarrypin make a fifty-dollar bet on a race, with Brer
Tukkey Buzzard to act as judge and stakeholder.

Brer

Tarrypin's wife and three children station themselves along
the five-mile course of the race. Miss Tarrypin at the
start, one of the children at each mile post up to the
last, where Brer Tarrypin takes his place.

Since they all

look alike. Brer Rabbit thinks each one is Brer Tarrypin
and believes he has lost the race when Brer Tarrypin rises
up from behind the last mile post.

The little boy responds

to the trickster's being tricked by saying,
"But, Uncle Remus," said the little boy,
dolefully, "that was cheating."
"Co'se, honey. De creeturs 'gun ter
cheat, en den folks tuck it up, en hit keep
on spreadin'. Hit mighty ketchin', en you
min' yo' eye, honey, dat somebody don't
cheat you 'fo' yo' ha'r git gray ez de old
nigger's." (52)
This advice to the seven-year-old boy carries some of
Bierce's message about the rascality of mankind but without
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the wit and irony inherent in Bierce's fables.

Since

Bierce addresses adult readers, he demands more of them as
thinkers and explains less, choosing more often than not to
omit any lines that could be read as morals.
Thinking remains paramount in Bierce's fables, a necessity for both his characters and his readers.

Thinkers,

particularly the articulate ones, in the fables are the
ones most likely to control the dramatic moment of the
action, and the thinking readers get the point.
of course, Bierce is hardly subtle.

Sometimes,

His opinion of authors

who used slang as repeaters rather than thinkers is quite
apparent in "Two Parrots."
An Author who had made a fortune by
writing slang had a Parrot.
"Why have I not a gold cage?" asked
the bird.
"Because," said its master, "you are
a better thinker than repeater, as your
question shows. And we have not the same
audience." (VI, 306)
One fabulist earning his gold by writing in slang was
George Ade, and it could well be that Bierce had him in
mind when this fable and "A Pair of Opposites" (VI, 378379) were written.

He does mention Fables in $l^ng by

title in "Word Changes and Slang."

Even though Bierce says

he does not understand "how a sane intelligence can choose
to utter itself in that kind of speech [slang]," he
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nevertheless recognizes that "whole books of it are put
upon the market with profit to author and publisher."

Then

he alludes to Ade's book:
One of the most successful of these,
reprinted from many of our leading
newspapers, is called, I think. Fables
in Slang—containing, by the way, nothing
that resembles a fable. This unspeakable
stuff made its author rich, and naturally
he "syndicated" a second series of the
same. (X, 107)
Bierce defined slang in The Devil's Dictionary as the
"grunt of the human hog (Pignoramus intolerabilis ) with
an audible memory."

The definition continues with another

reference to a parrot:
The speech of one who utters with his
tongue what he thinks with his ear, and
feels the pride of a creator in accomplishing the feat of a parrot. A means
(under Providence) of setting up as a
wit without a capital of sense.
(Enlarged 267)
And again in "The Matter of Manner," Bierce mentions a
parrot:
The man who can neither write well
nor talk well would have us believe that,
like the taciturn parrot of the anecdote,
he is "a devil to think." It is not so.
Though such a man had read the Alexandrian
library he would remain ignorant; though
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he had sat at the feet of Plato he would
still be unwise. The gift of expression
is the measure of mental capacity; its
degree of cultivation is the exponent of
intellectual power. (X, 60)
His final condemnation in "Word Changes and Slang" says,
A self-respecting writer would no more
parrot a felicitous saying of unknown
origin and popular currency than he would
plagiarize a lively sentiment from
Catullus or an epigram from Pope. (X, 108)
Later biographers and critics of Ade have been in
agreement with Bierce on a couple of points.

E. F. Bleiler

says that Ade's "sketches are technically not fables,"
without explaining why they are not.

Then Bleiler seems to

contradict himself by claiming a few sentences later that
"Ade had contributed something new to American literature,
for never before had the fable flourished in America"
(vii) .

In the next sentence, Bleiler acknowledges that

"Bierce had written a whole series of bitter fables [dating
back to the 1870s, one might add]," but he dismisses Bierce
as being "too ferocious and too abstract to be a successful
fabulist," whereas "Ade, on the other hand, succeeded spectacularly" (vii).
a fable is.

Confusion persists about what, exactly,

Both Bierce and Ade developed their fables as

brief narratives; Bierce's fables pointed a truth, and
Ade' s concluded with an epigrammatic moral.
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Each looked

back to Aesop for a form.

Examining a fable from each,

however, reveals some significant differences.
Bierce's "A Call to Quit" and Ade's "The Fable of the
Preacher Who Flew His Kite, But Not Because He Wished to Do
So" share the same focus.

Bierce's is short enough to be

quoted in its entirety:
Seeing that his audiences were becoming smaller every Sunday, a Minister
of the Gospel broke off in the midst of
a sermon, descended the pulpit stairs and
walked on his hands down the central aisle
of the church. He then remounted his feet,
ascended to the pulpit and resumed his
discourse, making no allusion to the
incident.
"Now," he said to himself, as he went
home, "I shall have henceforth, a large
attendance and no snoring."
But on the following Friday he was
waited upon by the Pillars of the Church,
who informed him that in order to be in
harmony with the New Theology and get
full advantage of modern methods of
Gospel interpretation that had deemed it
advisable to make a change. They had
therefore sent a call to Brother
Jowjeetum-Fallal, the world-renowned
Hindu human pin-wheel, then holding
forth in Hoopitup's circus. They were
happy to say that the reverend gentleman
had been moved by the Spirit to accept
the call, and on the ensuing Sabbath
would break the bread of life for the
brethren or break his neck in the
attempt. (VI, 177-178)
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Ade's ambitious minister is introduced as a "certain
Preacher [who] became wise to the Fact that he was not
making a Hit with his Congregation."

The rest of the de-

scription of his situation is this:

"The Parishioners did

not seem inclined to seek him out after Services and tell
him he was a Pansy.
him on the Quiet."

He suspected that they were Rapping
The preacher, Ade says, had been trying

to speak clearly and simply to his flock, "putting the
stubby Old English words ahead of the Latin, and rather
flying low along the Intellectual Plane of the Aggregation
that chipped in to pay his Salary."

Nevertheless, it ap-

pears that since they could understand what he said "they
began to think he was Common."

So he hits them the next

Sunday with a meaningless text, abstruse poetry, and dramatics that have him "breathing heavily through his Nose,
like Camille in the Third Act" (28). The parishioners are
impressed.

"They had paid their Money for Tall Talk and

were prepared to solve any and all Styles of Delivery.
They held on to the Cushions and seemed to be having a Nice
Time" (31). The congregation praises the sermon, and the
only fear is "that if it wished to retain such a Whale it
might have to Boost his Salary."

The preacher understands:

"Perceiving that they would stand for Anything, the
Preacher knew what to do after that."
moral:

Ade appends this

"Give the People what they Think they want" (32).
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Aside from the differences in length--Bierce's fable
is three paragraphs long; Ade's is twenty--the most striking difference is one of tone or attitude.

Bierce dis-

tances himself from character and action, minimizing description and stressing irony even to the point of absurdity.

The minister resorting to circus antics in his fable

seeks to control his situation and is instead replaced by a
real circus performer "called" to be a preacher.

The fa-

miliar ironic shift of control in Bierce's fable jolts the
reader and turns him around to look in another direction.
Ade's fable, though longer, is less complex.

Bleiler says,

"Ade was not a systematic thinker, and was not greatly
interested in ideas" (viii).

Moreover, Ade seemed to like

the naive characters in his fables, and their follies did
not alarm him.

William Dean Howells, one of Ade's admir-

ers, gives qualified praise of the fables in several articles and says in one,
I suspect he [Ade] would not count it
gain if his laughter lessened the folly
in the world. Folly, I fancy, he does
not think such a very bad thing, and it
is always the more or less innocent types
of folly that he deals with. . . .
("Chicago" 743)
Ade's character types, Howells says, are posed "against the
background of our kind American commonness with a sense of
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the reason of things, pervasive almost to compassion"
("Editor's 445). As to Ade's audience, Carl Van Doren says
that
they are sure enough of their position
in a settled order to delight in jokes at
their expense, or at the expense of their
neighbors, provided the jokes are in
their own language and are made by some
one whose standing is established. (473)
Returning to H. J. Blackham's description of a fable,
one recalls that he says it pictures a truth, and that
truth "is a statement that jolts, not a statement that
settles" (252).

So, unlike Ade's narratives, Bierce's are

more likely to satisfy Blackham's distinctions by jolting
and unsettling.

A Bierce fable "fastens on what is gener-

ally in mind, and is radically corrective," as Blackham
requires of the genre (253).

Carl Van Doren comments that

Ade is content with "setting off the fireworks of his language in celebration of the absurdities he encounters."

He

does not, according to Van Doren, "make any particular
effort of correct [the figure he creates]."

Instead, he

comes "with laughter, not with anger, to his job" (475) .
The reliance on the vernacular, probably more than on
actual slang, is the chief limitation in Ade's fables.
contemporaries sensed it; time has confirmed it.

Even his

admirers, like Van Doren, agree that "the fables are not
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His

for all time, but of an age" (476), to reverse Ben
Johnson's appraisal of Shakespeare.

Howells says the

fables "are true histories of life, but they are not the
fulfillment of promise which [the earlier Chicago sketches]
gave" ("Editor's" 443). Concluding his appreciation of
Ade's fables, John Abbot Clark nevertheless admits, "We
can, it is true, still see their date plain upon them"
(544).

Even Ade himself, says Jack Brenner, "believed that

he had cheapened himself by turning away from realistic
fiction" (204) . Ade biographer Fred C. Kelly quotes from a
letter Ade sent Howells:
Four times I have given my ultimatum, "no
more of this sickening slang," and on each
occasion Mr. Russell [Ade's syndicator] has
shown me the balance-sheet and painted for
me a picture of the mortgages being lifted
from the old homestead in Indiana, and my
resistance has become more feeble. (156)
He continued to write fables, ten volumes of them in all,
for twenty years, giving the people what they thought they
wanted.
Something of his attitude about Ade's own popularity
as a fabulist in slang might be inferred from the last
fable in his second volume. More Fables in $l^nq

(1900).

Its title is "The Fable of the Author Who Was Sorry for
What He Did to Willie."

It opens with an author who "was
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sitting at his Desk trying to pull himself together and
grind out Any Old Thing that could be converted into Breakfast Food" (185).

Kelly quotes Ade's description of how he

came to write his first fable:

"'One morning,' wrote

George Ade, 'I sat at the desk and gazed at the empty soft
paper, and realized the necessity of concocting something
different'" (136).

The author in the fable dashes off a

maudlin bit of verse, realizes how bad it is, and throws it
in the trash.

A friend comes by, retrieves it, reads it,

says it "is the Best Thing you have ever done," and encourages him to print it.

The author resists, until his friend

says,
"You can get a Good Price for this."
When it came down to a Business Basis,
the Author Switched.
"Get what you can on it," he said. "It
seems a Shame to go and Market that kind
of Scroll-Work; still if it hits you, it
may be Bad enough to affect others having
the same Shape of Head. I need the Money
and I have no Shame." (186)
His poem about little Willie is a huge success, and "He was
Famous until he couldn't rest, but it was not the Brand he
had Coveted" (188) .
The humor in Ade's fables is generally acknowledged,
and it may be that his approach is much closer to Chaucer's
than to Aesop's.

Chaucer's Nun's Priest's Tale is
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probably possessed more of merriment than of morality, and,
as Bergen Evans concludes, "one doesn't go to Ade for wisdom but for delight" (325).

Evans theorizes that Ade paro-

died the McGuffey readers more than he did the ancient
wisdom of Aesop's fables.

Like the only acceptable "lit-

erature" of Chaucer's day, the McGuffey readers "had definitely assumed that the end of literature was moral instruction, and the virtues they had sought to inculcate
were docility, industry, and thrift" (324).
At any rate, whatever his real models, Ade parodied as
his means of adaptation, and his goal was to come up with
something new for the reading public.

Kelly quotes Ade's

description of how he got the idea for his fables:
"Why not a fable for a change? And
instead of slavishly copying Aesop and
LaFontaine, why not retain the archaic
form and the stilted manner of composition
and, for purposes of novelty, permit the
language to be 'fly,' modern, undignified,
quite up to the moment?" (136)
In a letter to editor Frank Wilstach thirty-four years
later Ade wrote that he had not copied Bierce:
I must tell you about Ambrose Bierce.
When I wrote my first little fable I tried
to make it different by modernizing the
scenes, using the capital letters at
random and taking the utmost freedom with
the current vernacular. I knew that Aesop
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had written fables also [John] Gay and
various Frenchmen. i did not know then
or until years later that Bierce had
written some fables on the coast. Years
after I had trailed along with a
succession of authors who had written
fables in every generation for centuries
I learned, to my amazement, that Ambrose
Bierce said I had stolen his idea and
degraded it. I understand he felt that
way about a lot of people and I am sure
I never would have convinced him that I
was simply giving a weak imitation of a
great but misunderstood genius. It is
pretty hard now to find anything that he
wrote but anyone out west can tell you
what he said about somebody else.
( Letters 175)
Ade's response is somewhat ambiguous as he says in one line
that he "did not know then or until years later that Bierce
had written some fables" and in another that he "was simply
giving a weak imitation of a great but misunderstood genius."

Nevertheless, whatever Bierce's influence may have

been, Ade is correct in saying that he could have trailed a
"succession of authors" in the nineteenth century alone who
wrote fables.
Three of those authors deserve mention as counterparts
of Harris and Bierce rather than of Ade, however.

Samuel

Sullivan Cox (1824-1889), an Ohioan, was another journalist
who wrote folklore fables, his from Turkey where he served
as ambassador for one year.

George Thomas Lanigan (1846-
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1886) was a Canadian who wrote for the New York World and
th® Philadelphia Rerord . His satirical fables were
collected in the "World •.<."

F^HIO.

Both of these authors,

as well as Bierce and Harris, are represented in Mark
Twain's Library of Hnmor . The other fabulist worthy of
note is Twain himself, whose Fables of Man were not published until 1972.
Cox's "Fables of the Hodja" in Twain's collection are
prefaced by his explanation that Narr-ed-din Hodja is an
imaginary person who functions for the Turks much as Aesop
did for the Greeks.

The Hodja, explains Cox, "is not sup-

posed, like Aesop, to have written [the fables] himself,
but he is simply connected, supposititiously, with humorous
sayings and doings" (193).

Even more than Harris, who did

create the characters in his frame story. Cox is simply a
collector and compiler of folklore.

In the tales, the

Hodja is variously represented as a lazy preacher, a parish
school teacher, and a reluctant alms giver.
fables has a moral at the end.

Each of the

Typical of the collection

is the fable in which the Hodja has taught his pupils at
school that any time he sneezes they are to clap their
hands together and say, "God grant you long life, Hodja!"
They learn and obey, including the time he goes down into
the well to fetch a bucket that gets loose.

As his pupils

are pulling him out of the well by the rope tied to his
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waist, he sneezes.

They let go of the rope so they can

clap their hands and wish him long life.

The Hodja

"tumbles down to the bottom of the well with a tremendous
crash, breaking his head and several of his bones."

The

moral of the story is--"too neat for explication" (195).
Like Harris's fables. Cox's are of interest for their revelations about a particular culture and for their place as
variants within a general body of folklore preserved from
the oral tradition.

They are additional reminders of the

universal and timeless qualities of fables.
Lanihan's fables are similar to Bierce's in that they
often use a traditional plot from Aesop or from the Bible
as a point of departure only to reverse the outcome.

They

thus provoke the reader to think about both the original
and the new presentations.

Lanigan's version of "The Fox

and the Crow" shows his ironic bent:
A Crow, having secured a Piece of Cheese,
flew with its Prize to a lofty Tree, and
was preparing to devour the Luscious
Morsel, when a crafty Fox, halting at the
foot of the Tree, began to cast about how
he might obtain it. "How tasteful," he
cried, in well-feigned Ecstasy, "is your
Dress; it cannot surely be that your
Musical Education has been neglected.
Will you not oblige—?" "I have a horrid
Cold," replied the Crow, "and never sing
without my Music, but since you press
j^g__^ At the same time, I should add that
I have read Aesop, and been there before."
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So saying, she deposited the Cheese in a
safe Place on the Limb of the Tree, and
favored him with a Song. "Thank you,"
exclaimed the Fox, and trotted away, with
the Remark that Welsh Rabbits never agreed
with him, and were far inferior in Quality
to the animate Variety.
MQr^l.—The foregoing Fable is supported
by a whole Catling Battery of Morals. We
are taught (1) that it Pays to take the
Papers; (2) that invitation is not Always
the Sincerest Flattery; (3) that a Stalled
Rabbit with Contentment is better than no
Bread, and (4) that the Aim of Art is to
Conceal Disappointment. (227-228)
Lanigan's re-telling of "The Good Samaritan" is even
shorter and strongly hints of the kind of cynicism assigned
to Bierce.
A certain Man went from Jerusalem to
Jericho, and fell among Thieves, who beat
him and stripped him and left him for dead.
A Good Samaritan, seeing this, clapped
Spurs to his Ass and galloped away, lest
he should be sent to the House of Detention
as a Witness, while the Robbers were released on Bail.
Moral.--The Perceiver is worse that the
Thief. (678)
The skepticism and awareness of the crow in the first
fable allow her to maintain control in the situation and
escape the clutches of the fox in much the same way
Bierce's lamb avoids becoming dinner for the lion in one of
the "Fables from Fim" (VI, 335). The fox, meanwhile,
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rationalizes his disappointment in the same fashion
Bierce's fox does in "Fox and Grapes" (VI, 342). In the
second example, Lanigan implies that perception is not
necessarily rewarded, perhaps because perceivers like him
and Bierce were frequently dismissed as cynics whose vision
was faulty if it saw things as they were rather than as
they ought to be.
The American audience, theorizes Thomas L. Masson, was
not ready at the turn of the century for a genuine satirist, or what he calls a "universal humorist," and, furthermore, may never be ready.

It is, he says, "too hetero-

geneous, too mixed and scattered, too much occupied with
material excitements" (121).

We may ask ourselves, he

continues.
Why no great satirist holds over us the
whip of scorn, why it is that with so
much material for the universal humorists,
there is no universal humorist. The
answer is that we don't want him. We
have no time to listen to him. And
unless we cultivate ourselves to feel
the need of him, he will not grow out of
us. (122)
Bierce must have sensed some of this same absence of the
feeling of "need" for satire from the mass audience he
wrote for, so he acknowledged that his satirical works,
like The Devil's Dictionary and perhaps the Fantastic
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F a M ^ as well, would appeal to only a select audience.

He

says as much in the preface to The Devil's Dictionary, a
work addressed to those "enlightened souls who prefer dry
wines to sweet, sense to sentiment, wit to humor and clean
English to slang" (VII, 10).
Mark Twain knew the tastes of his American audience
also and deliberately delayed publication of some of his
later works that were pessimistic and irreverent.

Among

these later works are two narratives specifically labeled
as fables, "Goose Fable" and "The Fable of the Yellow Terror."

The first offers a general suggestion that man is

too trusting of his gods; the second is more topical and
comments allegorically on East-West relations.

"Goose

Fable" is dated between 1899 and 1900, from the same period
in which Twain was writing "The Chronicles of Young Satan,"
coincidentally, from the same time in which both Bierce's
and Ade's fable collections were published.

The bulk of

the fable takes the form of a daily catechism lesson initiated by a wild goose mother for her daughter, Snowflake.
The message that emerges is that geese are created by the
gods, otherwise known as the human race, and that these
gods are to be seen as righteous, good, and merciful.
Human Race can do no wrong" (150).

"The

The geese's only duty

is to "accept what [the human beings] give, whether of pain
or pleasure, with humble and thankful hearts, loving them
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always, and worshipping them to the end" (151).
goose does have one ironic warning:

The mother

"do not trust all

comers" and concludes by advising her gosling to go to the
cow for advice and help.

The whole lesson is overshadowed

by the mother's premonition that she is "not long for this
world" (150) .
"The Fable of the Yellow Terror" is dated from late
1904 or early 1905 and describes the efforts of the butterflies, the Western powers, to "civilize" the bees, the
inhabitants of the Far East.

It is reminiscent of his

controversial essay "To the Person Sitting in Darkness"
(1901) . Twain appropriates a standard fabular opening with
this first sentence:

"A long, long time ago the Butter-

flies held a vast territory which was flowery and fragrant
and beautiful" (426).

The butterflies' pride in their

"fine and cultivated taste" and their "advanced and elegant
civilization" makes them "anxious to spread [their civilization] around the planet and cram it down other people's
throats and improve them" (426).

So they send missionaries

to all the "pagan insects" and follow with "trader-bugs"
and "diplomat-bugs" and "undertaker-bugs."

The butter-

flies' two significant skills are the art of making honey
and the art of killing, skills they finally teach to the
bees.

At first the bees, "a simple and peaceable folk,

poor and hard-working and honest," do not want any
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civilization, but the butterflies will not accept the bees'
courteous but firm refusal and see them as a Yellow Peril.
The butterflies decide "that a nation that had a chance to
get civilization and buy honey and didn't take it was a
block in the way of progress and enlightenment and the
yearning desires of God, and must be made to accept the
boon and bless the booner" (427).

The missionaries and the

armies do their work, and the bees too learn the art of
making honey and the art of killing.

A philosophical

grasshopper provides a lengthy moral in which he reminds
the butterflies that they have taught the bees how to use
their stings and how to make honey.

Furthermore, the bees

have acquired "the honey appetite."

In any future contest,

the grasshopper says.
Whether Bee or Butterfly win, it is all
the same, the Butterfly will have lost
the market. There are five hundred
million Bees; it is not likely that you
can whip them without combining, and
there is nothing in your history to
indicate that your tribes can combine,
even when conferring enlightenment and
annexing swag are the prize. . . . Maybe
you ought to have let the Yellow Peril
alone, as long as there wasn't any.
(429)
Twain, like Bierce, pictures a human race that in its selfrighteousness and naivete contributes to its own downfall.
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Responding with fabular fantasy to an historical moment,
each writer illustrates that moment in such a way that the
truth of it can be as relevant now as it was then.
Twentieth-century satirical fabulists have followed
Bierce, Lanigan, and the later Twain more closely than they
have Harris, Cox, and Ade.

James Thurber, William March,

and Robert Coover have been more interested in "revising"
or creating original fables than in recording folktales
from the oral tradition; they have tapped into the popular
culture, to be sure, but they have stayed away from any
emphasis on dialect or slang.

They too recognize how

quickly control of the moment, personal or historical, can
shift.

Thurber and March wrote short fables and appended

morals; Coover produced a longer fable in a novella of over
eighty pages.

Thurber and March looked to the ancients,

like Horace and Aesop; Coover has too, but he has also used
Dr. Seuss as a literary base.

Their approaches have been

called both satirical and humorous, and Coover's work has
been categorized as "metafiction."

In his fables, each

includes ironic reversals akin to Bierce's that can jolt
and unsettle a reader and provoke him to think.
Thurber and March, like Bierce and Lanihan, created
several of their fables as revisions of traditional fables
and fairy tales.

In Thurber's Fables fpr Our Time and

Further Fables ^r^-r Onr Time, examples include "The Mouse
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Who Went to the Country," "The Tortoise and the Hare," "The
Fox and the Crow," "The Goose That Laid the Gilded Egg,"
"The Little Girl and the Wolf," and "The Hen and the Heavens."

March's revisions include "The Rigid Oak and the

Flexible Reed" and "The Grasshoppers and Their Wealthy
Neighbors."

One example from each will illustrate simi-

larities with two of Bierce's fables.

Thurber's "The Tor-

toise and the Hare" appears in Fables for Our Time and
features a tortoise informed about the victory of his celebrated ancestor from having "read in an ancient book about
a tortoise who had beaten a hare in a race."

He can find

no evidence in any other book that a hare had ever beaten a
tortoise.

So he concludes that he too can beat a hare and

sets out to find one. At length he finds a hare and challenges him to a race, showing him the ancient book, "complete with the moral about the swift not always being so
terribly fast."

The hare scoffs; the tortoise persists; so

they mark off a fifty-foot course.

"When the hare crossed

the finish line, the tortoise had gone approximately eight
and three-quarter inches."

The moral is this:

"A new

broom may sweep clean, but never trust an old saw" (61).
The same "truth" is illustrated in Bierce's fable "Hare and
Tortoise" (VI, 353) but without the stated moral.

By re-

versing the outcome of the ancient book's moral, both
Thurber and Bierce turn the reader around to look in
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another direction.

The comfortable platitudes and expecta-

tions are subverted, and irony replaces certitude.
March's revision of the grasshopper and ant fable in
his "The Grasshoppers and Their Wealthy Neighbors" is
mostly one of expansion.

The plot remains essentially the

same as that of the traditional tale, but March pluralizes
the number of characters and turns the fable into general
social commentary.

In form, however, the fable remains

quite brief:
The grasshoppers, seeing that their
neighbors lived in comfort during the
hard winter months, called a meeting to
discuss conditions. They said the
fruits of the earth belonged to all
alike, and they proposed, therefore,
that the supplies the other animals
had gathered be put into a common fund
for the benefit of all.
The bees, ants, and squirrels said
the plan seemed both sensible and just,
and at once furnished a list of the
things they had stored up; but before
finally agreeing to the plan, they
wanted to know what the grasshoppers
themselves were going to contribute.
The grasshoppers looked at their
wealthy neighbors in astonishment and
said, "But we have nothing at all.
We thought that was understood when
we made the proposal."
Those who have nothing are anxious
to share it. (76-77)
March's fable is political and social commentary, as is
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Bierce's.

In Bierce's "Grasshopper and Ant" the grasshop-

per has stored up food for the winter, but the ants have
broken in and carried it all away (VI, 344). Bierce's
characters' efforts to control the moments in their lives
are subject to the reversals and corruptions in the historical moment of the Gilded Age and beyond.

Many of

March's fables were written around 1938 in the period between the two world wars and following dramatic economic
and social upheaval, a time when various groups formed to
offer solutions or to exploit the situation.

It was a time

of collective rogues and fools.
To say that Bierce directly influenced either Thurber
or March would be to speculate without proof.

It is cer-

tain, however, that the circumstances of Bierce's disappearance had a certain fascination for Thurber, who mentions Bierce by name in three stories.

In "The Admiral on

the Wheel," Thurber describes what it is like to live in
the "Kingdom of the partly blind" and to experience the
"soft edges" of life that "blur into fantasy" (242) . At
the end of his narrative, he says, "I have always believed
it was Ambrose Bierce's vision and not his whim that caused
him to wander into oblivion" (245).

In "Casuals of the

Keys," Bierce is a character in absentia.

He has been one

of Captain Darrell Darke's visitors on the remote islands
off the Florida coast.

Darke was unimpressed, as he is by
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virtually everything, and simply recalls that early in 1913
(a few months premature for historical accuracy:

Bierce

disappeared in December of 1913) "an old fellow with a
white beard" walked into Darke's hut after swimming over
from the mainland.

Darke says the stranger was dull and

that he used "to recite short stories word for word—said
he wrote them himself."

His name, of course, "was Bierce,

Ambrose Bierce" (28) . Like the several other visitors he
describes, Darke regards Bierce as "[s]tupid, dullish,
lacking in common sense, fiddling along aimlessly" (29).
In "The Waters of the Moon," an elaborate spoof aimed at
literary critics, Thurber's narrator says that Peifer, the
targeted critic, "would not have followed Bierce beyond the
Rio Grande" (130) . Thurber followed Bierce as a writer
whose vision might blur into fantasy but whose style was
clear and clean and controlled.
At least one of George Ade's admirers invites a comparison of Ade's work with Thurber's on what Ade called
"the girl proposition."

John Abbot Clark says that, after

Ade, "the war of the sexes was without an adequate subtle
and diabolical chronicler until the advent of James
Thurber" (543) . Another sees Thurber and Ade as being
"truly fablers of t-h^ir times."

In a letter to Lowell

Matson, however, Thurber dispels any idea that he was influenced by Ade.

He says he had not read anything of Ade's
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for over forty years.
I read the fables and liked most of them,
but they had no effect on mine, which are
not in the slang tradition. I wouldn't
put him in the tradition of the classic
fable writers. . . . i was more
interested in rereading Horace's fable
of "The City Mouse and the Country
Mouse" than in looking up Ade. . .
(qtd. in Matson 105).
Bierce probably comes closer than Ade to anticipating some
of Thurber's battle-of-the-sexes fables.

One of Bierce's

fables is "The Lifesaver":
An Ancient Maiden, standing on the
edge of a wharf near a Modern Swain, was
overheard rehearsing the words:
"Noble preserver! The life that you
have saved is yours!"
Having repeated them several times
with various intonations, she sprang
into the water, where she was suffered
to drown.
"I am a noble preserver," said the
Modern Swain, thoughtfully moving away;
"the life that I have saved is indeed
mine." (VI, 286)
The young man "wins" the battle by doing nothing.

One of

Thurber's best-known fables in which the domineering woman
seems at first to have the upper hand over one of Thurber's
little men is "The Unicorn in the Garden," but, as in
Bierce's fable, Thurber's male character "wins" through an
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ironic reversal of readers' expectations.

A husband whose

wife calls him a "booby" after he comes in to announce he
has seen a unicorn in the garden, dislikes the words
"booby" and "booby-hatch," where she threatens to put him.
"The unicorn is a mythical beast," she tells him (Fables
65) . The wife calls the police and a psychiatrist who come
to the house.

She tells them her husband said he saw a

unicorn in the garden that morning; they look at each other
and get her into a strait-jacket after quite a struggle.
When the husband comes back in the house, they ask him if
he told his wife he saw a unicorn.

"The unicorn is a

mythical beast," he replies, and they take the wife off to
shut her up in an institution.
ever after."

"The husband lives happily

The moral is "Don't count your boobies until

they are hatched" ( Fables 66).-^
Even more abundant are parallels among Bierce,
Thurber, and March on what might be called the political
proposition, a topic to which Ade paid little attention.
Each of the other three reflected the concerns of the particular historical moment in which he wrote.

The majority

of Bierce's fables focus, in one way or another, on politics.

The politicians in his fables are almost always

opportunistic and unethical, and the electors are easily
conned and corrupted.

The only innocents are orphan babies

or illiterate mutes, as in "Wasted Sweets" (VI, 264), or
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those who neither do nor say anything, as in "The Statue at
Bumboogle" (VI, 310). The closest one gets to a "good man"
otherwise is in the description of "The Honest Citizen."
A Political Preferment, labeled with
its price, was canvassing the State to
find a purchaser. One day it offered
itself to a Truly Good Man who after
examining the label and finding that
the price was twice as great as he was
willing to pay spurned the Political
Preferment from his door. Then the
People said: "Behold, this is an
honest citizen!" And the Truly Good
Man humbly confessed that it was true.
(VI, 259-260)
Attempts to secure or maintain political control through
money and patronage are illustrated in fable after fable.
Even in his earlier collection of fables, Thurber
anticipates the kind of political paranoia that would become even more pronounced in the 1950s during the McCarthy
hearings.

Two selections from Fables for Our Time are

good examples.

The first is "The Very Proper Gander," in

which a fine gander spends most of his time singing to his
wife and children.

Someone remarks that he is a "very

proper gander," and an old hen overhears.

She tells her

husband that she heard "something about propaganda," and
the rooster tells everyone in the barnyard that the gander
is dangerous, "more than likely a hawk in gander's
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clothing."

Others are then prompted to remember, or think

they remember, various episodes they have witnessed that
brand the gander as a hawk-loving, flag-hating, bomb-throwing unbeliever.

So his neighbors descend on him and drive

him out of the country.

The moral is "Anybody who you or

your wife thinks is going to overthrow the government by
violence must be driven out of the country" (17). In the
second selection, "The Rabbits Who Caused All the Trouble,"
a pack of wolves living near a family of rabbits blame the
rabbits for any disaster, even the natural ones.

The

wolves threaten to "civilize" the rabbits, and the rabbits
decide to run away to a desert island.

The other animals

shame them, however, telling them this "is no world for
escapists."

The wolves finally imprison the rabbits "for

their own protection" and shortly after announce to the
other animals that the rabbits have been eaten.

When the

other animals ask why, the wolves reply that the rabbits
had tried to escape and that "this is no world for escapists" (69) . As Gerald Weales observes, this last fable may
have been written as a direct attack "on the indifference
with which the democratic nations faced the spreading power
of the Nazis," but it remains topical in any age by simply
substituting the Russians or some other perceived threat
for the Germans (410) . The indefiniteness of the fable
allows the range.
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March sets a number of his fables in the land of the
Bretts and the Wittins.

The Bretts are a particularly

short-sighted and self-concerned group.

In "The Democratic

Bretts" they set up a new form of government and explain to
the Wittins that it is "founded on the belief that every
man is the equal of every other" (44) . The Wittins ask if
the Bretts consider themselves equals of the Wittins' king.
They do, answering that there is "no such thing as one man
being higher than another."

Then, ask the Wittins, are

they also equal to a murderer known in their country who is
"so depraved that he is incapable of feeling those human
emotions that distinguish some men from beasts" (45)?
last line serves as a moral:

The

"Everyone is as good as the

best, but no one is as bad as the worst" (45). In "The
Disasters," a woman hurrying home sees an excited crowd
gathered on her street.

She asks why.

One of the neighbors said, "The Wittins
have declared war on us and are now crossing our borders, destroying everything in
their path."
At that, the woman sat on her doorstep,
cried with relief, and said, "Oh, thank
Heaven! For a minute I thought Mama had
fallen and hurt her hip again! (156-157)
For the satirical fabulists, the political arena is always
a logical place to find a rogue or a fool to ridicule.
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offering, as Paul Flowers says of March, "damning truths
about the Noblest Animal" (20).^
The most recent critical attention given to Bierce,
including the fictional treatment given him by Carlos
Fuentes, compares him with Cervantes on the one hand and
with Jorge Luis Borges on the other.

In The Old Crlnoo.

Fuentes likens Bierce to Don Quixote, and Brigid Brophy
reincarnates Bierce as Borges.^

A fourth name can be

entered here to pull the authorial thread stretching from
seventeenth-century Spain to nineteenth-century United
States to twentieth-century Argentina and back again to the
United States and the contemporary fiction of Robert
Coover, author of A Political Fable (first published as
"The Cat in the Hat for President").

Thurber and March

should be tied in with Bierce also as possible fabular
precursors of metafiction.
Larry McCaffery defines metafictions as those "fictions which examine fictional systems, how they are created, and the way in which reality is transformed by and
filtered through narrative assumptions and conventions"
(5) . Bierce and Thurber and March, with their obvious
allusions to and revisions of ancient fables, fairy tales,
and Bible stories, transform "reality" by inverting, subverting, or perhaps even perverting the originals.

They

are working within a tradition at the same time they are
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marking an end to that tradition by manipulating the conventions and by calling attention to their manipulations.
March, for example, includes Aesop as a character in
several fables, including the first one in 99 Fables.
"Aesop and King Croesus."

It ends with the moral that "the

fable is, and always has been, the platitude's natural
frame" (2). Others in which Aesop appears are "Aesop's
Last Fable" and "ladmon and Aesop."

"Aesop's Last Fable"

explains why the Delphians threw Aesop off the cliff to his
death.

In March's version it had nothing to do with

Aesop's having committed some kind of sacrilege; it has to
do with his attitude.

The fable's plot moves through three

distinct stages and is a commentary on the nature and reception of fables in general. Aesop has come to Delphi as
a messenger from King Croesus.

The Delphians are naturally

curious and attempt to start a conversation with Aesop in
the local tavern.
Croesus.

Their first question is about King

Is he as rich as people say?

Aesop answers with

a fable about the animals' arguing as to who was the richest and adds the explanatory moral:

"Wealth is an intan-

gible thing, and its meaning is not the same to all alike"
(196) . The "stolid" Delphians look at one another and try
again, asking this time about the weather in Lydia.

Aesop

gives them another fable and is "well satisfied with the
start he has made in instructing the barbarous Delphians"
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(197).

This time the Delphians move uneasily in their

seats and ask, rather pointedly, one assumes, how long
Aesop plans to be in Delphi.

He begins another fable as

his answer, but he never gets to finish it.

Instead,

the Delphians had surrounded him and
were, an instant later, carrying him
toward the edge of the cliff on which
the tavern was built. When they
reached it, they swung him outward and
turned him loose, and Aesop was hurled
to the rocks below, where he died.
"The moral of what we have done," they
explained later, "is so obvious that it
needs no elaboration." (197)
The progression from curiosity to politeness to hostility
on the part of the Delphians is prompted by Aesop's insensitivity and his insufferable pedantry, but there may also
be a message here about fictions that lose their usefulness
for one reason or another.^
Destroying and re-creating fictions is part of
Coover's focus too, and his creation of a new fiction
through the metaphorical destruction of an existing one
carries revisionism to its imaginative extreme. Fictions,
said Coover in a 1973 interview, can "outlive their usefulness" (Gado 152) and must be somehow not only revised but
destroyed and recreated.
Artists re-create: they make us think
about doing all the things we shouldn't
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do, all the impossible, apocalyptic
things, and weaken and tear down
structures so that they can be rebuilt,
releasing new energies. (Gado 157)
The apocalyptic vision is very apparent in Coover's h
Political F^tple , a satirical look at the manipulative
games and the circus-like atmosphere surrounding political
conventions.
In that work, Coover creates a real mob scene, violent
and orgiastic.

By this point in the book, the Cat in the

Hat has become sacrificial feline instead of minority party
candidate, and he is hanging upside down from a "peg
pounded into the upright beam of a tall cross" (80) . The
crowd closes in on him.

"There was a mad frenzy of pulling

and ripping, cursing and gut-flinging, and they weren't too
neat maybe, but it was a thorough job of skinning a cat"
(81) .

In the aftermath, the "crowd stood around now, pant-

ing, staring at the dead cat, still dissatisfied somehow.
There was a lot of corn liquor getting passed around" (81) .
Everyone in the crowd strips or is stripped; the clothes
are piled at the foot of the cross and set afire.

The

narrator. Soothsayer Brown, reports that what followed "was
a pretty marvelous orgy" as the throng fornicated "in a
great conglobation of races, sexes, ages, and convictions;
it was the Great American Dream in oily actuality, and
magically, every time an orifice was newly probed, it
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uttered the Me-You Cat-Call" (82). All that remained was
for the narrator and others to eat of the flesh of the
burned Cat in the Hat and experience its hallucinogenic
effect, to see the history of America pass before their
eyes—a rather distorted vision as Brown reports it.
The whole hoopla of American history
stormed through our exploded minds, all
the massacres, motherings, couplings,
and connivings, all the baseball games,
PTA meetings, bloodbaths, old movies,
and piracies. (83)
The list goes on and gets more detailed for another page
and a half.
This ludicrous parody of crucifixion and vision, the
destruction of the Cat in the Hat and a restoration of
order is the climax of Coover's extended metaphor he calls
a fable. ^

In several interviews, Coover has explained

his interest in metaphor and the importance it has in his
writing.

In a 1979 interview he said that he was always

most interested in the "intransigent penetration of a metaphor.

It's a little like chasing a vision" (Zeigler 89).

In an earlier interview, he said that any fiction can be
accepted as a story: "not as literal truth but simply as a
story that tells us something, metaphorically, about ourselves and the world" (Gado 154). The danger, he acknowledges, "is that, in creating your fiction, you tend to get
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more and more complicated because you are not satisfied
unless you've exploited totally the complexity of your
metaphor" (Gado 157).
The Cat in the Hat, moved from one popular context to
another, from a children's book first to a magazine article
in New American Review in 1968 and finally to a book in
1980, becomes an ironic metaphor in Coover's tale on at
least two levels.
political metaphor.

The Cat in the Hat is first of all a
Metaphors are part of politics, sug-

gests Brown to his friend Clark, but as national chairman
of the minority party Brown has encouraged the kind of
metaphor that features grown men wearing coon skin caps.
Clark introduces the Cat in the Hat into the campaign and
says to Brown, "you seem unable to understand why your
metaphor failed and ours worked" (29). The answer, Clark
tells him, is that
the Cat is funny. And dramatic. We have
a terrible need for the extraordinary. We
are weary of war, weary of the misery under
our supposed prosperity, weary of dullness
and routine, weary of all the old ideas,
weary of all the masks we wear, the roles
we play, the foolish games we sustain. The
Cat cuts through all this. We laugh. For
a moment, we are free. (31)
Brown finally comes around as a supporter of the Cat in the
Hat for president, saying,
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I had to admit it, we were all hungry for
some good fun, tired of war and all our
private miseries, sick of the old cliches,
the bomb scare and the no exits, in the
mood for extravagance and whimsey ("Tomfoolery," the press labeled it); there
was a long-repressed belly-laugh rumbling
deep in the collective gut, and the Cat
was loosing it. Clark called it a kind
of exorcism, and I had to agree. (56)
The kind of freedom inspired and exemplified by the Cat in
the Hat ultimately offends and threatens the establishment,
however, and, since he cannot be controlled, he is finally
martyred, sacrificed to the mob.
Artistically, the Cat in the Hat metaphor works as one
that Coover can exploit through exaggeration and word play.
He uses certain scenes or descriptions out of the Dr. Seuss
version and enlarges on them for ironic effect and to indicate the paradoxical shifting of control.

At the conven-

tion, the Cat in the Hat arrives on roller skates holding a
cake on a rake.

On the cake is a goat in a coat balancing

an umbrella with a fishbowl on its tip.

Soon the pyramid

comes apart, and the crashing fishbowl's contents become a
tidal wave; the whole convention is awash, submerged (or
immersed?).

The Cat in the Hat is apparently in control.

Illustrating that there is more than one way to skin a cat,
however, the establishment regains control--but with
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perhaps a new vision.

The juxtaposition of popular fiction

and religious myth in this fable allows Coover to shake up
and shake off two stories as he creates his own.

He told

one interviewer.
Having shaken off the most persistent
of the stories that had bothered me, I
realized that other material which we
take in as stories—newspaper articles,
grade school histories, the things parents
tell to teach us how to be good, TV
programs, even societal notions that
stamp some movement as good or bad--all
had to be confronted in the same way.
By exploding and exploiting his metaphors, Coover confronts
the intellectual moment with some degree of artistic control .
Of course, it can be argued that Coover has so exploited the complexity of his metaphor that he has complicated his fiction beyond the usual limits of a fable.

He

has expanded the unsettling aspects of the fable as created
by Bierce and other writers such as Lanihan, Twain,
Thurber, and March and has provided a whole series of
jolts.

It can also be argued that Coover's extended meta-

phor is what H. J. Blackham describes as a "conceptually
constructive" one and one that affects the entire action of
the narrative.

It "implies detachment and distancing on

the part of the fabulist" (238), even one who employs a
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first-person narrator.
as a fabulist does.

Coover is, in short, using metaphor

The value of his approach, according

to Margaret Heckard, is in the "shifting of gears, the
widening of frames, the expanding of consciousness, this is
what metafiction does to reader and writer alike; this is
where its value lies" (211).

If those are descriptions of

stages of thought, then Coover is accomplishing the
fabulist's goal of provoking his readers to think.
As to truth and morality, Coover commented on both in
a 1979 interview.

The fiction-making process itself is "in

part a groping for some communicable truth, as it were," he
says (Zeigler 88). The nature of truth, of course, is
paradoxical and constantly metamorphosing, but it is not
relative, as Coover sees it, and fiction has to deal with
it.
Fiction then, self-conscious fiction, has,
as I see it, a double purpose. On the one
hand it draws into itself what seem to be
the truths of the world at any given moment,
and on the other it struggles against falsehoods, dogmas, confusions, all the old debris
of the dead fictions—and this struggle
itself is self-revealing in ways that remain
important across the ages. (Zeigler 86)
Drawing in truths of the moment and battling the "dead
fictions" of the moment—these were Bierce's aims too.
Coover connects truth-telling and metaphors in this way:
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Serious writers always tell the truth, and
that truth has to do with the metaphors or
clusters of metaphors they've chosen to
work with. Inside his metaphors, the
fiction writer is a truth teller, or is
at least open to the truth. The metaphor
chosen may allow for humor or for horror,
for intellectual amusement or existential
Angst, but the writer is still trying to
penetrate reality, not escape from it.
He approaches it with what Borges calls
'that lucid innocence': eyes open for
the worst. (Zeigler 83)
Fables and metaphors, fables as extended metaphors, fictions, lies intended to illustrate or perhaps to discover
some important truth—thus we are back to the basic characteristics of a fable as defined and produced by Bierce.
Cathy Davidson, in Experimental Fictions of Ambrose
Bierce:

Structuring the Ineffable , has called Bierce the

"premodern precursor of postmodern fiction" (134), and she
makes a strong case for his having a "striking modernity"
(133).

She, like most other Bierce scholars, looks almost

exclusively at his short stories and sees in them evidence
of "breakdowns in perception and communication" experienced
both by his characters and his readers (2). Her thesis is
that Bierce "portrays the hopeless and yet persistent attempts of humans to give a structure to the ineffable" (2).
That thesis corresponds to some extent with the one that
unifies this study.

An attempt to structure the ineffable
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is an attempt to establish or regain control of an immediate moment in one's experience.

Through his fables, Bierce

acts as some sort of catalyst in the ironic testing of
ideas.

He stirs things up and makes things happen, jolts

and unsettles, working through old forms in new ways in an
effort to control the moment, yet indicating always through
the ironic wit that creates the reactions in his satire how
tenuous is the control and how transitory the moment.
In his fables, Bierce could take his reader unaware,
as La Fontaine suggested.

He was less likely to offend and

alienate his readers with his fables than he was with his
invective portraits.

His apparent urge to "shout" at his

readers, as Flannery O'Connor said she did almost a century
later, was frequently strong.

As O'Connor said.

When you assume that your audience holds
the same beliefs you do, you can relax and
use more normal means of talking to it;
when you have to assume that it does not,
then you have to make your vision apparent
by shock—the hard of hearing you have
to shout, and for the almost-blind you draw
large and startling figures,
(qtd. Fitzgerald xxi)
When Bierce's shouting became particularly harsh and
shrill, however, he ran the risk of losing control of his
emotions and his readers.

Sometimes his angry attacks

ironically prompted sympathy for his victims.
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Generally, a

far better approach was that incorporating the ingenuity,
fascination, and indirectness of the fable.
Even so, he continued to experiment throughout his
career with the both the direct and the indirect forms of
satire.

Perhaps, as he indicated more than once, he was

more sure of himself as an abuser.

Paul Fatout quotes

Bierce's response to a friend's suggestion that "descent to
abuse [in Black Beetles in Amber 1 was a debasement of
poetry."

In his reply, Bierce said, "You should commend me

for elevating my abuse with a little poetry here and there.
I am not a poet, but an abuser--that makes all the difference" (193).

He could be sure that he was eliciting imme-

diate reader response with his journalistic abuse, even if
that response earned him a reputation for being "the
wickedest man in San Francisco."

He knew he was being read

in the Hearst newspapers from day to day, but about his
long-term reputation he could be no surer than can any
other author.

He considered himself to be a satirist, and

he experimented with several different approaches to satire.

The invective verse portraits were the most abusive

because they were the most direct.

They were also the

shortest lived because their concerns were tied so specifically to the immediate historical moment.

The two forms of

his satire that have proved to be the most enduring are the
definitions -j n Th^ opvil's Dictionary and the fables.
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Bierce's own awareness of his reputation at the time
he was writing and the uncertainty of its longevity is
revealed in one of his fables and several of his verses.
The fable, "Fortune and the Fabulist," personifies fortune,
the companion sometimes of fame, and suggests what a surprise it would be for a fabulist to encounter either.
A Writer of Fables was passing through
a lonely forest, when he met a Fortune.
Greatly alarmed, he tried to climb a tree,
but the Fortune pulled him down and bestowed
itself upon him with cruel persistence.
"Why did you try to run away?" said
the Fortune, when his struggles had ceased
and his screams were stilled. "Why do you
glare at me so inhospitably?"
"I don't know what you are," replied
the Writer of Fables, deeply disturbed.
"I am wealth; I am respectability,"
the Fortune explained; "I am elegant
houses, a yacht and a clean shirt every
day. I am leisure, I am travel, wine, a
shiny hat and an unshiny coat. I am
enough to eat."
"All right," said the Writer of Fables,
in a whisper; "but for goodness' sake
speak lower!"
"Why so?" the Fortune asked, in
surprise.
"So as not to wake me," replied the
Writer of Fables, a holy calm brooding
upon his beautiful face. (VI, 253-254)
Often overlooked in Bierce's work are examples of his
self-deprecating humor, generally suggested in this fable
and more specifically set up in the couplet Bierce entitled
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"The Discovers":
My! how my fame rings out in ever [sic] z o n e —
A thousand critics shouting: "He's unknown!"
Another bit of verse from Shapes of Clay takes a
similar playfully ironic approach.

Its title is "My Monu-

ment . "
It is pleasant to think, as I'm watching my ink
A-drying along my paper.
That a monument fine will surely be mine
When death has extinguished my taper.
From each pitiless scribe of the critic tribe
Purged clean of all sentiments narrow,
A pebble will mark his respect for the stark
Stiff body that's under the barrow.
Thus stone upon stone by reviewers thrown.
Will make my celebrity deathless.
0 I wish I could think, as I gaze at my ink.
They'd wait till my carcass is breathless.
(IV, 68)
Bierce's "monument" has additional layers of pebbles from
succeeding generations of critics and scholars, but it
still appears to be lop-sided and unfinished.
From the distance of a century, Bierce's "Humility"
seems to be a fairly accurate assessment of his journalistic and literary impact.
Great poets fire the world with fagots big
That make a crackling racket,
But I'm content with but a whispering twig
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To warm some single jacket.

(IV, 368)

His "whispering twigs" were lighted and wielded to "warm
some single jacket" he targeted at the precise historical
moment, and some "fizzed" brightly for the moment and even
made quite a racket; then they "fizzled" out. Among the
twigs that kept and still keep their glow are those cast in
the form of fables.

They join his stories and his defini-

tions as the most likely examples of his work to be anthologized and reprinted and still must be regarded as
representative of the best wit and irony American has to
offer.
Bierce himself provides two epigrams that rather sum
up his goals as a fabulist, and they are included here as
suggested "morals" for his fables in general and as fitting
concluding remarks for this paper.

The first mentions a

fool:
He who thinks with difficulty believes
with alacrity. A fool is a natural
proselyte, but he must be caught young,
for his convictions, unlike those of the
wise, harden with age. (VIII, 363)
The second mentions a rascal:
Train the head, and the heart will take
care of itself; a rascal is one who knows
not how to think. (VIII, 362)
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Proselytizing, training the head—these were Bierce's efforts to control, and, as this paper has shown, he went
about it in various ways.

The most effective way, however,

was through the fable, a form that traditionally has attracted the unsuspecting reader and led him to self-knowledge, a form that in its indefiniteness allows for distancing, and a form that can jolt and unsettle a reader until
he is provoked to think and become, perhaps, less of a fool
or a rascal.
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Notes
^Thurber expands the plot of "The Unicorn in the Garden" in his short story "The Catbird Seat," shifting control from Ulgine Barrows to Mr. Martin through a series of
ironic reversals in much the same way control shifts from
wife to husband in the fable.
^According to Robert E. Morsberger, Thurber said in
1940 that he was interested in the writings of William
March, among other contemporaries of his (185). Coincidentally, the first appearance of March's fables in periodicals occurred in 1940. According to a listing in Roy S.
Simmonds's William March: An Annotated Checklist, a
total of twenty-one fables were published between January
and October of that year in such publications as the New
York Post . the New York Sun . the Rocky Mountain Review,
and Tanager (55-56).
^In the "Afterword" to The Experimental Fictions of
Ambrose Bierce: Structuring the Ineffable. Cathy N.
Davidson includes a discussion of Brophy's comparison of
Bierce and Borges, saying that "the levity of the hypothesis does not obscure the more serious considerations underlying it" (124). Significantly, Brophy is interested in
Bierce as a fabulist. Early in "A Literary History" she
says, "Ambrose Bierce's most characteristic writings are
fables of extreme brevity" (20), and she concludes her
essay by remarking that contemporary critics and academicians who have never read Bierce "see great, original and
pioneering works of 20th-century literature in slightly
diluted examples of the literary form which Bierce invented
and perfected (and could scarcely make a living by) a century ago" (25) .
"^Coover also appropriates the death of Aesop as his
subject in an unpublished fable, "Aesop's Forest," much of
which is quoted or summarized in detail by Jackson I. Cope
in
Robert Co^^^^^'<^ Fictions (26-33) . Cope explains in
his introduction that Coover allowed him to read the manuscript. This time Aesop's death corresponds to that of his
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creations in the forest. The lion, fabled king of beasts
and source of truth, is crippled and dying. The hunchback
fabulist is sentenced by the Delphians to die too. The
lion is recognized as Aesop's alter ego as well as his
creation, but Aesop's identification with the lion is complicated by the additional evidence that he is identified
with the fox as well—with all his creations, the noble and
the ignoble. Finally, the lion, the fox, and Aesop all die
almost simultaneously, the fabulist in a suicidal plunge,
the two animals as each other's victims. Meanwhile a correlative fable of "The Turtle and the Eagle" has served as
counterpoint, or descant as Coover prefers.
^Robert Scholes lists Coover as a "fabulator," rather
than a fabulist. Scholes explains that "modern fabulation,
like the ancient fabling of Aesop, tends away from direct
representation of the surface reality but returns toward
actual human life by way of ethically controlled fantasy"
(3) .
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